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Abstract

Piano, a western musical instrument has a unique historical position in Persian
music. Iran has its own music as part of its culture, a classical canon with an enduring
repertoire and characteristic techniques handed down from generation to generation with
some improvements made along the way. When the first keys were played on a piano in
Tehran in the 1870s, the members of the imperial court were the exclusive audience.
At the time, Sorourolmolk, the master musician of the Qajar palace during the reign of
Nāsseredin Shah Qajar (1848-1896), attempted to change the tuning of piano and play
traditional Persian tunes in a way inspired by santur and tār techniques. Thus, the
practice of piano in Iran was immediately associated with the music that had already
existed for generations. This would eventually become known as “Persian piano.” Later,
the educated elite of the society, and students of the first military music school in Tehran
(Sho’beh-ye Music-e Dārolfonoun) were among the first practitioners of Persian piano.
This dissertation studies the art of Persian piano in Tehran from its introduction in 1880s
until the Revolution of 1979.
During this period, Persian piano practice gradually matured, culminating in the
compositions and performances of Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār (1886-1969), Mortezā
Mahjoubi (1900-1965), and Javād Ma’roufi (1915-1993). Of this group, Mahjoubi is
considered the most prominent composer and performer, and is the one credited with
establishing Persian piano as a distinctive art form. This study looks at his work, and also
focuses a spotlight on Ma’roufi’s style and contributions to Persian piano. With regard to
the most notable elements in traditional Persian piano, the dissertation offers a thorough
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analysis of the techniques and tuning systems linked to the Persian microtone, and
explores innovations in the canonic practice of traditional Persian piano.
With the rapid expansion of western classical music in Iran in the twentieth
century, the practice of Persian piano based almost entirely on indigenous Persian
instrumental techniques, forms, and melodies, no longer held an exclusive place in piano
performance. Accordingly the dissertation moves on to the practice of piano in Iran in the
twentieth century and finds that Western classical piano co-existed with the Persian style.
The study delves into the establishment of the western classical piano in Persian society
and presents the major contributors in this field including Emanuel Melik-Aslāniān
(1915- 2003). The dissertation places particular emphasis on female keyboard players,
their musical education, style of play, and public performances from the Qajar period
through the Pahlavi era.
Today, promising attempts to revitalize the art of Persian piano are on the rise.
This is especially true for Mahjoubi’s style whose outstanding legacy marks a milestone
in the evolution of Persian piano practice. Presently, Mahjoubi’s best student, Fakhri
Malekpour, is teaching the traditional style of Persian piano in private lessons in Tehran.
The effort to awaken interest, and to train a new generation of practitioners just might
mean that this unique form of piano art will become more well known and practiced
alongside other pianistic trends on into the future.
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Résumé
Le piano, instrument de musique occidental, détient une position historique
unique dans la musique persane. La muaique d’Iran est constituée à partir d’un repértoire
canonique classique qui fait état de caractéristiques transmises de génération en
génération, avec quelques innovations apportées au fil du temps. Lorsque des échelles
musicales ont été portées sur un piano à Téhéran dans les années 1870, les membres de la
cour impériale étaient le seul public témoin de l’évènement. À l’époque, Sorourolmolk,
musician du palais Qajar sous le règne de Nāsseredin Shah Qajar (1848-1896), a tenté de
changer l’accordage du piano et de jouer les airs traditionnels persans, inspirés par les
techniques du santur et du tār. Ainsi, la pratique du piano en Iran a immédiatement été
associée à la musique qui existait déjà depuis des générations. On parlera alors de “piano
persan.” Plus tard, l’élite instruite de la société et les étudiants de la première école de
musique militaire à Téhéran (Sho’beh-ye Music-e Dārolfonoun) ont été parmi les
premiers “praticiens” du piano Persan.
Cette thèse étudie l’art du piano persan à Téhéran depuis son introduction dans les
années 1880 jusqu’à la revolution de 1979.
Durant cette période, la pratique du piano persan a progressivement mûri,
culminant dans les compositions et interprétations de Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār
(1886-1969), Mortezā Mahjoubi (1900-1965), et Javād Ma’roufi (1915-1993). Mahjoubi
est considéré comme le plus eminent compositeur et interprète qui a instauré le piano
traditionnel persan (Piano-ye Sonnati) comme une forme d’art distinctive. Les éléments
les plus remarquables du piano persan traditionnel, les techniques de jeu, et les systèmes
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de réglage en microtones, de même que les innovations apportées à la pratique canonique
par Ma’roufi, constituent les axes principaux de cette recherche.
En outre, avec l’essor de la musique classique occidentale, la pratique du piano
persan qui était presque entièrement fondée sur des techniques instrumentales ainsi que
sur des formules et mélodies persanes autochtones n’a pas été maintenue au sein du
Téhéran du XXe siècle. Le piano classique occidental coexista alors avec le style persan.
Ce mémoire s’attache donc à étudier la place du piano classique occidental dans
la société persane en présentant les contributeurs majeures en ce demaine, ce qui
comprend aussi le style de Emanuel Melik-Aslāniān (1915- 2003). Cette recherche met
aussi un accent particulier sur les claviéristes femmes, leur enseignement, leur style de
jeu et leur performances publiques de la période de Qajar à celle de Pahlavi.
Aujourd’hui, on constate de plus en plus de tentatives prometteuses pour
revitalizer l’art du piano persan. Cela est paticulièrement vrai pour le style de Mahjoubi
dont l’héritage remarquable marque l’histoire d’évolution de la pratique du piano persan.
Actuellement, la meilleure élève de Mahjoubi, Madame Fakhri Malekpour, enseigne le
style traditionnel du piano persan en cours privés à Téhéran. L’effort fait pour éveiller
l’intrêt et former une nouvelle génération de pianistes pourrait faire en sorte qu’à l’avenir,
cette forme unique d’art de piano sera plus connue et advantage pratiquée aux côtés des
autres styles pianistiques.
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Note on Transliteration

While numerous books have been written about Iran in different European
languages, Persian words and names have not been transliterated into Latin alphabet with
any uniformity. The Persian language is a branch of Indo-European languages but is
written in Arabic alphabets and that has complicated the issue of transliteration.
The system used in this research is as follows:
a
ā
e
i
o
ou

as in
as in
as in
as in
as in
as in

ب
پ
ت
ث
ج
چ
ح
خ

b
p
t
s
j
ch
h
kh

atlas
hall
hen
king
hotel
pool
د
ذ
ر
ز
ژ
س
ش
ص

d
z
r
z
zh
s
sh
s

ض
ط
ظ
ع
غ
ف
ق
ک

z
t
z
a’
q
f
q
k

گ
ل
م
ن
و
ه
ی

g
l
m
n
v
h
y

The suffix of “kasre ezāfeh” appears as –e or –ye. The plural form comes as –s.
An apostrophe (’) after a vowel or consonant, as in Fat’h-Ali Shāh, results in a slight halt
at that point and separates it from the following part of the word or the name. Two-part
names are very common in the Persian language, and are separated by a hyphen (-) as in
Ali-Naqi Vaziri.
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Figure 1. Map of Iran
Excerpt from A History of Modern Iran by Ervand Abrahamian
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Introduction: Persian Piano

General Introduction

The glorious history of art and the enduring civilization of Iran are acknowledged
the world over. The treasures of Persian carpets, poetry, painting, architecture, and music
illustrate her endless stream of creative endeavors. Iran, like every other country, has its
own music as part of its culture. Classical Persian music has been handed down from
generation to generation while some improvements have been made along the way. The
art of piano in Iran – a modern instrument unknown in Iran until its introduction in the
1800s – is not confined to western practices. “Persian piano” refers to a style of piano
interpretation that originated in the late nineteenth century in the Qajar royal court and as
its name suggests, it is a piano music that is connected with the traditional music of Iran.
For Persians, the art of Persian piano embraces interpretation of classical Persian songs
and indigenous melodies on the piano. As such, the piano has a special position in
classical Persian music that is entirely separate from the piano played in any variety of
western music traditions, classical, pop, folk, or jazz, for example.
This thesis is a study of Persian piano, its history, its interpreters, and its practice.
A lack of knowledge of the principles, methods of teaching, ways of tuning, and
evolution of the practice, has made Persian piano problematic for the academic
community and it has never been a subject of research until now. The present study
follows the emergence of Persian piano in the capital city of Tehran in the late nineteenth
century and elaborates on its development into the second half of the twentieth century. It
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provides a comprehensive body of information including the history of Persian piano
practice, its metamorphosis over time, its tuning system, and techniques for playing.
The present study, however, is limited to the canonical practice of Persian piano.
Ali-Rezā Miralinaqi categorizes this practice in two chronological divisions that I have
named: traditional Persian piano (literally, Piano-ye Sonati) and innovative style of
Persian piano (literally, Maktab-e Novin-e Piano-ye Irani).1 This classification separates
the earlier piano practice, which was popular in late Qajars and early Pahlavis, from its
succeeding new trend.
When I started playing the piano as a child, I commenced studying within the
realm of western classical piano. Throughout my studies, however, I was always
intrigued by the origins and conceptual framework of Persian piano. This personal
inquiry has prompted me to discover the ways of Persian piano on my own. I started by
playing Javād Ma’roufi’s compositions. My desire to know this music has stuck with me
from adolescence to the present and it became a particularly diligent, individual pursuit
during my time at Art University of Tehran (2008 – 2011) where only western classical
piano is taught.
My place in this world, Persian born, a lifetime devotee of the piano and its
universal principles, as well as an initiate into the highly specific realm of Persian piano,
qualifies me to carry out this research. As an “insider” studying my own pianistic culture,
I can offer a depth of vision and new ways to understand the art form. Today, “fieldwork
at home,” or working among members of one’s own community, is an accepted method
for arriving at a balanced picture of one’s own culture. The writing of a musical culture

1

MA’ROUFI, Javād, 2000: Album-e Ahang’ha, Tehran, Skenderian, p. 2.
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by an “indigenous ethnomusicologist” who is a transmitter of non-western music can, on
one hand, make the ethics of fieldwork more appropriate and, on the other, be trusted as a
reliable source of local scholarship. As Charlotte Heth states: “Indeed, an inside view
may help the researcher by providing a set of aesthetic criteria with which to judge
quality in the music and truthfulness in the interviews with performers.”2 As an observer
who writes about her own piano tradition, I have given top priority to accuracy in
research and have maintained adherence to strict ethical standards in all interviews and
investigations. As well, I have maintained an investigator’s necessary distance. As a
result, the present study illuminates the musical culture by using data collected in the
field and by analyzing resources – recordings, musical transcriptions, and personal
interviews, among other things – in order to make a significant scientific contribution.
Various aspects of Persian music are documented by national and foreign
ethnomusicologists.3 Definitively paying attention to the specific practice of Persian
piano makes this Ph.D. dissertation an original contribution, and makes this reseach a
resource for the future scholars.
A thesis of this nature is more comprehensive if the readers can visualize the
geography of the region under discussion, the architecture, the people, their way of life,
their clothing, and their entertainment. As a result, I rely on photos of Persian pianists,
their concert dress and venues, and on photos of actual pianos so that the reader can
envision the culture and the conditions in which the artists worked. This feature of the
thesis allows the reader to travel in time to late nineteenth-century Tehran and on into the
twentieth-century setting a material context for the more technical material to come.
2
3

Victoria Levine’s interview with Charlotte Heth. SEM Newsletter, June 2013, Vol 47, no. 3 p. 6.
A considerable body of the work on the Persian art music is listed in the Literature Review p. 10.
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Indeed, the photos are primary source material that the author personally collected from
elderly informants, teachers, and museum archives.

Subject Definition

This study spans the period from 1879 until 1979, a time span that embraces the
reign of Qajar kings – particularly Nāseredin Shāh and Mozafaredin Shāh – in the years
before the Constitutional Revolution (1905-07), and runs through the Pahlavi dynasty up
to the Islamic Revolution in 1979. I have chosen this period of time for several reasons:
(1) The first piano arrived in Iran during the Qajar dynasty,4 (2) The practice of Persian
piano emerged in the late nineteenth century during the reign of Nāseredin Shāh,5 and (3)
the development and the main stylistic divergence in Persian piano practice occurred,
along with the fast pace of modernization in the country, in the first half of the twentieth
century during the Pahlavi dynasty. In fact this musical divergence in Persian piano was
the result of the modernizing influences in society. Alan P. Merriam attributes the reasons
for change in musical traditions to internal and external factors.6 In Persian piano, the
internal factors included the conceptualization of the piano as a Western, modern, and
luxurious item. Externally, the cultural contact with Western societies and their music,
via the piano, played a most significant role in this musical change.

4

MASH’HOUN, Hasan, 2009: Tārikh-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Farhang-e Nashr-e No, p. 525.
SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art,
P. 114 and KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, vol.1, p.
157.
6
Merriam, Anthropology of Music, 1964: pp. 314 – 16.
5
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The original piano in Iran was a gift from Napoleon Bonaparte to the Qajar court
in the nineteenth century.7 With its introduction into Persian culture, there were concerns
about perfecting the new instrument without diminishing the important place of ancient
techniques and tonalities. The master santur player, Sorourolmolk, in order to create
melodies on the piano that could be performed to the highest standards set by Nāseredin
Shāh for the royal court, developed a piano pedagogy and practice.8 This gave rise to an
original form of piano musicianship that eventually came to be known as Persian piano,
though at the time, the term “Persian piano” was not used in Iran. The actual use of these
words together – Persian piano – is a recent practice.
My investigation into the related literature and an analysis of a private collection
of 78rpm shellac recordings from the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century
in Iran,9 reveals that the label descriptions use the word “piano” without any adjective.
What the descriptions on the labels do mention, along with the title and composer’s
name, is the use of the “Persian mode” on the recordings. This suggests that the
recordings are of “Persian piano.” Also, in a relatively early book by Amir Jāhed (1954),
as well as those by Sepantā (2004), Mash’houn (2009), and Khāleqi (2010), there is no
mention of Persian piano as such. Instead they use expressions such as “playing Persian
tunes on the piano” (Amir Jāhed: 1954 and Khāleqi: 1955, [first edition]), or “arranging
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SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art,
P. 113 and also SEYYED AHMADIĀN, Ali-Rezā, 2004: Introduction from his translation of the book The
Art of the Piano, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Art and Culture, P. 14.
8
The foundation of Dārolfonoun school (1851) by his royal vizier, Amir Kabir who is one of the most
capable figures of the history of Iran, was groundbreaking for higher education standards of the country
including music learning (KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali
Shāh, vol.1, pp. 209-10). Furthermore, Nāseredin Shāh’s personal interest in art resulted in his immense
patronage of painting, photography, and music. He was the first king who ordered the establishment of a
royal music orchestra for his court.
9
The private collection of Jane Lewisohn in UK.
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Persian songs for the piano” (Sepantā: 2004), or “playing national tunes on the piano”
(Mash’houn: 2009), or “the art of piano playing in Persian music.”
Nevertheless, in recent decades, the term “Persian piano” has been used more and
more in Iran in both written and spoken discourse to differentiate piano played with
Persian tonalities and tuning from western classical practice. Today, the term is broadly
used among the musicians and people of Iran, so much so that there is a well-known
“Persian piano” group on Facebook that has around 14,000 members. Furthermore, based
on my interviews, “Persian piano” is used in English only when speaking about the use of
piano to play Persian music.
The practice of Persian piano is a fountainhead of creativity and individuality that
had its roots in one specific area but was allowed to develop independently of those roots.
In this way it is an evolutionary adaptation reflecting the ability of Persian musicians to
form something entirely new out of the old. Although at initial glance, based on my
interviews10 with the Persian piano masters and also based on my own experience in
performance, it could be stated that the techniques utilized for Persian piano are different
from those of western classical piano, this is not a limitation. Persian piano is an original
form of piano musicianship with its own infinite variability.11
The piano is the only western keyboard instrument that is used as a local musical
instrument in classical Persian music. For over a century, the art of Persian piano has
been nourished by the inventiveness of native musicians in the country. Persians adopted
and evolved piano musicianship within their own paradigms, initially independent of any
10

I have attached the sample interview questionnaires in the Appendix III of my dissertation.
As an example, comparing the difficulty of techniques of play in a prelude by Chopin and a pishdarāmd
– an independent introductory piece – by Mahjoubi, it is noticeable that pishdarāmd’s techniques have
different challenges from the prelude’s. This is because of the unique aesthetics of Persian music in that it
possesses a monophonic character. These technical and aesthetic differences are examined in chapter 2.
11
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western influences. This was due to the absence of western music education in the
country at the time.12 Although the first piano arrived in Iran in 1806,13 it did not draw
the attention of the royal members and the musicians of the court for almost fifty years.14
The first official training for piano was in the music school of Dārolfonoun.15 The
emergence of piano musicianship came after Nāseredin Shāh’s voyage to Europe in the
1860s where he was introduced to the piano. Upon his return to Iran, he ordered the
import of a few pianos and asked the court musicians to play Persian tunes on them. At
the time, the court musicians did not have knowledge of western music and piano
musicianship. However, Sorourolmolk, who was the director of the court orchestra,
familiarized himself with piano tuning, changed the piano’s tuning in accordance with
Persian music intervals,16 and performed national tunes on the piano for the first time.17
He was a gifted musician, considered a master on several different instruments such as
santur, kamāncheh, and setār. He was known as “Ra’is,” literally “Boss,” since he was
the chief of the royal court musicians and “Naqāreh Khāneh.”18 Sorourolmolk applied his
knowledge of santur (Persian dulcimer) performance to playing the piano and with the
piano tuned in a Persian-style tonality Sorourolmolk planted the seeds from which much
12

The music education tradition was based on the oral transmission between the master and the disciple
(KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, vol. 1, p.115)
13
SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art,
p. 113.
14
SEYYED AHMADIĀN, Ali-Rezā, 2004: Introduction from his translation of the book Art of Piano,
Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Art and Culture, P. 14.
15
KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, vol. 1, pp. 157 – 8
and pp. 210 – 222.
16
SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art,
p. 114.
17
KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, vol. 1, p. 157 and
SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art, P.
87.
18
Literally means “house of Naqāreh”; Naqāreh is an ancient Persian musical instrument, a
membranophone of the kettle drum variety, and is played on special occasions. Naqāreh Khāneh is a place
where musicians play Sāz o Naqāreh.
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of the ensuing Persian piano tradition has grown. In the course of time, the practice of
Persian piano has been changed by other trends of piano musicianship, most notably by
western classical piano, but a few devoted pianists have preserved the original character
of the distinct traditional practice started by Sorourolmolk.
This dissertation reviews the development of Persian piano as practiced by
Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār (1885-1969), Mortezā Mahjoubi (1900-1965), and Javād
Ma’roufi (1912-1993). It should be noted that the work of these three piano masters is
pertinent to the development of a core philosophy of Persian piano in Iran. A collection
and classification of these artists’ recordings and compositions is introduced in order to
offer a musical catalogue of Persian piano and to review the essential repertoire of the
form. An extended section discusses the role of Mortezā Mahjoubi and Javād Ma’roufi in
the dissemination of current practices of the Persian piano. Both men were prominent
pianists in the 20th century and as such Mortezā Mahjoubi, and Javād Ma’roufi, in
particular, have aided in the transmission of the art of Persian piano from one generation
to the next. Mahjoubi passed on mastery of the Piano-ye Sonati, which is based only on
classical Persian music techniques, and Ma’roufi incorporated the Maktab-e Novin-e
Piano-ye Irani that applies western harmony to classical Persian music melodies.
The thesis is made up of three sections: the historical, the practical, and the
contextual. These sections include four chapters, plus a conclusion. The chapters are
divided as follows: within the historical section, chapter 1 investigates the arrival of the
piano in the Qajar court, the introduction of a western musical instrument to the
aristocrats of the society, early education in piano musicianship, and the first Persian
piano practitioners. Section twso includes chapters 2 and 3. This extended section studies
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Persian piano tuning systems, the elements of Persian piano techniques of play, the
Persian piano repertoire, and the compositional developments that are based on the works
and the original contributions of the three piano masters mentioned above. Chapter 4
stands alone in section three, presents the socio-cultural aspects of Persian piano and
discusses the absorption of the piano into traditional Persian music as well as the role and
evolution of Persian piano in the creation of a national identity. Chapter 4 also offers an
analytical discourse on different movements and philosophies behind the composition
and the performance of piano music in Iran. It demonstrates contemporary trends in piano
practice in Iran by presenting stylistic comparisons of different Persian pianists.
Moreover, the chapter 4 features the role of female pianists in the evolution of Persian
piano practice. It illustrates the world of women musicians in the Qajar court, and shows
how the women were affected by the cultural constraints of the society. The diversity of
music making on keyboard instruments among Persian female keyboardists was limited
mainly to the hand-pump organs and pedal harmoniums, due to the scarcity and the price
of the piano. The chapter elaborates on the opportunities afforded women following the
Constitutional Revolution and modernization movement, and concludes by expanding on
renowned western-style performers in Iran in the modern epoch, again highlighting
famous and award winning women pianists.

10

Literature Review

Until two decades ago, the only publication about Persian piano was a very
limited edition of Ma’roufi’s transcriptions of classical Persian music repertoire – radif –
in western notation for the piano, which was published in 1993 by Iran Sedā Publication
in Tehran.19 This book is accompanied by four cassettes of Ma’roufi’s performances on
Persian-tuned pianos. The cassettes contain the performance of the Persian piano radif.
Later, Ma’roufi published his compositions for solo piano designed for the piano with a
common tuning system, 12–tone equal temperament: Album-e Ahang’ha by Skandarian
Publication, in 2001, and Gozide-ye Āsār-e Ostād Javād Ma’roufi Baraye Piano
[Selected Piano Pieces of Persian Music For Piano] by Part Publication in 2007.
Studies of classical Persian music dedicate only a small number of pages to the
history of Persian piano and the early practitioners in Iran. Books such as Khāleqi’s
Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran (initial publication: 1955) and Sepantā’s Cheshmandāz-e
Mousiqi-ye Iran (initial publication: 1990), and Mash’houn’s Tārikh-e Mousiqi-ye Iran
(2001), are among the few to mention the subject. In particular, Khāleqi’s book holds an
outstanding place in any survey of the history of classical Persian music. It deals with the
establishment of the early music schools, the arrival of western musical instruments, and
the description of the musicians’ careers and their place in the society during the late
Qajar and early Pahlavi era.
Aside from “Radif-e Mousiqi-ye Iran Baraye Piano” by maestro Javād Ma’roufi
(1993), the only other volume that has been specifically dedicated to the Persian piano
19

MA’ROUFI, Javād, 1993: Radif-e Mousiqi-ye Iran Baraye Piano [Radif-e Mousiqi-ye Iran For Piano],
Iran Seda, Tehran.
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repertoire, is “Mashq-e Ostād”by maestro Mortezā Mahjoubi (2012). Unlike Ma’roufi,
who collected, transcribed, and published the repertoire for the Persian piano, Mahjoubi
left his repertoire in the form of manuscripts and recordings that were published in 2012,
years after his death. These two volumes are invaluable in organizing the Persian piano
radif, and do a lot to reveal the techniques of play, as well as uncover the tuning systems.
Overall, historical literature concerning Persian piano music encompasses two
categories: (1) the history of Persian music, music schools, and political movements of
Iran from the late nineteenth century into the first half of the twentieth century, and (2)
memoirs and biographical treatments of outstanding musicians and piano practitioners.
Considering the biographical works, an extended chapter about Mortezā Mahjoubi can be
found in Esmāil Navāb Safā’s book, Qesse-ye Sham’ (2009: pp. 211-55). Likewise, Amir
Jāhed reviews the life of Moshir Homāyoun in his Divān (1954: pp. 32-6), and Pejmān
Akbarzādeh surveys Javād Ma’roufi’s life in Mousiqi Dānān-e Irani, Volume 3 (2008:
pp. 200-3). Between the lines in memoirs of Nāserein Shāh and Mozafaredin Shāh one
can find specifics about the piano in the Qajar court. There are also interesting paragraphs
about piano performance of Mozafaredin Shāh in an autobiography of the national poet,
Āref Qazvini (1985: p. 105).20 Another book that depicts the Qajar period is Tārikh-e
Azodi by Azadodowleh (1997), which portrays the Persian society at the time of the Qajar
court. 21 Ervand Abrahamian’s books, Iran Between Two Revolutions (1982), and A
History of Modern Iran (2008), are valuable for getting a better idea about the people, the
society, and the political incidents in Iran from the late nineteenth century Qajar period
well into the twentieth century and the Pahlavi dynasty.
20
21

HĀERI, Seyyed-Hādi, 1985: Āref Qazvini Shāer-e Melli-ye Iran, Tehran, Jāvidān.
AZADO DOWLEH, 1997: Tārikh-e Azodi, Tehran, Elm.
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Once Nāseredin Shāh had voyaged to Europe, especially to France in the 1860s,
the appearance and adaptation of western musical instruments was underway. In the
following years, Nāseredin Shāh employed some European music teachers in order to
form a royal martial music band for the Qajar court.22 Alfred Jean Baptiste Lemaire was
the first French music teacher to travel to Iran to teach at Court.23 He arrived in 186824 in
order to train the students of the first military music school in Tehran during the Nāseri
era.25
While in Iran, Lemaire arranged some pieces for the solo piano and later, with the
assistance of Qolām Rezā Khān Sālār-e Moazez and Nāser Homāyoun, Lemaire made the
first attempt at writing down some of these Persian tunes for the piano. These
transcriptions are considered the “basics” for writing Persian music pieces for the piano.
Specifically, Lemaire’s printed works are among the first polyphonic notations in the
country. His arrangements for piano – comprising various Āvaz, Tasnif, and Reng in
dastgāh-e Homāyoun, Māhour, and Chāhārgāh – were collected and transcribed with the
help of Nāser Homāyoun.26 Following the order of the Qajar kings, between the years
1872 to 1900 during the reigns of Nāseredin Shāh Qajar and his successor Mozafaredin
Shāh Qajar, Lemaire published these works in the standard format for piano music in
Paris where the vogue of orientalism made them popular. Lemaire’s works, which are
the first Persian piano pieces transcribed in western notation, are accompanied by his
22

KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, p. 210. SEPANTĀ,
Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art, pp. 106-14.
23
Idem.
24
SAHBĀI, Manouchehr, 2003: Āvāz’ha va Tasnif’ha-ye Irani, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and
Art.
25
Nāseri era (1848-1896) indicates one of the longest reigning monarchies under the rule of Nāseredin
Shāh Qajar.
26
KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, p. 219. Also
Lemaire has acknowledged Nāser Homāyoun in the introduction of his book in French language.
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prologue in the French language.27 A century later in 2003, these arrangements were
edited and performed by Manouchehr Sahbāi, the prominent Persian conductor, and were
reprinted in a form of piano sheet music accompanied by a CD.28 This book provides us
with the early arrangements of Persian tunes for both hands on the piano. Sahbāi’s
introduction to the book also provides valuable information about Lemaire and his work
in Iran.
During the second half of the twentieth century, both Persian and foreign
musicians showed more interest in and paid more attention to the study of Persian music
that relies on existing musical practices. Doctoral dissertations by Parviz Mahmoud A
Theory of Persian Music and Its Relation to Western Practice (1956, Indiana University),
and The Dastgāh Concept in Persian music by Hormoz Farhat (1965, UCLA), were
devoted to the study of dastgāh and its structure. Nelly Caron and Dariouche Safvat’s
volume Iran: les Traditions Musicales (1966) outlined the principal concepts of Persian
music and introduced different aspects of Persian music. Mojtabā Khoshzamir’s
unpublished Master’s Thesis, Aspects of the Persian Tasnif 29 (1975, University of
Illinois) was a scholarly work on the art of Tasnif and famous Tasnif-Sarās: Āref Qazvini
and Sheydā. His unpublished doctoral dissertation, Ali-Naqi Vaziri and his Influence on
Music and Music Education in Iran (1979, University of Illinois) proved very helpful in
studying the history of modern music education in Iran. Ella Zonis in her book, Classical

27

Idem.
SAHBĀI, Manouchehr, 2003: Āvāz’ha va Tasnif’ha-ye Irani, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and
Art.
29
Tasnif is a Persian musical form. It is a composed song with a poetic context in a slow meter. A large
number of tasnif were composed during the Constitutional Revolution (1905-07). Tasnif-Sarā is a person
who composes a tasnif.
28
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Persian Music: An Introduction (1973), studies the structure, contemporary practice, and
the organology of Persian music.
Amongst the other informative studies on Persian music, one can name the works
of Jean During, La Musique Iranienne, Tradition et Évolution (1984), Hafez Modir,
Research Models in Ethnomusicology Applied to the Radif Phenomenon in Iranian
Classical Music (1986), Bruno Nettl, The Radif of Persian Music, Studies of Structure
and Cultural Context (1987), and a collaboration by Jean During and Zia Mirabdolbaghi
in The Art of Persian Music (1991). There is also Bruno Nettl’s volume, The Radif of
Persian Music (1992) and Mohammad-Rezā Darvishi’s Encyclopedia of Musical
Instruments of Iran (1998) winner of the Klaus Wachsmann book prize of the Society for
Ethnomusicology. Through these works we can trace the scholarly efforts that have been
made by different ethnomusicologists on Persian music, and secondly we can learn from
the methodologies they used in conducting their investigations.
Unpublished doctoral dissertations such as that by Āzin Movahed’s: The Persian
Ney: A study of the instrument and its musical style (1993), or Mohsen Hajārian’s: Gazal
as a determining factor of the structure of the Iranian Dastgāh (1999), resources such as
Mohammad-Taqi Mass’oudieh’s ethnomusicological works, and Laudan Nooshin’s
Iranian Classical Music: The Discourses and Practice of Creativity (2015) pave the way
to a better research design.
The latest volumes on Persian music are Rhythmic Structure in Iranian Music by
Mohammad-Rezā Āzadehfar (2011) and Music and Song in Persia, The Art of Āvāz by
Lloyd Miller (2011). The former discusses the issues of rhythmic structure in Persian
music and poetry in both improvisation and composed music, and the latter is a full-
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length analysis of the theory and practice of Persian singing, demonstrating its relevance
to both contemporary and traditional Iranian music, and their interaction with classical
Persian poetry and metrics. Also, The Art of Avaz and Mohammad Reza Shajarian:
Foundations and Contexts by Rob Simms and Amir Koushkani (2012) examines the
traditional art of singing classical Persian poetry, as represented by its greatest living
exponent.
Regarding the development of the sound recording in Iran, Sepantā supplies
valuable information encompassing technology from the phonograph wax-cylinder to the
compact disc in Tārikh-e Tahavol-e Zabt-e Mousiqi dar Iran (1998). I found the first
recordings of Persian piano in this book.
Theoretical studies in the Persian language include Dariush Talāi’s booklet A New
Approach to the Theory of Persian Art Music (1993), Taqi Binesh’s treatise Shenākht-e
Mousiqi-ye Iran (2003), Rouhollah Khāleqi’s volume Nazari be Mousiqi-ye Iran (2006),
Ali-Naqi Vaziri’s Music Theory (2008), and Farhad Fakhredini’s book, Tajzieh va Tahlil
va Sharh-e Radif-e Mousiqi-ye Iran by Mo’in and Tehran Music Museum Press (2013).
These theoretical books help us to comprehend the system of classical Persian music and
the principles of improvisation in order to analyze Persian piano pieces. I utilize these
books plus Touraj Kiaras and Persian Classical Music: An Analytical Perspective by
Owen Wright (2009), in chapter 2 of my thesis wherein I analyze Persian piano tuning
systems and techniques of play.
Aside from the above volumes, there are also piano arrangements of famous
national songs – tasnif-s, folksongs, and popular pieces – such as Selected Popular &
Classical Persian Music & Songs for Piano and Other Instruments by Part Publication
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(2003),30 and Persian Folksongs for Piano by Rudaki Publicatons (2007).31 The former is
compiled and arranged by Ata Khorram and the latter by Siavash Beizai. Persian
folksongs, tasnif-s, and popular works for piano are valuable subjects of research for
interested scholars but are excluded from this study.
To categorize: the above books are helpful in the three aforementioned aspects of
the thesis: (1) historical, regarding the introduction of piano and piano musicianship, (2)
theoretical/practical, regarding the theory of Persian music and its application in the
practice of Persian piano, and (3) contextual, regarding the sociological elements and
cultural factors in the adoption of the piano, a non-national musical instrument for native
music.
In the next part, the organization of data for the study is presented.

Corpus

The sources in this study consist of published literature, music scores, piano
transcripts, unpublished dissertations, related journal articles, radio programs,
commercial CDs, recorded music, and various interviews conducted by the author. The
corpus is categorized as below:32

30

KHORRAM, Ata, 1994: Selected Popular & Classical Persian Music & Songs, Tehran, Part.
BEIZAI, Siavash, 1996: Persian Folksongs For Piano, Tehran, Roudaki.
32
The detailed information about the interviews and recordings are presented in the section: Procedure of
the Study on page 28.
31
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1. Personal interviews with Persian piano masters, their students, and their
descendants.
2. Meetings with independent researchers and music historians.
3. Interviews with informants who were collectors of old records, and with
elderly individuals who could give firsthand accounts of musical life in the
period involved.
4. Investigation of the published33 and unpublished Persian piano pieces and
radif.
5. Books written on Persian music theory, Persian music history, and radif for
different musical instruments such as tār, setār, santur, and radif-e āvazi.
6. Related articles about Persian piano and pianists in Persian-language
journals.34
7. Teaching notes, transcripts, and syllabus materials developed and used by
Mahjoubi and Ma’roufi.
8.

Persian piano solo records that were performed by Shahrdār, Mahjoubi,
Ma’roufi, and Malekpour.

9. Persian piano music recordings in Golha programs 35 on Iranian National
Radio as solo, vocal duets, and ensembles by Shahrdār, Mahjoubi, and
Ma’roufi.36

33

I investigated into the comprehensive related literature through the National Library and Archives of
Iran (Sāzmān-e Asnād va Ketāb-khāneh-ye Melli-ye Jomhouri-ye Eslāmi-ye Iran) that is found under this
link: www.nlai.ir
34
I examined articles in Persian-language journals through the website: www.noormags.ir This website
offers a digitalized database of Iranian journals concerning social sciences, arts, and humanities.
35
Golha program (literally meaning “flowers”) was broadcast on Iran National Radio for 23 years from
1956 through 1979. They comprised approximately 850 hours of programming made up of literary
commentary with the declamation of poetry, sung with musical accompaniment interspersed with solo
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The transcripts comprise formerly mentioned books by Ma’roufi (1993, 2000,
2006), Sahbāi (2003), and the collection of Mahjoubi’s manuscripts (2012), which had
been written in his own music notation, by Andisheh va Honar (2012). The publication of
this book comes with three CDs (containing the performance by Fakhri Malekpour of the
pieces in the book) and was not possible without Mrs. Fakhri Malkepour’s extensive
contribution of the Mahjoubi’s manuscripts and her playing of the repertoire on Persiantuned pianos. Malekpour is the only professional student of Mahjoubi, and has gathered
all of the teaching materials written exclusively for her during their private lessons. After
years, she generously published her private archive in Tehran.
Regarding the interviews, the questionnaires were designed in English and
Persian languages. They were geared differently for the piano teachers and their students.
Reliability, clarity, and accuracy formed the benchmark in composing the forms. In
accord with research ethics requirements, all interviewees signed a letter of consent. The
copies of the interview forms and the letter of consent are included in Appendix III and
IV. I have also benefited from the commemorative programs and interviews already
conducted by Iran National Radio with Shāhrdar and Mahjoubi.37
Since I have used the word radif, in order to avoid ambiguity I need to clarify
different radif-s of Persian music before continuing.
The radif is a body of music consisting of 200 to 300 pieces that are memorized
and then become the basis of composition and improvisation in classical Persian music.
musical pieces. LEWISOHN, Jane: Flowers of Persian Song and Music: Davoud Pirnia and the Genesis of
The Golha Program, Journal of Persianate Studies 1 (2008) 79-101
36
I had full access through the digitalized Golha archives: www.golha.co.uk
37
Moshir Homāyoun’s memorial on Radio Iran (1969?), Mahjoubi’s interview with Radio Iran published
in the book by NAVĀB-SAFĀ: Qesse-ye Sham’, Paykan, Tehran, p. 218.
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These melodies, which are the principal repertoire of Persian classical music, are
organized in twelve modal systems known as dastgāh. Each of the twelve dastgāh
contains a repertoire of from 20 to 50 small pieces called gousheh-s (literally meaning
corners). These small pieces emphasize different modal relationships.
The idea of a systematic organization of Persian music –a radif – is associated
with the attempts of reputable musicians of the Qajar court – Āqa Ali-Akbar Khān-e
Farāhāni, and his two sons, Mirzā Abdollāh Khān and Āqa Hosein-Qoli – in the Nāseri
era – to classify or standardize Persian music.
The first known version of the radif is attributed to Mirzā Abdollāh. It was
transcribed in Leipzig by Minbāshiān around 1911. 38 Regrettably, this copy is lost.
However, his student, Qahramāni, and his student’s student, Boroumand, performed a
version of that original. As Hajāriān states (1999):“Today there are two transcriptions of
this radif, one done by a student of Boroumand from Boroumand by Jean During (Le
Repertoire Modele de la Musique Iranienne, Radif de Tar et de Setar de Mirza
Abdullah, Version de Nur’ Ali Boroumand, 1991), and another transcribed by Dāriush
Talāi (Radif Mirza Abdullah Note nevissi Amuzeshi va Tahlili, 1995).” Both of the
transcriptions of radif Mirzā Abdollāh are for either tār or setār.
Another version of Mirzā Abdollāh’s radif – one that is neglected in Hajāriān’s
dissertation – is based on Montazemolhokamā’s performance. From 1936 to 1943, Mehdi
Solhi, known as Montazemolhokamā, with the help of his student, Mehdi-

38

HAJĀRIĀN, Mohsen, 1999: Gazal as a Determing Factor of the Structure of the Iranian Dastgāh,
unpublished PhD dissertation, University of Maryland, p. 20.
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Qoli Hedāyat, transcribed the radif of Mirzā Abdollāh.39 Montzemolhokamā – who was a
physician and a very prominent student of Sorourolmolk and Mirzā Abdollāh – with
Mehdi-Qoli Hedāyat, known as Mokhberossaltaneh, spent seven years transcribing two
copies of the radif and ultimately in 1943, dedicated one of the two copies to the Superior
Music School of Tehran.40 Nevertheless, this radif of Montazemolhokamā was never
published! In 2011, Amir Eslāmi located the radif – which is considered one of the best
resources of Mirzā Abdollāh’s repertoire – and unearthed its differences from Nour-Ali
Boroumand’s version. Amir Eslāmi, Reza Parvizādeh, and Ārshām Qāderi edited
Montazemolhokamā’s version, and the Tehran Art University Press published the book in
2013.
An

anthology

of

works

by

Mirzā

Abdollāh,

Āqa

Hosein

Qoli,

Montazemolhokamā, Darvish Khān, Vaziri, and Hosein Khān-e Kamāncheh was
organized as Radif-e Mousiqi-ye Iran by Moussā Ma’roufi. Mehdi Barkeshli wrote an
introductory section about classical Persian music in the French and Persian languages.
This heavy volume was published first by the Ministry of Culture and Art in 1963, and
later after the Islamic Revolution, by the Ministry of Culture and Ershad-e Islami in 1994.
The modern repertoire of Persian classical music comprises other versions of
radif-s that are ascribed to illustrious musicians such as vocal radif-s (radif-e āvāzi) by
Mahmoud Karimi and Abdollah Davāmi or the radif for the other musical instruments
such as santur and violin by Abolhasan Sabā.41 Among Saba’s students one can name the
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BARKESHLI, Mehdi, 1963: La Musique Traditionnelle de l’ Iran, Publications du Secretariat d’Etate
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KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2006: Nazari be Mousiqi-ye Irani, Tehran, Rahrovan-e Pouyesh, pp. 120-1.
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two prominent santur players Farāmarz Pāyvar and Manouchehr Sādeqi. They have
performed radif-e Sabā.42
Since each radif is based on the music master’s style of teaching, there are always
differences in the various versions of radif. The differences appear in the number of
gousheh-s in each dastgāh, their name, the rhythmic patterns, and the cadences.
Consequently, the study of Persian piano radif – repertoire of Persian piano as an
ordered system of melodies – is a twentieth century phenomenon. According to his
interview with Radio Iran,43 Mahjoubi’s repertoire is considered as the first radif of
Persian piano. It comprises from one hundred to one hundred fifty pieces including
several tasnif, chāhār-mezrāb, pish-darāmad, and reng. However, Mahjoubi never put
the word radif on his composition collections. This term was later placed on his works
because they were organized in a systematic order like those of gousheh-s. Because of the
difficulties involved with the Persian piano tuning system and limitations of applying
Persian classical music techniques on the piano, its repertoire is somewhat different from
that of other local musical instruments of Iran.
Ma’roufi’s radif of Persian piano is based on his father’s radif – it is a radif Javād
Ma’roufi composed for the Persian-tuned piano. Because of this, Ma’roufi did in fact use
the word radif in the title of his collection.
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Problematic

Until two decades ago, no literature of any consequence had been published on
the topic of Persian piano and what works there were focused only on transcriptions. In
the early twenty-first century, the art of Persian piano has enjoyed a renaissance. The
current generation has become interested in reviving traditions, and today one can claim a
growing number of Persian-style practitioners in the country. Accordingly, some old
recordings and transcripts have been republished.
The study of the development of Persian piano practice provides valuable insight
into future trends. Historical research on Persian piano sheds light on the trajectory of
tradition and its metamorphosis into modern innovative styles.
By studying the keyboard instrument tradition in classical Persian music, an
important facet of the art of Iranian music can be seen. With the introduction of western
classical music, eminent Persian-style pianists, composers, and ancient recordings were
forgotten in favor of new trends of piano musicianship. The genesis of Persian piano
practice not only gave the world an example of excellence in the sphere of music, its
revival has also provided us with an example of creativity within a specific cultural
context.
In Iran the only piano master to pass down both repertoire and teachings to
students was Ma’roufi. Ma’roufi started teaching at Tehran Superior School of Music in
1928, and a few years later became the first conductor of Radio Tehran Orchestra.44 His
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students have created their own pedagogy stemming from their teacher’s methods passed
on to them in the classroom, or at lessons.
Earlier than Ma’roufi, Mahjoubi did not write any literature concerning the
practical study of traditional Persian piano, and only made available certain compositions
written in music notation of his own invention using Persian language and symbols.
Furthermore, Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār, was oriented toward politics and business,
and played only by ear. He did not pass down his method to students in any specific
format. It is indeed fortunate that at least there are extant recordings of his performances
for analysis.
This research, through the following questions, strives firstly to preserve
endangered information on the practice of traditional Persian piano in the late nineteenth
century, and secondly, to document its evolution in the first half of the twentieth century.
The investigation is mainly constructed from probing the following questions:

1.

How did the practice of Persian piano emerge in Iran from the late
nineteenth century up to 1979? This question chiefly explores the
advent of piano practice and its position in Persian society.

2.

What are the requirements for tuning a piano in the Persian-tuned style?
This question examines different tuning systems that are applied to the
piano.

3.

What are the significant contributions, repertoire, and techniques of play
by Moshir Homāyoun, Mahjoubi, and Ma’roufi in the practice of
Persian piano and piano education in Iran?
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4.

What are the contemporary trends in the performance of piano in Iran?
This question investigates the differences between techniques of play,
harmony, and compositional styles.

5.

How can we analyze the modes of adaptation by Persian musicians with
regard to the identity of traditional heritage on the one hand and the
cross-cultural encounter on the other?

6.

What is the role of female musicians in the evolution of Persian piano
music and how does it pertain to the occasions in society for women?

Methodology

In observing my own culture I note that documentation is not a common habit
among the Persian people.
This then becomes an obstacle in the advancement of research by
ethnomusicologists in Iran. This is not related to the value of the artistic, cultural or
historical subjects. They are of great value. But documentation of one subject is
immanently advantageous for other fields. For instance, a study of Persian piano can be
useful to an anthropologist looking to illustrate the cultural tastes of a society within a
given period of time.
My method in this study is an examination of the related literature, but as well,
there is an extensive component of fieldwork. A part of the research is conventionally
historical, with printed and archival sources. But for much of this research, I engaged in
fieldwork with a group of informants, musicians, collectors, and elderly masters. A
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primary concern in the research was the lack of data on the practice of Persian piano as a
traditional trend in the realm of piano performance. My solution to this problem was to
pose the same questions to different interviewees in order to find a commonality in the
practice principles. As a part of my work I unearthed the very first writings and some
very old photos on related subjects to help find the answers to the research questions.
The interviews have allowed for an organization of previously unknown facts
about the piano masters – all of whom contributed to the theoretical and the pragmatic
understanding of the practice of Persian piano. I designed and redesigned the interviews
as I learned more and more, based on my experience in conducting them, but also based
on the background of the interviewees, and the conditions for the meetings. In the
meetings with the masters, I was invited into their homes or their piano studios. With
some of the informants who were particularly important to help fill in my historical or
bibliographical questions, we would meet in coffee shops. I have also conducted a few of
the interviews over the phone or on the Skype. In most cases, I was allowed to video or to
sound record. In rare cases, I was only able to jot down notes. The interviews are
categorized as structured, semi-structured, and free interviews. In structured interviews,
where I was very limited in time, I sent the questionnaires to the interviewees ahead of
time so they could get an idea of my questions and not be diverted from the main subject
at hand. Semi-structured interviews were more open, allowing new ideas to be brought up
as a result of the interviewee responses. In the semi-structured interviews, I had a
framework of themes to be explored. I also devoted time to the interviewee to continue
the meeting as he/she desired. Nevertheless, some of the interviews were free of any
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regulations by the interviewee or me. The meetings with Fakhri Malekpour and Sāmān
Ehteshāmi were of this type.
I always started the meeting by asking about the interviewee’s biography and their
background. To answer the questions in the problematic, I turned my inquiries to more
pragmatic subjects such as their process in learning/teaching, their techniques of play,
and tuning systems. I asked the interviewees to show me the differences in the tuning
systems and to perform the specific techniques. I also studied the techniques of play by
listening to the commercial CDs that are listed in Procedure of the Study, on page 28. The
CDs proved helpful in the organization of the techniques of play because they made
available the recorded performances of different practitioners and masters. To conclude, I
would ask about the aesthetics of Persian piano and about their repertoire for
performances.
Furthermore, I asked about the analytical aspects of a given piece in a specific
dastgāh in order to examine the choice of gousheh-s in the performance of a dastgāh.
This proves helpful in revealing the specific tuning system that is used for performing in
that dastgāh. Also, I inquired about techniques of play, ornamentation, use of pedal,
choice of tempo, fingering, and improvisational frameworks.
Throughout the interviews I was curious to know the interviewee’s ideas about
the introduction and the future of this art form in Iran. I asked their opinions on the
position of Persian piano in the Qajar and early Pahlavi periods, but also on the place of
piano as a local musical instrument in classical Persian music over the course of time.
It has been essential for me to find the appropriate correspondence. Acquiring the
literature has been especially difficult due to its rarity, the issues of ownership, and the
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matter of scattered locations.45 My research has taken me to Iran, Canada, the United
Kingdom, and the United States in order to get full interviews with my correspondents. I
have gone directly to the Persian piano masters for my questions for they offer firsthand
accounts. Aside from this, I have studied the analysis of other ethnomusicologists on
Persian music and their respective literature. I have benefited from the methods of
Dariush Safvat, Mohammad-Taqi Mass’oudieh, Jean During, Bruno Nettl, Laudan
Nooshin, and Rob Simms.
Over time, these methods, along with my investigative approach – interviews,
acquired recordings and literature, have created a complete research model. In the next
section I outline my process of fieldwork.

Procedure of the Study

The majority of information for this study was collected from 2012 to 2014 in
Iran and other countries.
A considerable amount of information regarding the tuning system of the Persian
piano, teaching methods, the students, techniques of performance, music collecting, and
practitioners’ opinion about the future of Persian piano in Iran was generated during my
fieldwork in Tehran in March, 2012. I was very fortunate to meet with Mrs. Fakhri
Malekpour in her gorgeous reception hall with various pianos including a grand Hamburg
Steinway & Sons with her name engraved on it. Each piano was tuned differently and she
generously described the tuning differences and played various gousheh-s on her pianos.
45

Many of these Persian books have been borrowed or bought from private collectors with the benevolent
and relentless aid of Zarry Koleini.
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Mrs. Fakhri has made an invaluable contribution to the field of Persian piano by
publishing her archive of Mahjoubi manuscripts. She completed her recording of this
repertoire on three CDs just a few months before my arrival. She gave me a detailed
explanation of the book – Mashq-e Ostād published by Āvā-ye Honar va Andisheh
(2012) – that enabled me to decipher Mahjoubi’s unique notation in Persian alphabets.
She gave me precious information about the Persian piano – techniques of play,
repertoire, theory and practice, improvisation principles, and the place of piano
musicianship during Mahjoubi’s life. We also had a sample piano lesson where she
elaborated on her teaching method.
In Iran, I also conducted an interview with Mr. Ali-Reza Miralinaqi who is an
independent researcher in the field of Persian piano. He introduced me to a traditionalstyle practitioner, Ghazāleh Nāzer Fasihi, in order to provide me with more information
on the Persian piano tuning system and to give me insight into her learning process.
Miralinaqi’s acquaintance proved to be very supportive and allowed me to acquire the
very scarce book by Ma’roufi – Radif-e Mousiqi-ye Iran For Piano written in western
notation published by Iran Sedā (1993). This book had been in the hands of a private
collector in Tehran. This book, accompanied by four cassettes, has been very useful in
familiarizing me with the classical Persian music repertoire, tuning, and techniques of
play. The pieces in the book were exclusively arranged for Persian-tuned pianos.
The last part of my fieldwork in Iran was an interview with Sāmān Ehteshāmi. He
belongs to the new generation of Persian piano teachers and concertizes and records
frequently in Tehran. Our meeting in his office gave rise to live recordings of his
performance on the 12-tone equal-tempered piano and gave him an opportunity to explain
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his learning/teaching procedure. He also presented me with two CDs of his recent
recordings under the title of Bāq-e Roya-ha (2008), and Sāmān Ehteshāmi Compositions
1 by Āvā-ye Bāq-e Mehr Records (2011).
In addition to the interviews in Iran, I purchased some related books in the Persian
language, and also the existing commercial recordings of Persian piano including: The
Art Of The Piano of Mortezā Mahjoubi CD1 by Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art
(2001), The Art Of The Piano of Mortezā Mahjoubi CD 2 by Mahoor Institute of Culture
and Art (2007), Iranian Piano Recorded on 78rpm During 1909-1934 by Mo’asseseh-ye
Farhangi Honari-ye Āvā-ye Mehrabāni (2009), Sonence Of Blue Tiles, Piano: Maestro
Mortezā Mahjoubi by Āvā-ye Bārbad in two CDs (2010).
To obtain more information about a popular Persian music radio program named
“Golhā” (literally “flowers”), broadcast from 1956 through 1979 on Iran National
Radio, I conducted an interview with Mrs. Jane Lewisohn. She is an independent
researcher who has collected and digitalized the entire Golhā archive in 2007. I had full
access to the digitalized Golhā archive through the website www.golha.co.uk. I was
allowed to take notes during our interview and her guidelines facilitated my finding and
collecting more recordings of Mahjoubi in Golhā. The interview took place in
Lewisohn’s house in Banbury, United Kingdom in May 2012. Another part of my field
research in the United Kingdom was with Geoffrey Smith, the inventor of the Fluid
Piano. The Fluid Piano incorporates microtonal fluid mechanisms that enable musicians
to alter each note individually and separately by precise microtonal intervals per note
before and during the performance. The Fluid Piano capabilities permit the traditionalstyle Persian piano player to tune the instrument by her/himself. This invention liberates
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the piano from the restrictions of being limited to “western tuning.” In other words, it is
the first “multicultural” piano that can be used efficiently in the practice of Persian
repertoire on the piano.
My fieldwork in California included my interviews with Mr. Rāmin Zoufonoun in
July of 2012. The data collected in these interviews better clarified the research questions
from the viewpoint of a contemporary practitioner. During the interviews I recorded
Rāmin and also I received his newly released CD, “Getting In Tune,” which is based on
his improvisations on Persian-tuned pianos.
In Canada, I conducted interviews with two Persian pianists, Mr. Māziar Heidari
(winter 2012 in Toronto) and Mr. Ardeshir Rohāni (fall 2013 in Vancouver).
The interviews were mostly focused on the analysis of Ma’roufi’s style in comparison
with Mahjoubi’s. My questionnaires for these interviews also centered on aesthetic
inquiries pertaining to the different trends of piano practice in Iran. Since both men were
composers as well as performers, they were able to explain compositional aspects of
Persian piano practice.
The transcriptions and analyses for my research were mostly based on the
aforementioned books and recordings, as well as the recordings I made in Iran and the
United States. The musical examples in this study are classified with numbers and
descriptions in the Appendix of Transcriptions (V., p. 280).
The photos and illustrations came from the Qajar historical photographic
archives46, private owners, and the literature used in this study, as well as pictures that I
captured during my fieldwork.
46

All the photos in this dissertation were excerpted from textbooks, digitalized database, public domain,
and from the collections of private owners.
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In the following part, I will elaborate on the thesis chapters and the sub-chapters.

Thesis Structure

Aside from this 50-page document, which is considered an introduction, the main
body of the dissertation is focused on the research questions.
Chapter 1 is an historical survey of the piano tradition in Iran, providing valuable
information about the appearance of piano, the first keyboard instruments that came to
Iran, the early practitioners, and the position of piano musicianship in Iran. The chapter
discusses the origins of piano performance, the birth of this practice among the upper
classes of the society, and the role piano played in the musical development of the
country. Moreover, it examines the use of the other keyboard instruments such as
harmonium and hand-pomp organs with an emphasis on female keyboard practitioners.
It includes the historic pictures of the actual pianos, Persian piano men and
women of the past that I obtained from private owners during my fieldwork, or that I
collected from the Persian-language literature and Iran’s museums archives. The chapter
goes into the social components that resulted in Mohammad Sādeq Khān-e Sorourolmolk
and his student Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār taking up the practice of Persian piano in
the nineteenth century. The sub chapters are:

1.1 Historical perspective on keyboard music in Iran
1.2 The advent of piano practice in Iran
1.3 Initial adaptation of piano in classical Persian music
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1.4 A who’s who of the first Persian piano players
1.5 Early piano methods in Iran

Regarding the history of piano in Iran, I have found some scattered resources
among the history books, autobiographies, memoirs, and printed texts on Persian music,
poetry and literature during the late Qajar and early Pahlavi period. In particular,
Khaleqi’s masterwork on the story of Persian music, Āref-e Qazvini’s autobiography,
Nāseredin Shāh’s travel diaries, and Mozafaredin Shāh’s memoirs are of particular
importance.
Chapter 2 deals with the tuning system applied to Persian-tuned pianos as well as
playing techniques. I offer a summary of the Persian piano tuning system in comparison
to the local musical instrument, santur. Here I also refer to works by Ali-Naqi Vaziri
(1934), and Hormoz Farhat (1990). Rejecting Vaziri’s theory of intervals that divides an
octave into 24 equal quartertones, I base my discussion on Farhat’s theory of flexible
intervals as well as on information gained in my interviews with contemporary Persian
traditional-style practitioners. This chapter categorizes the different Persian tuning
systems including the microtone interval measurements.47 Furthermore, I discuss the use
of Fluid Piano and its tuning mechanism in the Persian music. The chapter answers the
second question of this research. The sub chapters are:

2.1Twentieth century theories of intervals
2.2 Persian piano tuning systems

47

The intervals were measured in cent and approximately are equal with a quartertone.
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2.3 Persian piano techniques of play

Having introduced the Persian pianists and the tuning systems in the previous
part, Chapter 3 studies the style of the three Persian piano masters. This section, which is
based on a comparative study of Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār, Mahjoubi, and Ma’roufi,
discusses their role in the practice of Persian piano, their style, their students, their
repertoire, and their techniques of play. This chapter answers the third question of the
research.
Chapter 3 also describes the two chief divisions in the practice of Persian piano in
the twentieth century resulting from the influential role of Mahjoubi in establishing a
definite style during the first half of the twentieth century as opposed to the new style of
Ma’roufi. It specifically argues that the traditional style of Mahjoubi was metamorphosed
into a new trend by Ma’roufi. As was mentioned in the Methodology section, this
discussion is based on the transcripts, printed texts, and recordings of the three great
masters of Persian piano music. Moreover, concerning the information about Moshir
Homāyoun-e Shahrdār, aside from Divan-e Amir Jahed,48 interviews with Shahrdār’s
descendants, Pirouz Shahrdār and Kāvous Amouzegār were the main resources for this
chapter. These interviews resulted in collecting a part of Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār’s
recordings that had been broadcasted on Radio Iran during 1920s.49 The chapter depicts
the socio-historical factors as well as the musical aspects to help clarify the reasons for a
division in the art of Persian piano. The sub chapters are:
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AMIR-JĀHED, Mohammad-Ali, 1954: Divān, Tehran, Majles.
The radio recording that the Shahrdār family presented to me lacks the beginning part that makes it
difficult to locate the exact time of the program.
49
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3.1 Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār
3.2 Morteza Mahjoubi
3.3 Javād Ma’roufi

Chapter 4 examines the socio-cultural aspect of the thesis and answers the last
three research questions.

It investigates the impact of the introduction of piano in

musical tradition of Qajar society. It gives a description of the Persian society at the time,
and analyzes the factors at play in the adaptation of the piano to traditional Persian music.
The chapter discusses the features of reception and resistance of the people toward this
phenomenon. I examine the modes of adaptation by Persian musicians with respect to the
identity of the traditional musical heritage on one hand and explore the cross-cultural
encounter inherent in this adaptation, on the other hand. Moreover, this section examines
the life and the contribution of the great contemporary pianists and the Persian composers
who composed for piano with inspiration from the Persian music, with specific emphasis
on the works by Aminollah Hossein and Emanuem Melik-Aslāniān.
Furthermore, this chapter studies the position of female musicians, in particular
keyboardists, in the pianistic evolution in Iran. The ultimate goal is to record and
document the involvement of women pianists in order to provide an original contribution
to this research.
Currently, one can name just a few active Persian-style pianists who record,
concertize, and teach in Iran: Fakhri Malekpour, Harir Shari’atzādeh, Ofeilia Parto,
Faribā Javāheri, etc. However, due to the revitalization of traditional practices in Iran,
there appears to be a growing number of traditional Persian pianists. Although Persian
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piano practice is not taught in the art universities of Iran, the younger generation of
pianists appears more enthusiastic to revive the practices of the past. While Persian piano
practice is not the only style of piano performance, the western classical style is the main
stream of piano education in Iran. Due to the Persian diaspora after the 1979 Revolution,
the western classical-style female pianists who reside outside of Iran are also introduced
in this chapter. The sub chapters are:

4.1 Music in Qajar society
4.2 Music among Qajar women
4.3 Modernization process in Iran and the rise of classical piano
4.4 Western classical style Persian female pianists

The last part is a general conclusion. The study covers the story of piano in Iran
and its traditional practice from the Nāseri era up until the Islamic Revolution in 1979. In
the conclusion I provide suggestions for further studies of the topic post-1979.

Figure 2.
Figure 3.
Moshir Homāyoun –e
Mortezā Mahjoubi
Shahrdār(1885-1969)
(1900 – 1965)
Excerpts from Persian Musicians Vol. 3 by Akbarzādeh (2000)
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Figure 4.
Javād Ma’roufi
(1915 – 1993)

Figure 5. Qajar Court Musicians
Excerpt from Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran vol.1 by Khāleqi (1955)

Figure 6.
Sorourolmolk

Figure 7.
Figure 8.
Alfred Jean-Baptiste Lemaire
Qolām-Rezā Minbāshiān
Excerpts from Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran by Sepantā (1990)
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Figure 9.
Nāser Homāyoun

Figure 10.
Naqāreh Khāneh
Excerpt from Thousand Sights of Life by Hoeltzer (2002)

Figure 11. Nāseredin Shāh Qajar
Painting by Kamālolmolk
Sāheb Gharānieh Palace Museum

Figure 12. Mozafaredin Shāh
Front page of Le Petit Journal
(1900)
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Figure 13. Nāseri Court Musicians (1893)
Painting by Kamālolmolk
Golestan Museum, Tehran
Excerpt from Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran by Khāleqi, vol.1 by Khāleqi (1955)
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Figure 14. Mahjoubi’s Manuscript
Excerpt from Mashq-e Ostād by Malekpour (2012)

Figure 15. Mortezā Mahjoubi and Mrs. Fakhri Malekpour (circa 1955)
Excerpt from Mashq-e Ostād by Malekpour (2012)
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Chapter 1: Historical survey of the piano tradition in Iran

This chapter studies the emergence of piano and the early practicienrs in Iran. It
provides a rich panaroma of piano in Tehran during the late nineteenth and the early
twentieth century, at the very moment when Persian muicians were experimenting
with new western musical instruments, new public performance settings, and new
educational methods.

1.1 Historical perspective on keyboard music in Iran

Early seventeenth century Iran was ripe for commerce in all its international
dimensions. In the period coinciding with the Safavid dynasty (1501-1722), Persian
culture experienced extensive revival. 50 Safavid architecture and fine art flourished.
Music did not thrive in the same way, however, due mainly to the establishment of Shia
Islam, and musicians served as unlettered entertainers.51 Shāh Abbās the Great (15881629) was one of the few Safavid kings who did put emphasis on music. Along with the
significant patronage he paid to all the fine arts – painting, architecture, and dance – he
also included music.52 The construction of a fine acoustically designed music room for
the king’s private parties in the Ali Qāpu palace in Esfahān,53 replete with decorative
plasterwork, shows the relative prominence given to court music. Furthermore, the mural
50

MASH’HOUN, Hasan, 2009: Tārikh-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Farhang-e Nashr-e No, p. 278.
Idem, pp. 278-9.
52
Idem, pp. 285-6.
53
Esfahān was the capital city during Safavid dynasty; the city retains much of its past glory with its
famous Islamic Persian architecture, mosques and minarets, many beautiful boulevards, covered bridges,
and palaces that led to a Persian saying “Esfahān nesf-e jahān” (literally “Esfahān is half of the world!”).
The ancient city of Esfahān is known as the cultural capital of the Islamic world.
51
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painting in Chehel Sotoun palace, that shows musicians playing local instruments, and
dancing in the king’s feasts, demonstrates that music and dance were an integral part of
court entertainment in the Safavid dynasty.

Figure 1. Safavid architecture
Naqsh-e Jahān square in Esfahān (late 16th and early 17th c.)54
Public domain photo

Figure 2.
Ali Qāpu palace music room (early 17th c.)55
Photographed by the author, Esfahān (2010)

54

Figure 3.
Chehel Sotoun palace mural fresco(17th c.)56
Photographed by the author, Esfahān (2010)

Esfahān was a vital stop along the Silk Road during the Safavid era. This square (literally “image of the
world”) was a busy area of entertainment and business, engaging people from all corners of the world. Ali
Qāpu palace is situated on the west side of the square (in the right side of the photo), Shāh mosque on the
south (in the center of the photo), Sheikh Lotfollah mosque on the eastern side (left in the photo) and
Qeisariyeh Grand Bazaar on the northern side where Nāqāreh-Khāneh was situated on top of that.
55
The music room is located on the sixth floor in Ali Qāpu palace. It served for royal receptions and
banquets. The ceiling and walls have cut-out stucco decorations, and vases and goblets that served to
enhance the sound of music played for the king. The deep circular niches found in the walls have not only
aesthetic value but also acoustic. These hollow places retain the echoes and uniformly reflect the sound of
the singing and musical instruments in all parts of the room.
56
The fresco showing the reception given by Shāh Abbaās II, king of Iran, in honor of Nāder Mohammad
Khān, Emir of Turkistān to plan for assistance given in the restoration of the Turkistān government.
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In 1670, Jean-Baptiste Tavernier, a French merchant traveller, recorded his
journeys to the Orient in his book, Les Six Voyages de Jean-Baptiste Tavernier. In one
paragraph of the book he describes seeing a unique organ in 1664 in the city of Esfahān
that was dedicated to the Safavid king, Shāh Abbās.57 Tavernier, who spent time in
Esfahān and met Shāh Abbās in person in his palace, wrote: 58

The king ordered a large ebony cabinet of more than eight feet in height with
silver decorations, be brought into the gallery where the courtiers were. In the
cabinet was an organ that was played by springs. This was one of the gifts that the
ambassador of Moscow had sent to the king of Persia.59
This organ may have been a barrel organ, an instrument that had reached a high
degree of development by the seventeenth century. In a barrel organ a cylinder with pins
is made to revolve by a spring or turned by a hand crank. By appropriate setting of the
pins, a tune may thus be played, or a succession of chords, continuing for the duration of
a complete revolution of the cylinder. By touching a certain spring, however, one could
make the organ play a tune at any time. It is not clear whether this barrel organ had keys
enabling it to be played by hand.60
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music. It also had keys, enabling it to be played by hand (Ibid.).
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Figure 4.
Shāh Abbās II
Chehel Sotoun mural

Figure 5.
Figure 6.
Russian Barrel Organ (c. 1920) Tavernier in Safavid costume
Public Domain61
Voyages en Perse (1679)

The evolution of the piano since its invention in the early eighteenth century is a
monumental research subject of modern musicology. The history of the instrument is
inseparable from developments in commerce and technology in the late eighteenth
century and especially throughout the nineteenth century.
As Loesser shows in Men, Women and Pianos: A Social History (1990), the piano
stood at the crossroads of commerce, art and society in nineteenth-century Europe. It also
migrated to other societies around the world with similar aspirations to modernity.62 In
this pianistic evolution, Iran’s case is an exception. All Amir Jāhed (1954) in his Divān,
Sepantā (2004) in Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, and Seyyed Ahmadian (2004) in his
foreword to his translation of The Art of the Piano, wrote that the piano was a gift from
Napoleon to the king of Persia in 1806.

Digging more deeply into the historical

literature, however, it seems that there is not enough evidence to prove this claim.
Following the Treaty of Amity between Iran and France, a Franco-Persian alliance was
formed for a short period in 1807-1809 to further economic and military relations
between the two states. Amédée Jaubert, Napoleon’s envoy on the mission to Persia,
61

This is an image of a Russian made barrel organ, placed here to give an idea how a barrel organ without
a keyboard might look.
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Edward Rothstein foreword in LOESSER, Arthur, 1990: Men, Women And Pianos: A Social History,
Dover, New York, p. viii. [First edition: 1954, Simon and Schuster]. p. ix.
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arrived in Tehran on June 5,1806, with an array of gifts for the king of Iran, Fat’h-Ali
Shāh Qajar. 63 Amini describes these presents:

…a multitude of slaves were preparing to carry on their heads the trays containing
the presents he had brought for the Shah, which were carefully covered with
beautiful Indian shawls to hide them from public view. These presents mainly
consisted of arms, fabrics and jewels.64

Figure 7.
Napoleon I (1812)
Painting by J.L David
National Gallery of Art
1961.9.15,Washington DC

Figure 8.
Fat’h Ali Shah Qajar (1813)
Painting by Mihr Ali
Hermitage Museum
St. Petersburg

Figure 9.
Napoleon I receives Persian envoy
in Finkenstein Palace (Mulard, 1807)
Palace of Versailles Museum
87EE1243/MV 1724

Indeed, one cannot be certain whether a small piano was among the gifts or not
since a piano was not specifically cited. Nevertheless, Amir Jāhed describes the arrival
of a piano in Iran:

The first piano brought to Iran was a small piano that made it possible to
be carried from France to Iran. It had five octaves. The keyboard part
could be detached from the piano making it easier to transport. I saw this
piano with my father in 1935 in deceased Azadodowleh’s65 house and on

63

In his grand scheme to reach India, Napoleon was to develop an alliance with the Persian Empire.
AMINI, Iradj, 1999: Napoleon and Persia, Mage publishers, p. 78.
64
AMINI, Iradj, 1999: Napoleon and Persia, Mage publishers, p. 80.
65
Azadodowleh was Fat’h-Ali Shāh Qajar’s grandson.
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it was written a phrase in the French language that Napoleon had
presented it to Fat’h-Ali Shāh Qajar.66

Sepantā also describes the arrival of the five-octave piano as a gift from Napoleon
to Fat’h-Ali Shāh Qajar in 1221-22 (=1806 lunar year) that was kept for a long time in
Azadodowleh’s house.67
Around 1800, the main domestic-made piano in France was Erard. The Erards
exported pianofortes to all the countries of Europe, wherever water transport favored
such a transaction.68 That does not, however, exclude them from sending a “ceremonial
piano” to Iran. Since Napoleon had banned the import of all British goods, piano
importing became difficult and dangerous. For this reason, French piano manufacturing
became a propitious trade. By 1807 Pleyel thought that the piano business would be a
promising field, and decided to manufacture pianos on a small scale, thus beginning a
great piano name in France. The Pleyel firm became second only to the Erard, and was
the leading piano maker in France during the latter part of the century.69
The existence of a piano among Napoleon gifts to the Persian king is somewhat
controversial. If it were indeed sent, it could have been an Erard or a Pleyel, or another
unknown brand.
Following the Franco-Persian alliance, a group of French military advisors came
to Tehran, Tabriz, and Esfahān to train and modernize the Iranian army after European
models. As a part of this new system, western style martial music replaced the traditional
66
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music of Naqāreh-Khāneh during this period. Also during the reign of Fat’h-Ali Shāh,
his crown prince Abbās Mirzā heard a group of thirty musicians who had accompanied
the ambassador of Russia in Tabriz. After examining their musical instruments and
engaging in dialog with them, a new martial music organization was formed and the now
modernized army was equipped with a martial band, (shown in Figure 10 on the right
side of the painting), which carried out the obligations of the traditional NaqārehKhāneh.70 Naqāreh-Khāneh was located in Castle Square (Meidān-e Arg) in Tehran
during Qajars, but it was relocated to the newly built gate of Shooting Square (Meidān-e
Mashq) in the Pahlavi’s dynasty.71

Figure 10.
Painting and detail of “Military Review with Fat’h-Ali Shāh and Abbās Mirzā”
By an unknown artist, Iran, 1815-16
Oil on canvas, State Hermitage Museum, Saint Petersburg, VR-1121.

70
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MASH’HOUN, Hasan, 2009: Tārikh-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Farhang-e Nashr-e No, pp. 433-4.
Idem. p. 428.
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Figure 11.
Naqāreh players
Excerpt from Society and Culture in
Qajar Iran, 2002. After Jane Dieulafoy,
La Perse, La Chaldee et la Sustaine
Paris, 1887

Figure 12.
Meidān-e Arg, Tehran
Print by Eugène Flandin in (1851-1854)
Excerpt from the New York Public Library
Digital Collections
Image ID 1542971

Figure 13.
Tehran Naqāreh-Khāneh and the
“Cannon of Pearls.”
Excerpt from Society and Culture in
Qajar Iran, 2002. After George N.
Curzon, Persia and the Persian
Question, 2 vols, London, 1892.

Figure 14.
Meidān-e Mashq, where the military
exercised Late 19th century, Tehran
Persian martial music band with their
musical instruments were depicted on
top of the gate
Excerpt from Thousand Sights of Life
by Hoeltzer

Figure 15.
Newly build gate in Pahlavis
Named Bāq Melli (National Garden)
Early twentieth century, Tehran
Photo by the author
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As is well known, the piano spread as the favorite instrument of home and concert
in Europe during the time that coincides with the Nāseri era in Iran. Nevertheless there
were only a few pianos in Iran, and they were only occasionally played in the royal court
of Nāseredin Shāh. Amir Jāhed notes that, “Later, when Hossein Khān-e Sepahsālār took
Nāseredin Shāh for a trip to Europe, they brought home some big and complete pianos
for the royal court in Tehran where no one knew how to play piano.”72

Figure 16.
Reception of Nāseredin Shāh
during his visit to St. Petersburg
May 11-14 1889
Drawing by Mihaly Zichy, Hungary-Russia
European Art Collection, Hermitage Museum, No. ОР-19022

Figure 17.
Nāseredin Shāh
in Royal Albert Hall
London
Public domain

There are no documents showing whether the king or his envoy bought the pianos
when they were at the Expo Universelle de Paris 1878, or during another visit to Europe.
Most probably these pianos would have been Pleyel pianos. The author has seen an
upright antique Pleyel piano (Figure 22) and a Pleyel piano with two keyboards on two
sides of the piano (Figure 18) in Golestān Palace in Tehran with an explanatory card for
this item in the museum (Figure 19). Additionally, two upright pianos are retained in
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AMIR-JĀHED, Mohammad-Ali, 1954: Divān, Tehran, Majles, p. 32.
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Golestān museum; one of the pianos was made by Theodor Betting73 (Figure 20) and the
other by Stransky Hertes piano manufacturer (Figure 21). Both pianos are self-playing
pianos that are known as player pianos. The wooden box, which is placed under the
keyboard part, holds the cylinder that is powered by a hand-crank. The only operating
control is the cranking speed, which determines the music speed.74

Figure 18.
Figure 19.
A Pleyel piano with two keyboards75
Explanatory card for the Pleyel piano
Photos by the author in Golestān Palace museum, Tehran, 2009

Figure 20.
Figure 21.
Figure 22.
Theodor Betting antique piano Stransky Hertes antique piano
Pleyel antique piano
Photos by Cyrous Farshadfar, Golestān Palace museum, Tehran, 2015
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Theodor Betting was a Russian piano manufacturer that was founded in 1887. Excerpt from DOLGE,
Alfred, 2012: Pianos and Their Makers: A Comprehensive History of the Development of the Piano From
the Monochord to the Concert Grand Player Piano, Mineola, Dover, p. 456.
74
The pianos in Golestān museum are not maintained in proper working condition.
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According to Shāhin Farhat, professor of composition at University of Tehran, there is another Pleyel
piano with two keyboards on two sides of piano, which is kept in music department depository of musical
instruments.
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Figure 23.
One of the oldest pianos in Iran
Made in Germany, hand crafted
Sa’d Ābād Museum, Tehran
Courtesy of Dr. Amir-hosein Pourjavādi

With so little social intercourse between Europeans and Iranians, compounded by
a lack of the means of communication before the reign of Nāseredin Shāh, western piano
culture had no basis for establishing itself in Iran. After the European music advisers
brought martial music, the foundation of the Dārolfonoun76 branch of music was laid.
Gradual introduction into Iran of some western musical instruments such as flute,
clarinet, violin and piano allowed students to become familiar enough with the new
imports that they could experiment with them by playing Persian music on them. The
Piano arrived in Iran a few years before the violin. But the violin, which was small,
portable, and cheap, became more popular than the piano, and people learned to play it.
Also the easy ability of the violin for accommodating the tuning system of Persian music
made it widespread in the society. Due to the similarities between the kamāncheh77 and
the violin, violin teachers were chosen from among the kamāncheh instructors.

76
77

This institution is considered as the first modern university in Iran.
Kamāncheh (literally “little bow”) is a Persian bowed string instrument.
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Additionally, the organ came to Iran and a few people played that musical instrument too.
There were also manual organs that were portable and resembled today’s accordion.78
Since Qajar kings prized comfort and merrymaking, they sought pleasure in music
and dance, banquets and hunting. This gave rise to a corps of musicians, singers, dancers,
and entertainers living in the capital. Musicians usually worked together in an ensemble
(Dasteh). A few of them who performed at court become very famous. Among the most
famous music groups were the ensembles with female performers, with the most
renowned in the Nāseri era being the Dasteh-ye Mo’men, a blind tonbak player
drumming alongside his wife who sang and his daughter who played organ and
danced.79Andalibodoleh was another woman who sang and played santur and organ in
the royal court during that period.80 “Mrs. Organ Ensemble” (Dasteh-ye Khānom Orgi)
was another music group that was conducted by a woman organist.81
Qajar female musicians excelled at hand-pump organs. Photos show the
popularity of portable organs among women. The women played music, sang tunes, and
danced at private parties or court banquets. Usually ensembles consisted of organ, tār,
kamāncheh, tonbak, dāyereh, daf, and voice. Normally they had a dancer or a stunt
person who entertained the audience with his/her acrobatic shows. When photographed,
they posed with their musical instrument and no sheet music. The keyboardists used their
right hand to play the melody while the left hand controlled the organ bellow, thus
proving the non-polyphonic nature of their music. 82
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Figure 24.
Lady Jayrān
Early 20th century
Excerpt from Firouz Firouz
collection, record no: 1275A4
Qajar women archives

Figure 25.
Female musicians
In the right side, a musician at a handpumped organ
Public domain

Figure 26.
Qajar female musicians dressed in both men
and women clothing with their instruments
late 19th/early 20th century
In the center, a musician at a hand-pumped
organ
Excerpt from Institute for Iranian contemporary
historical studies, record no: (٠-۶١٣١۴-٠-٢٧۵-)م

Figure 27.
Qajar female musicians
It is not clear if the man is a member of this
music group.
Excerpt from BBC, Tamasha collection
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Figure 28.
Anjoman Okhovat, Tehran
In the center, a musician at a hand-pumped organ
Excerpt from Mousiqi-ye Iran dar Sade-ye
Gozashteh

Figure 29.
Dasteh-ye Ali-Akbar Shāhi (1894)
In the center, an organ on a wooden stand
Excerpt from Mousiqi-ye Iran dar Sade-ye
Gozashteh

The Piano because of its size and price was not accessible to ordinary people and
as such became the first musical instrument in Iran to communicate class status. In fact,
the piano became a means to achieve higher status and sophistication in society. While
the piano is a perfect symbol of western civilization for modern times, on its arrival in
Iran it was a lonely musical instrument.83
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1.2 The advent of piano practice in Iran

The art of piano playing in Iran has two successive historical stages that are quite
different from one another. In the first stage, the piano was a European instrument
brought to Iran in the late Qajar era. At first, the piano was exclusive to the royal court of
Nāseredin Shāh Qajar and used for private concerts as a solo instrument, as an
accompaniment for voice, or to add new color to the pallet of sound of native musical
instruments. The essential preexisting Qajar court music was predominant. The piano
music that was played was inspired by the technique of santur playing (santur-navāzi)
and tār playing (tār-navāzi). The goal was to use the sonority of the piano to diversify the
performance of Persian chamber music.84 Royal members and ladies of the court played
an important role in the advancement and propagation of piano practice during this
period.
In the second stage, the polyphonic/homophonic texture of the piano and also the
principal techniques as well as the international know-how of piano playing began to get
serious attention. At the time, following developments in the political and commercial
relations between Iran and Europe, pianos became more available but were still
considered a luxurious piece of furniture. Piano culture was limited to the wealthy,
educated elite of the society. It wasn’t until the second half of the twentieth century that it
became the social anchor of middle class homes.
The Qajar piano got special attention in the Nāseri court due to the king’s taste for
new European entertainments. Maryam Ekhtiar states:
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Although Nāser al-Din Shāh preferred traditional Persian music as entertainment,
his fascination with novelty and his fascination with all things European prompted
him to encourage the progress of Western-style music in Iran. In social
gatherings, when Western music of his taste was performed, he never failed to
reward the musicians.85
A unique tile in Golestān palace depicts Nāseredin Shāh listening to a piano
performance.

Figure 30.
Under-glazed painted tile copied from a photograph
of Nāseredin Shāh listening to a piano recital.
From a frieze in the Golestān Palace installed in
1887.
Excerpt from Society and Culture in Qajar Iran,
2002.

As the picture shows there are two grand pianos ready for the performance. At
one of the pianos, a pianist is giving a solo piano recital for the king who is sitting in the
first row with the audience behind him. The two pianos on the stage present two
possibilities: One, a piano duo in western style is being performed, or two, the music is a
Persian piano performance on two pianos with two different tunings in order to play
different gousheh-s. It might also be possible that one of the pianos was twelve-tone
85

EKHTIAR, Maryam, 2002: “Harmony or Cacophony: Music Instruction at the Dār al-Fonūn”, Society
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p. 59.
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equal temperament and the other was tuned in a Persian-style. Whatever the
configuration, the tile shows a piano recital in western form in the Nāseri era.
Ekhtiar also mentions another European style concert in this period in Tehran:
In 1871, a concert was organized for the European residents in the city by Dār alFonūn’s Director and Minister of Education, Mokhber al-Dowla. This was
considered an occasion for social interaction and a diversion from the pressures of
the long winter nights. The proceeds of this concert were sent to help victims of
the most recent drought. Aside from the European residents, many court officials
and members of the nobility attended.86
Indeed, both Persian and western music continued their co-existence until the end
of the Qajar era without having much influence on each other, sharing instead a sort of
eclecticism. As for western piano practice, despite arrangements of some Persian works
for solo piano by Lemaire87, playing in western style remained a practice exclusive to
him, and did not find an immediate following. 88 Fātemi writes about the listening
experience of Persians during this period as below:

Lemaire continues his musical activities. Western music’s influence intensifies in
this period in Iran. Day by day, the number of musicians who turn to learning
European musical instruments grows, and the presence of a coherent theory of
western music signals the immense absence of a theory of Persian music more
than ever before. However, the interest in western music itself was not serious
until the end of Qajars. Undoubtedly, in this period “great music” doesn’t have a
place in Persian aesthetics for musicians or music lovers. Persian contemporaries
of Mahler, Bruckner, and Debussy haven’t heard any of their works and the
western repertoire is limited to popular arias from operas and operettas, and
ballets. Even these works have an audience more interested in modernity than in
86
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the western music itself. Indeed, none of the musicians who turns to learning
European musical instruments and accepts different elements of western music as
signs of modernity, gets far from the tradition, and instead they remain dependent
on Persian music.89
Nevertheless, this musical ferment “planted” a piano culture in Tehran that not
only developed the practice of Persian piano, but also strengthened international piano
practice in Iran.
Yet, few ethnomusicologists such as Hormoz Farhat, do not believe in the use of
piano for playing the radif of Persian music. He states:

There are fundamental problems, however, in using the piano for the performance
of Persian traditional music. By its very design, the piano is intended to serve
polyphonic music. The layout of keys in front of the performer makes the use of
both hands elemental and their equality self-evident. Moreover, it is quite natural
to play this instrument using all fingers, which is absolutely necessary when
several notes are to be sounded simultaneously. These factors combine to point to
the unsuitability of the application of any keyboard instrument in a music that has
no polyphonic texture, is largely improvisatory, and requires no more than one
note to be sounded at any given time. 90
Other ethnomusicologists, such as Jean During, don’t see such a strict separation
between the piano and its use in Persian music. He states:

Le piano ne fut jamais très repandu en raison de sa rareté et de son prix, et de nos
jours il a presque disparu de la musique persane. C'est peut-etre mieux ainsi, car
on peut douter que les musiciens actuels soient capables de rendre ce parfum de
radif qui impregnait toute la musique du debut du siècle, et que les premiers
pianistes, qui n'avaient aucun contacte avec la musique occidentale, ont su faire
passer dans leurs interpretations.
Il y a même une leçon très interessante à tirer pour les pianistes occidentaux, car
on n'avait jamais entendu jusqu'alors un piano aussi léger, nerveux, sec et
89
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percutant, ou au contraire aussi lyrique dans certains passages en trilles et
trémolos sur des intervalles orientaux. En fait, rien de pianistique dans le style
precuseurs, qui ont su avec goût éviter les pièges des accord, de la polyphonie et
des arpèges qui plus tard feront les délices de certains 'rhapsodes' iraniens comme
R. Maa’roufi.91
English translation:
The response to the piano was never full throated because of its rarity and price,
and nowadays [1984] it has almost disappeared from Persian music. It might be
better that way, because it is doubtful that current musicians could suffuse the
perfume of radif into their own interpretations, and capture the fragrance that
permeated the music at the beginning of the century played by those first pianists
in Iran who had had no contact with the western music. There are very interesting
lessons to be learned for western pianists, because we have never until now, heard
passages as light, vigorous, dry and powerful or otherwise lyrical with trills and
tremolos as the oriental intervals. In fact, nothing in the already existing pianistic
styles that have tastefully avoided the pitfalls of polyphonic chords and arpeggios,
come close to the delights of some Iranian ‘rhapsodies’ by R. Maa’roufi.92
It should be stressed that things have changed a lot during the past decades. Far
from disappearing, the practice of Persian piano relishes revitalization among the younger
generation. Additionally, more composers have written works for solo piano with Persian
themes. Among them is Ahmad Pejmān’s Five Pieces For The Piano by Soroud
publication (Tehran, 2015), etc.
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1.3 Initial adaptation of piano in classical Persian music

Sorourolmolk was the first piano player in Iran. He was the youngest son of Āqā
Motalab-e Shirazi, who was a master kamāncheh player. Sorourolmolk learned santur
under Hassan Khān, dubbed Santur Khān, and after his teacher, he was the best santur
player in Iran. He was chief of the specific amusement workers (amaleh-tarab-e khās)93
in the Nāseri era.94

Figure 31.
Sorourolmolk in his youth (1863)
Excerpt from Mousiqi-ye Iran dar Sade-ye Gozashteh

Figure 32.
Seated row from right: 1. Blind Hosein Karim, 2. Qoli Khān, 3. Samā’ Hozour, 4. Sorourolmolk
(the director), 5. Āqa Hosein-Qoli, 6. Mirzā Abdollah, 7. Motalab Khān (Sorourolmolk’s son), 8.
Mirzā Qolam Hosein (Samā’ Hozour’s father)
Standing row from right: 1. Ebrāhim Karbalāi Saeed singer, 2. Abolqāsem Khāldār singer, 3.
Yousof Khān Mo’ayeri singer, 4. Abdollah santur (Sorourolmolk’s son)
Excerpt from Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran by Khāleqi
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Amaleh tarab (literally “amusement workers”) referred to court musicians and Nāqareh-Khāneh’s in
Nāseri period. Amaleh tarab-e khās refers to the king’s specific musicians.
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Writing about Sorourolmolk, Khāleqi says:
When Sorourolmolk accompanied Nāseredin Shāh on one of his trips to Farang,
he and his student Samā’ Hozour went for a promenade and they sat at a coffee
house; however, whatever they asked for was ignored by the coffeehouse
workers. Finally, he told his student to bring out the santur and he started to play.
Everyone came around him and the peasants were so much intrigued by the
beautiful sound of the musical instrument that the cafe accommodated them
respectfully for a few days.95

Figure 33.
Figure 34.
Sorourolmolk
Sorourolmolk
In a trip to Tehran suburbs (1869)
The chief of the amaleh-tarab-e khās
Excerpt from Mousiqi-ye Iran dar Sade-ye Gozashteh

Figure 35.
Figure 36.
Seated from left:
The third musician seated from the right
Sorourolmolk, his sun, and his brother
Sorourolmolk
Excerpt from Mousiqi-ye Iran dar Sade-ye Gozashteh
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Sorourolmolk made the first attempt to play the piano in order to please the Shāh.
He soon realized that there are a few pitches in Persian music that do not exist on piano.
For example, when playing santur there are some tones that require the player to slightly
move the bridge (kharak) of santur in order to produce the sounds. For this reason,
Sorourolmolk changed the pitch of two notes (kook- e Shour) to be able to play melodies
in Persian dastgāh-s.96 Sepantā also tells of this same incident from Doust-Ali Khān
Mo’yerolmamālek (Nāseredin Shāh’s grandson, Esmatodoleh’s son):

In the eighteenth year of Nāseredin Shāh’s reign [1866], a trade company named
“Ramen” for the first time imported some pianos to Iran. One of them came to our
house. The day that they brought the piano to my grandfather – Nezāmodoleh
Mo’yerolmamālek – everyone was astonished and asked what kind of musical
instrument is this? How to tune it? And how to play it? Sorourolmolk was present
and stepped forward. He started to examine the instrument and after an hour of
investigation, stated that the piano is in Mahour tuning. With the high skill that he
had in santur, Sorourolmolk started to play the new instrument and played some
tunes in Mahour. After a few days of work and study, he finally understood its
tuning system and turned it to kook-e Shour.97
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Figure 37.
Figure 38.
Actors and musicians (1894)
Sorourolmolk standing on the right (1892)
(left) Sorourolmolk supervising the group
Both of the photos were taken in the royal tent in Tehran suburbs
Sorourolmolk, the director, is preparing the group for a religious celebration
It should be stressed here that even Mirzā Abdollah, one of the greatest tār players who is the first
musician seated in the second row from the left, is working under Sorourolmolk.
Photos excerpt from Mousiqi-ye Iran dar Sade-ye Gozashteh

Sorourolmolk could also tune dissimilar size bowls and glasses by pouring
different amounts of water into them and would play music on them when the king was
taking a shower. This feat of musicality is known as pots and bowls (Tāsāt o Kāsāt) and
was a common form in ancient Iran.98 This narration is evidence of Sorourolmolk’s
perfect pitch and the meticulousness that he was able to employ in tuning pianos for
Persian music.

Figure 39.
Figure 40.
Nāseri Court Musicians (1893)
Qajar musicians
Painting by Kamālolmolk
Sorourolmolk at the santur (left)
Golestan Museum, Tehran
Sorourolmolk is sitting at the santur (right)
Excerpt from Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran by Khāleqi (1955)
98
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He had his own radif of santur in his performances. There are still some cylinder
recordings of him playing santur for private parties during the late 19th century that
reveal the exact tuning of his santur.99 Based on these recordings, one can detect his
technique on the santur and in turn uncover his piano playing techniques (see Chapter
2). 100 His famous piano student Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār utilized these same
techniques in his piano style.
Sorourolmolk in his late years suffered from rheumatism and could no longer
walk. He also had a falling out with the royal court. He spent a while in Yazd101 and in
his absence Ali-Akbar Shāhi, his santur student, became the king’s santur player.102

Figure 41.
Sorourolmolk in his late years
Excerpt from Mousiqi-ye Iran dar Sade-ye Gozashteh

Sorourolmolk was active in training music students in the fields of piano, santur,
voice, (āvāz), setār, and tombak. He was also the piano teacher for harem women as
Ekhtiar states: “He was ordered by the shah to teach the women of the harem to play the
99
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piano. Soon, a number were able to give private concerts for Nāser al-Din Shah, for
which he often rewarded them with jewels and gold coins.”103
Among his female piano students was Esmatodoleh. Esmatodoleh was Nāseredin
Shāh’s daughter and was the first woman who learned to play the piano. Since it was not
common for court women to take lessons directly from men she had to send her maid,
Tabasom, to take the lessons.104 Esmatodoleh’s son, Mo’ayerolmamālek, in his memoirs,
wrote of this:

There was a piano on the top floor of Anisodoleh’s edifice but none of the
resident’s women knew how to play it. At the time there were only five or six
pianos in Tehran and very few people knew how to play. Mohammad Sādeq Khān
who was a santur master and in his late life was dubbed Sorourolmolk (literally
“joy of the state”) knew how to play the piano. My mother (Mo’ayerolmamālek’s
mother, Esmatodoleh) ordered her maid, Tabasom, to take lessons from
Sorourolmolk and to bring the information back to her. This became well known
among the women in the interior of the harem or women’s residence (Andaroun)
and Nāseredin Shāh appreciated it too. Hereafter, during the nights that my
mother stayed with the king, she played piano and after that another lady started
singing a tasnif.105
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Figure 42.
Figure 43.
Esmatodoleh (mid-late 19th c.)
Esmatodoleh while writing
Record no: (٣-۵۴۵٨ )ع
Record no: (٣-۵٣٢٢ )ع
Excerpt from IICHS’ archive (Institute for Iranian Contemporary Historical Studies)

A photograph of Anisodoleh, one of Nāseredin Shāh’s beloved wives,106 at a
pedal harmonium, shows the existence of other keyboard instruments in the harem. One
cannot know for certain whether she was posing or actually playing. What is noticeable is
the curiosity about playing keyboard instruments that existed within the royal family.107
As is clear from the photo the harmonium was a type of portable pump organ with sound
generated by bellows that are situated under the instrument. The portability and the
smaller size of this instrument made it widely used in private residences. This harmonium
is a single manual with two pedals. The range of its keyboard is limited to about three
octaves. The instrument is held on a wooden stand and there is no ornamented cabinet
around it. The action box holds two candlesticks, fixtures popular in the late 19th century,
and a music rack. Anisodoleh has both of her hands on the keyboard and one foot on the
right pedal, a common posture at keyboard instruments.
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Anisodoleh was the daughter of a miller. On a visit to northern part of Iran, Nāseredin Shāh married
her. She was the only wife who could travel with him to Europe.
107
Nāseredin Shāh was interested in photography. There are plenty of photos taken by him or other
photographers at that period depicting the court, royal members, his harem, and people of different social
classes. Among the photos one can observe the royal court musicians and the male and female music
companies.
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Figure 44. Anisodoleh
Figure 45. Anisodoleh
Figure 46. Her residence
At the harmonium
In her wedding gown
A Qajar period building
Record no: (۵٢٢۴-ع٣)
Record no: (۴۴۴-ع٨)
Located on Molavi St.
Mid/late 19th century
Tehran
Excerpt from the archives of Institute for Iranian contemporary historical studies

Because of the large number of harem women and the rivalry that existed between
them, there was a constant attempt to stay updated in order to please the Shāh. As well,
the king presented rewards and gratuity and provided them with beauty products and
clothes after watching them play, dance or sing, so court women had an incentive to learn
music. Whatever was the fashion in the Qajar harem became common among the upper
class women in the capital, and they consequently began to learn music in order to keep
themselves as modern and developed as the court women.108

Figure 47.
Some women of Mozafaredin Shāh’s harem
during the birthday ceremony of his youngest son,
Nāseredin Mirza-ye Nāseri, in Golestān Palace,
late 19th/early 20th century, Tehran.
Excerpt from Institute for Iranian contemporary
historical studies, record no: (٠-٩٩۶-٠-١-)ع
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Nāseredin Shāh was very intrigued by marching bands and wanted the school of
music to be more active in this field and improve the quality and quantity of the martial
bands. Sahbāi states:

In the 1860s Iran and France were on absolute good terms. Nāseredin Shāh was
then the ruler and more than once travelled to France where he was always
gloriously welcomed. The military band playing in his honor especially attracted
his attention. Returning to Iran in 1867, he ordered his ambassador to France,
Hassan-ali Garrussi, known as Amir Nezām, to hire a French musician to reorganize the practically defunct orchestras previously established and trained by
two other military Frenchmen, Bousquet and Rouillon. Maréchal Niel, then the
Defense Minister of the French Republic, chose to send Alfred Jean-Baptiste
Lemaire who held the post of Music Deputy of the Equestrian Military Regiment
of the Republic. While in Iran, Lemaire trained military band members and
invited another French musician, Duval, to teach violin and other stringed
instruments. Due to the efforts of Lemaire several trained military bands were
founded in Iran. Through this Lemaire, within a short time, brought polyphonic
music to this country.109

Figure 48.
Alfred Jean-Baptiste Lemaire (1842-1909)
Excerpts from Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran
by Sepantā

Lemaire, an alumnus of Paris Conservatory of Music class of 1862, became the
director of an army band in France in 1864. Upon his arrival in Iran in 1868, he was
dubbed general director of imperial music (Musicānchi-bāshi), and later he was
appointed as chef de musique of Iran. He soon found that music under Bousquet and
Rouillon, and an Italian teacher named Marco, had been unprofessional to the point that
109
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the students even couldn’t read music. Even without knowing the Persian language,
Lemaire put effort into training students how to read, write, and play music.110 His
lessons were held in the rooms of Dārolfonoun’s back yard. Lemaire started by teaching
the basic elements of music language and notation.111 He also taught piano, solfeggio,
harmony, brass and woodwind instruments in Dārolfonoun. Mozayenodoleh, the painting
and the French language professor in Dārolfonoun, translated Lemaire’s lessons into
Farsi. They developed a book that was written in two columns with a question and
answer format in French and Farsi. Dārolfonoun press in Tehran published the book in
1883.112

Figure 49.
Lemaire and Mozayenodoleh
surrounded by their students at
Dārolfonoun
Excerpt from Society and Culture in
Qajar Iran, 2002.
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Writing about Lemaire’s teaching, Khoshzamir says:

He utilized methods of teaching military music common in France and procured
instruments for the army bands from Buffet-Crampon, Benon, and Couturier
manufacturers… He designed a music program consisting of eight levels to be
completed in eight years. The curriculum, based on that of the Gymnase musical
de Paris, was as follows:
1st year – solfeggio, music theory, Farsi, and arithmetic.
2nd year – solfeggio, music theory, playing a wind instrument, Farsi, and
arithmetic.
3rd year – solfeggio, theory, instrument, Farsi, and history.
4th year – instrument, music ensemble, French, and geography.
5th year – theory and practice of different instruments, knowledge of
military band scores, French, and military exercises.
6th year – harmony, piano, music ensemble, French, and mathematics.
7th year – harmony, piano, music ensemble, and French.
8th year – harmony, orchestration, composition, piano, and music
ensemble.113

As the curriculum shows, piano education started at the 6th level and
students at that grade were already considered “music officers.” Piano no doubt
came into play as an instrument for solfeggio and ear training purposes during the
first levels. The curriculum indicates that piano education was not the main goal
of Dārolfonoun music; piano pedagogy was never a priority in the music
education policies of the nation. Lemaire asked the government for an assistant
and a French violin teacher named Duval and another French musician named
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Gebaar were hired.

114

A close examination of the program shows a

comprehensive education, and not one merely limited to learning martial music.
Ekhtiar describes it:

Students had the opportunity to study subjects such as Persian literature,
mathematics, history, geography, and French. In this way, Lemaire academized
and institutionalized European military music at the Dār al-Fonūn, placing it in
the context of a larger educational institution. The court’s patronage was a
determining factor in the development of the military music curriculum at the Dār
al-Fonūn, and the curriculum gradually came to include European classical
music.115

Once the Qajar military music band started playing, people became familiar with
European songs such as marches or pieces by Verdi or Gounod.116 Once the European
musical instruments became common, however, ordinary people and musicians became
interested in playing national tunes on them. Concerts were arranged on Eids, Ta’zieh,117
at receptions for foreigner ambassadors, at parties, on the Shāh’s trips, and for horse
riding ceremonies, weddings, and sunsets.
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Figure 50.
Qajar martial musicians
Polychrome tile panel
Dimension of each frame 132 x 432 cm
Depicts the king’s European-style martial band
performing on a porch outfitted in European
military uniforms, playing cymbals, horn,
clarinet, oboe, bass drum, and snare drum.
Golestān Palace, opposite the Ayvān-e
Shamsolemāreh, Tehran.
Photo taken by the author, 2009

The program from 1883, for a concert by Lemaire’s orchestra, in which a few of
his students performed as soloists, included:118
Mas’oud March

Lemaire

Cavatin from Faust, bugle solo by
Captain Yousof Khān

Gounod

Quartet from Rigoletto

Verdi

Soltān Polka, piccolo solo by
Captain Mirzā Hosein

D’Albert

Quintet from La Sonnambula, solo by
Captain Soleimān Khān

Bellini

Esfahān Polka, cornet solo by
Captain Yousof Khān

A. Oudin

First act from Norma, clarinet solo by
Lt. Hāji Khān

Bellini

Fourth act from Lucia, saxophone solo by
Captain Mirzā Hosein

Donizetti

Duet from the third act of Norma

Bellini

Third act of Il Travatore, clarinet solo by
Captain Soleimān Khān

Verdi

Fifth act of La Juive, trombone solo by
Lt. Ali-Mohammad Khān

Halevy
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Figure 51.
Tile panel
At the bottom of the tile is written:
Commissioned by Lemaire in 1884
Pronouncing his student Mirzā Abol-Hosein Khān
As Musicānchi-bāshi (literally “music band leader”)
39 x 12 5/8 inches
Christies, Islamic Art and Indian Miniatures, Rugs and
Carpets
23 April 1996
Lot 120
Excerpt from Society and Culture in Qajar Iran, 2002.

Considering the progress of Dārolfonoun students, the minister of education –
Mokhberodoleh – commissioned Lemaire to travel to Paris in order to purchase
additional musical instruments and equipment for the school.119 Ekhtiar writes about this:
“The involvement of Mokber al-Dawla illustrates that music, like painting, was perceived
as a science and an academic discipline and thus placed under the jurisdiction of the
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Ministry of Higher Education.”120According to a source by E’temādossaltaneh, Ekhtiar
added, “The shah paid closer attention to the activities of the music classes than to any of
the other classes at the school.”121
Later, in early twentieth century during the Constitutional period, piano
performances, either solo or ensemble concerts were held at garden parties in Tehran.
These parties were organized by brotherhood associations (Anjoman-e Okhovat) that
belonged to the Safā dervishes under Zahirodoleh. Zahirodoleh was Nāseredin Shāh’s
son-in-law and one of modernism’s figures in Persian music.122 He was an amateur piano
player who also sang and composed tasnif-s. He was influence by liberalism and
modernism, and founded a fraternity association in 1938 called Anjoman-e Okhovat. The
most important action taken by this association with regard to Persian music was the
organizing of sumptuous concerts.123 Musicians had a highly respected position in the
Qajar era. They were designated as artists and were not seen in the same light as those
who served as entertainers at weddings and feasts (amaleh tarab-s). This fundamental
change in the social position of musicians had a great impact on the future of music and
musicians in Iran. The brotherhood association concerts also had great impact in
decentralizing music away from the royal Qajar court. Hereafter, musicians received
semi-independence, and with the appearance of disc recording companies in Iran (1906),
they came closer to attaining financial independence.124
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One of these concerts was held on the birth of the first Shia Imam, Ali, and lasted
24 hours. Around 500 people attended and lunch and dinner were served. Other concerts
were for charity. Sālār Moazez, Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār, and Yousof Foroutan
were pianists at these concerts.125

Figure 52.
Anjoman-e Okhovat concert
Excerpt from Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran (2010)
by Khāleqi

Lemaire, who gradually got close to the king,126 accompanied Nāseredin Shāh on
his third trip to Europe in 1889. They were present at Iran’s exhibit for Exposition
Universelle de Paris. Nāseredin Shāh explained, “We entered Iran’s exposition. One of
the Farangi-s (“French” or generically “western”) asked me if he could present Iran’s
products himself. We127 allowed him. Then he and Monsieur Lemaire, our Musicānchi128
and Monsieur Richard organized the display together. It was a large site that was
delightfully decorated with worthy Persian rugs and other premium crafts.”129 On this trip
some music captured the Shāh’s attention and he ordered the sheet music sent to Iran.
“Two groups of Musicānchi-s in red and in black uniforms came and started to play. The
125
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songs were very well played so that we ordered the sheet music be sent to Tehran so that
Iran’s Musicānchi-s could play them.”130
After the assassination of Nāseredin Shāh in 1895, during the reign of
Mozafaredin Shāh, Lemaire who was now very fluent in Farsi, was ordered by the king to
purchase pianos and organs.131 He accompanied Mozafaredin Shāh to Paris in 1899.
Ekhtiar writes that, “In his account of his travels to Europe, Mozaffar al-Din Shah
indicated that he was very impressed with Lemaire and his students’ performances, and
was pleased they had published scores of their works in Paris, achieving international
recognition.”132
The publication in question was a piano arrangement of Persian āvaz and tasnif
(1900), a collection of Persian music pieces for piano made to order for Mozafaredin
Shāh. The collection showcases pieces in which the intervals can be performed on a
twelve-tone equal temperament piano.133 Lemaire’s commentary to this collection is as
below:

Since ancient times Persian āvāz-es (pish-darāmad-s and āvāz-es) have always
been monophonic, i.e. without harmonic accompaniment. Āvāz, in whichever
mode it might be, is repeated several times without any instrumental
accompaniment, then a tasnif or reng is accompanied by tombak or dāyereh…We
have transcribed numerous tasnif-s. In this collection we have, for the first time,
transcribed āvāz-es in a very detailed manner…By the order of the king,
Mozaffaredin Shāh, we have written accompanying parts [for the left hand] and
actually have composed a suite consisting of āvāz, tasnif and reng for piano,
without being repeated. Between these numbers, we have inserted tasnif-s to
130
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avoid monotony and repetition. This innovation owes its existence to his majesty
the King’s royal taste in music.134
In the end, Lemaire states that the students of Dārolfonoun were involved in
transcribing āvāz-es in detail and he especially points to Arsalān Nāser Homāyoun.
Sahbāi remarks that, “This is an indication that the melodies of these songs were
originally collected and transcribed by Lemaire’s pupils.”135
Lemaire lived for about forty years in Iran, and was ranked as a general officer by
the king for his endeavors in music education for the nation. He was one the most
influential modern music educators in Iran. Although the music school of Dārolfonoun is
part of but a short phase in the history of music study of Iran, Lemaire gave root to a
method of teaching that persisted for a long time in the country. Lemaire died in 1909
and was buried in Tehran. He trained some accomplished musicians who continued his
legacy. His efforts and the court’s patronage insured that the next Musicānchi-bāshi was
not another European, but a well-trained Iranian,136 Mirzā Abol-Hosein Khān (Figure 50),
followed later by Qolām-Rezā Minbāshiān. Lemaire also composed the first national
anthem of Iran, named Salām-e Shāh.137
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Figure 53.
Early music disc in Iran
Salām-e Shāh with the Shāhi orchestra under Monsieur General
Lemaire
Excerpt form SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 1998: Tārikh-e Tahavol-e Zabt-e
Mousiqi dar Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art

Among Lemaire’s compositions one can name: 138

1872: Twenty Popular Pieces from Iran
1873: National Iranian Anthem
1881: Fifteen Popular Pieces from Iran
1881: Dances on Iranian Tunes
1883: Dastgāh-e Homāyoun, Āvāz and Tasnif arranged for voice & piano
1900: Persian Āvāz and Tasnif

In these works the left hand harmony, mostly tonic and dominant chords, doesn’t
have the same value of the right hand authentic Persian melodies, but it has great
historical importance to the music of Iran. With regard to this Sahbāi states:

They belong to a period devoid of public broadcasting whether radio or TV
programs; hence they manifest a deeper sense of originality. Persian music,
because of its improvisatory nature, is really very hard to transcribe in detail. But
the sheer beauty of it is irresistible; and it has historical importance as well.139
It should be stressed here that even before Lemaire, there were some European
musicians who were inspired by Persian music and poetry and had written articles and
composed pieces such as Geschichte der Schönen Redekünste Persiens (The History of
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the Beautiful Persian Rhetoric) by Joseph von Hammer (Vienna, 1818), and Specimens of
the Popular Poetry of Persia by Antoin de Kontski (London, 1842). However, in these
early works there is hardly any connection to the real structure of Persian music.140

1.4 A who’s who of early piano players

Soleimān Khān-e Armani was the first and one of the best students of Lemaire.
He played clarinet and piano. He also taught all the wind instruments. Later he became
the chief of Farmānfarmā’s (a Qajar prince) music band. He once traveled abroad to buy
martial musical instruments. Later he became the chief of Alāodoleh’s music band in
Tehran, and ultimately he was the chief of the Royal Guard music orchestra. His son,
Aslān Khān who was an artisan, tuned pianos and repaired musical instruments in his
shop located on Ferdowsi Street in Tehran. Yousof Khān was another Iranian-Armenian
student of Lemaire. He was a classmate of Soleimān Khān. He directed martial music
bands.141
Qolām-Rezā Minbāshiān (1861-1935) was a famous student of Lemaire. As he
matured into a musician he became an instructor in the music branch of Dārolfonoun.
With the assistance of Mozayenodoleh, he translated a series of books on harmony and
orchestration. These booklets were never published, but they were used regularly as
educational material for the music students of Dārolfonoun. Minbāshiān went to Russia
in order to continue his education in music. He enrolled in the Saint Petersburg
conservatory and became a student of Rimsky Korsakov. When he came back to Iran in
140
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1914, he was appointed chief of martial music, and principal of the music school of
Dārolfonoun. He trained the finest conductors of martial bands in the nation. He was a
skilled instructor of solfeggio, ear training, and wind instruments.142
In 1918 the music branch of Dārolfonoun became organized under the Ministry of
Education, (Ma’āref) and was designated as a music school – the first institution where
music education was carried out in a scientific way.

Figure 54.
Map of private schools in Tehran
By Ministry of Education
Late 19th-early 20th century
The music school is in the center of the
map

The school curriculum was mainly the same as had already been developed,
except the program length was reduced to six years. Teachers were Lemaire’s students
and their method of teaching continued his. 143 The admission requirement was the
completion of the 6th grade credential. Students, upon their graduation from Dārolfonoun,
knew music fundamentals such as theory, solfeggio, ear training, harmony, and
142
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orchestration. In addition they were able to play a wind and a string instrument and to
conduct a string orchestra. Piano basics were also mandatory. With such an intense
curriculum, the students didn’t have enough time to learn Persian music and radif. Those
students who majored in wind instruments didn’t learn Persian music because it was
difficult to play Persian songs on European wind instruments. Only string players were
able to familiarize themselves to some extent with Persian music. The alumni were well
prepared to play in martial music bands and once they graduated, they ranked as officers
and started working as directors of music groups.
Qolām-Rezā Minbāshiān, dubbed honored leader (Sālār Moazez), was also a
composer and an accomplished pianist. He composed nationalist songs that were
arranged for piano and military band. He also composed nationalist songs in SATB
model (soprano, alto, tenor, bass) to be sung in public schools, none of which has ever
been published.144 He composed an official anthem145 (Salām) and some carols for the
American school in the Mashrooteh 146 period.
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Figure 55.
Figure 56.
Mazdayasnā hymn (literally halleluiah)
Mahour Fantasy (1st page)
For piano and voice
For solo piano
Composed by Qolām-Rezā Minbāshiān
Courtesy of Pejman Akbarzādeh

Minbāshiān was very interested in Persian music. He composed marches and
national chorales and he performed Persian tunes on the piano. He was capable on his
own of changing the tuning of the piano for the interpretation of Persian music. One of
his main contributions to Persian piano was to transcribe Persian music for piano.
Fantasy in Mahour-e sol in ¾ meter with a bass part for the left hand in the style of
western harmony, and some other pieces were published in Russia around 1911.
Minbāshiān also arranged a part of āvāz-e Mahour and some other works by Persian
composers such as pish-darāmad -e Jadid-e Esfahān by Roknodin-e Mokhtāri for piano.
Minbāshiān explains on the back cover of the music:
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A♭s in this dastgāh should be sounded as one third of a whole tone and this sound
doesn’t exist in Farangi tuning, so it is necessary to tune A♭s two commas higher
than Farangi tuning. Note that a whole-tone is divided in nine parts and every
part is named a comma. The Persian tuning system for the piano in order to
correctly play all Persian dastgāh-s is to tune D♭s and A♭s two commas higher
than usual. The invention of Persian tuning was done by Sālār Moazez in 1889.147

Minbāshiān was a man of great personality. He directed the music school until
1928. Students of the school reported that he was present at school before the start of
classes, and loved what he was doing. He loved Iran and encouraged students to achieve
knowledge, art and patriotism. He was a systematic, creditable, responsible, and soulful
person.148
Hossein Hangāfarin (1876-1952) played violin, piano, wind instruments, and
setār. After finishing his education in the music branch of Dārolfonoun under Lemaire
and Duval, he became the chief of Qazāq-Khāneh (literally “house of Cossack”149)
music.150 He was also a good student of Mirzā Abdollah who instilled in him a deep
knowledge of radif and Persian music. He also taught Persian music. Minbāshiān
transcribed radife-e Mahour of Mirzā Abdollah, which was published in Berlin, by using
Hangāfarin’s performance on the violin.151 Hangāfarin held private music lessons in his
home and trained several interested students such as Rezā Mahjoubi (Mortezā
Mahjoubi’s brother) and Sabā. He composed and published works in Rāst-Panjgāh,
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Navā, Segāh, and wrote an operetta.152 He was one of the Safāi dervishes and he played
and conducted orchestras in the dervish’s brotherhood association (Anjoman-e Okhovat).
Arsalān Khān, dubbed Nāser Homāyoun, was also a student of Lemaire in
Dārolfonoun. He played piano very well and became the court pianist for Mozafaredin
Shāh.153 He ranked as brigadier and became the leader of the royal music group. He
accompanied Shāh in all of his trips to Europe and carried out his orders for purchasing
musical instruments and published sheet music. Mozafaredin Shāh includes him in his
narration of the itinerary:

We listened to some of the music of the Persian āvāz that Nāser Homāyon had
created and prepared with the orchestra, they played very well…. Indeed Arsalān
Khān has trained them proficiently. The orchestra played some Persian music and
the Farangi-s liked the Persian songs. 154
In another place Shāh refers to his piano performance in Europe:

We ordered Nāser Homāyon to play piano, all Farangi-s praised him…. During
the last two days Arsalān Khān and Monsieur Lemaire taught the singer to sing
Persian āvāz and poems from the music sheet. Nāser Homāyon played piano and
she sang the Persian āvāz so stunningly that we were surprised. Nāser Homāyon
has taught her very well in such a short time.155
Later Nāser Homāyon became the leader of the army in Tabriz and left music
aside. He died in 1920 in Tabriz at the age of 54.
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Āref-e Qazvini, the Iranian national poet and singer, wrote an interesting
paragraph in his autobiography about Mozafaredin Shāh’s piano playing. Āref was
invited by Mozafaredin Shāh’s royal court to sing in a private feast. He describes his
observations:

Morād Khāni, the tār player who was unable to achieve a good technique on tār
from beginning to end, was playing with a Ney-Anbān player,156 and his majesty
was playing piano. Listening to these out of tune instruments made one lose hope
that we would hear any good music. Then, they introduced the phonograph
box…157

Nasrollah Minbāshiān was Minbāshiān’s oldest son. He learned the fundamentals
of music in the music branch of Dārolfonoun, and later went to Russia to continue his
music education. On his return he became piano, violin and cello teacher at the music
school leaning more toward European music. Although he could perform national tunes
on the piano, his audience admitted that he was better at performing Farangi music. He
was dubbed, Nasrolsoltān and later became the music school’s principal after his father’s
retired.158
Motamedolmolk Yahyaiān was a piano student of the elder Minbāshiān and
although he worked in the ministry of foreign affairs, he played Persian piano skillfully.
He also played tār and had a taste for art and painting. He belonged to the wealthiest
layer of the society. He married Moshir Homāyoun’s sister, Doratosaltaneh, and since
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they didn’t have any children they donated all of their wealth to construct Shafā
hospital.159
Mahmoud Mofakham, dubbed Mofakhamolmamālek, was the other brother-inlaw of Moshir Homāyoun. His father was the brother of Anisodoleh (Nāseredin Shāh’s
favorite wife). He was a relative of Nāser Homāyoun and took his early piano lessons
from him and became a good pianist. He was also Mozafaredin Shāh’s personal servant.
He was the piano teacher of Tājosaltaneh, the Shāh’s sister.160 He was set to accompany
her on a trip to Europe, when the crown prince, Mohammad Ali, called off the trip before
they could leave the country. It was not acceptable at that time for court women to go to
Europe without the royal court permission. Mofakham was so disappointed by this
incident and the disrespect shown toward him that he cut his ties with the Qajar court.
Afterward, finding himself without a job, he held private piano lessons in his home.
Mofakham was a student of Āqā Hossein-Qoli in tār and knew Persian music
very well. He utilized the techniques of tār for Persian piano performance so that it is
possible to see his impact on Persian piano techniques in the work he passed onto one of
his best student, Mortezā Mahjoubi.161
Hossein Ostovār (b. 1896) was the son in law of Minbāshiān. He learned piano
under Mofakham but he believed that piano couldn’t reflect his sentiments as well as a
string instrument. A student in setār of Darvish Khān, he had concerts with Ali-Akbar
Shahnāzi and he also composed an operetta that was performed on the stage with the help
of artists such as Fekri and Zelli. There are recordings of his piano playing on 78rpm
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shellac discs. Pish-darāmad and āvāz in Bayāt-e Esfahān and Pish-darāmad Chahārgāh
from Rokondin Mokhtāri were republished on compact disc named Piano-ye Irani dar
Safahāt- Qadimi (“Persian piano in old 78 rpm discs”) by Āvā-ye Mehrabāni in 2009 in
Tehran. There are some other recordings of him Columbia Records162 red label, as listed
below:163

15013 Tasnif-e Mahour: āvāz, piano, violin, tār
15015 Tasnif-e Abou-Atā: āvāz, piano, violin, tār
15019 Tasnif-e Tork: āvāz, piano, violin, tār
15022 Tasnif-e Afshār: āvāz, piano, violin, tār
15050 Tasnif-e Segāh, Dashti: āvāz, piano, violin
15068 Tasnif-e Mahour: āvāz, piano, violin
15076 Tasnif-e Abou-Atā: āvāz, piano, violin, tār164
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Figure 57.
Figure 58.
Dārolfonoun music band in Nāseri era
Music school students with their teacher Minbāshiān
Excerpt from KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran I, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh

Figure 59.
Figure 60.
Martial music band
Nāser Homāyon (left), Mozafaredin Shāh
Officers in the front row from right to left:
Abdollah Mirzā, Mirzā Hossein Khān, Minbāshiān
Excerpt from KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran I, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh
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Figure 61.
Figure 62.
Figure 63.
Figure 64.
Q. R. Minbāshiān
Hangāfarin
Motamedolmolk Yahyāiān Hossein Ostovar
Excerpt from KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran I, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh

Figure 65.
Military musicians under Q. H. Minbāshiān
Excerpt from FARĀHĀNI, Mehdi, and KĀZEMI, Bahman, and POUR AHMAD,
Wahraz, 2012: Iranian Music in the Past Century, Tehran, Farhangestān Honar

Figure 66.
Old records of Persian piano and voice
Excerpt from FARĀHĀNI, Mehdi, and KĀZEMI, Bahman, and POUR AHMAD,
Wahraz, 2012: Iranian Music in the Past Century, Tehran, Farhangestān Honar
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Figure 67.
A letter of Lemaire, in French with his own handwriting
He applauded Hangāfarin for his music education
Excerpt from Sargozasht-e Madāres-e Mousiqi-ye Iran
By Habibollah Nasirifar

Figure 68.
The translation of his letter

1.5 The early piano methods

The traditional institutions for higher education in Iran, before the establishment
of Dārolfonoun were limited to Maktab and Masreseh. Maktab was a private school
consisting of one classroom where Qorān reading and some classical Persian texts were
taught. Students who were interested in learning music were expected to study with a
private teachers at either the pupil’s home or the instructor's. Further education was
limited to seminaries (Madreseh-s) the majority of which were located in Esfahān,
Mash’had, Qom, and Najaf. The main topics studied in these institutions were theology
and religious subjects.165 Such was the education system up to and during the reign of
Fat’h-Ali Shāh (1797-1835) when the need for the modernization was recognized.
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In 1811, 1812, and 1843 three groups of Persian were sent by the government to
England and France to study the natural sciences, mathematics, medicine, and
armaments. Khoshzamir writes that, “Around 1811 the first group of Iranians was sent to
Europe by crown prince Abbās Mirzā to study so-called modern science and
technology… [The last group] returned to Iran around 1851 and took up positions as
interpreters for foreign professors.”
After the short reign of Mohammad Shāh in 1848, Nāseredin Shāh succeeded
Fat’h-Ali Shāh and Amir Kabir became his prime minister. Amir Kabir was one of the
most innovative figures in the whole Qajar period. Along with Abbās Mirzā in Tabriz, he
became familiar with the principals of new military methods and devices. 166 The
systematic reorganization of the army and modernization of education was promulgated
by him. He ordered the establishment of a polytechnic school (Dārolfonoun) in Tehran
and personally arranged the employment of European teachers.167 Due to Russia and
England interfering in the political and the military affairs of Iran, he engaged Austrian
professors.168 In addition to the royal military band, Kāmrān Mirzā (Nāseredin Shāh’s
son) founded a European-style music group under an Austrian instructor named
Guerriat.169 Dārolfonoun had thirty-six music students in 1883 and fifty-eight in 1898.170
Beside Dārolfonoun, there were other western-style schools such as missionary
schools that were introduced by Christian missionaries in the mid-nineteenth century in
166
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Urmia, Jolfā, Esfahān, Tabriz, and Tehran among other places. In 1898, the Council for
National Schools was established to organize a uniform educational system for the entire
nation but music was not included in the curriculum.171 Hoelzer, a photographer who
captured the scene in an Armenian school in Esfahān notes, “three schools with sixteen
teachers, some of which are priests, are busy only with primary and religious education of
three hundred boys. The talented boys are then sent to India (at the expense of their
parents or with a special grant) where they learn a profession.” 172
Hoelzer’s photos, however, show the presence of girls in the school likely a part
of musical activity. There is a keyboard on the right side of the photo that shows that the
piano existed not only in the capital city but also in Jolfā, an Armenian settlement in
Esfahān. The keyboardist in the photo plays from sheet music demonstrating his
knowledge of reading music.

Figure 69.
Interior of an Armenian school
Jolfā, Esfahān
Late 19th century
Excerpt from Thousand Sights of Life by Hoeltzer
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Figure 70.
European Style orchestra
conducted by Qolām-Hosein Minbāshiān
University of Tehran, 1925
Excerpt from Society and Culture in Qajar Iran

Piano practice was common among Iranian-Armenians mainly due its usage for
Christian religious ceremonies and rituals. Some of them were among the first students of
Lemaire (e.g., Soleimān Khān and Yousof Khān) and they got academic music training.
As well, there are recordings of Mahour and Bayāt-e Esfahān by a female IranianArmenian pianist, named Catherine A. Setkhāniān.173 It should be pointed out that Javād
Ma’roufi’s piano teacher was Mrs. Tatiana Khārātiān who was an Iranian-Armenian.

Figure 71.
Tasnif in Mahour (left), pish-darāmad Mahour (right)
Piano solo record by Catherine Setkhāniān
Courtesy of Jane Lewisohn

From the late seventeenth century onwards, there was a growing disequilibrium in
the automatic acceptance of principles and practices of the past and the tie to ancient
music disintegrated.174 Musical experts began to collect and divide the national music
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into the radif 175, consisting of dastgāh-s, āvāz-s, and gousheh-s so as to avoid the chaos
brought by modernization, and to protect and preserve the old music. The practice of
grouping pieces into collections and the application of the term dastgāh are relatively
recent contributions: there is no evidence that this practice existed prior to the Qajar
period (1787-1925). Dastgāh (literally “system, organization”) has two levels of
definition: it identifies a set of pieces with different modal and melodic material that are
traditionally grouped together, and it stands for the modal identity of the initial piece
(darāmad), in the group.176
During and Mirabdolbaghi have outlined the notion by explaining that, “The
concept of dastgāh implies a certain sequentialization, a pre-established order of
sequences. However, one must not overestimate the importance of this order, which
allows variations from one artist to another, or from one performance to another by the
same artist.”177 Dastgāh-s, āvāz-s (a short dastgāh), and gousheh-s are the basics of
traditional Persian music education. This repertoire, which is collectively called radif, is a
feature by which Persian piano distinguishes itself. The repertoire consists of measured
and non-measured pieces that are named gousheh. There are twelve dastgāh-s and āvāz-s
in Persian traditional music. This classification is also found in Azerbaijan and
Turkestan.178 A brief description of Persian music dastgāh-s is presented in appendix I.
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The rest of the Persian piano repertoire belongs to another conceptual level. It
consists of measured compositions such as pish-darāmad and tasnif. These compositions
by definition belong either to a dastgāh/āvāz or to a main gousheh based on the length
and the importance of the gousheh. Farhat classifies the less important gousheh-s, those
fragmentary pieces that are frequently omitted in a performance, as tekke. 179 Some
gousheh-s can be played in the context of different dastgāh-s. A small gousheh cannot
generate a large composition.180
Early piano method in Iran was based on learning the dastgāh-s, āvāz-s, and
gousheh-s. The first piano players were musicians who specialized in local musical
instruments. Piano was their second or third instrument. Nevertheless, they took the same
approach to learning this non-native instrument. Persian piano education in its early
stages was inseparable from the changing the tuning of pianos in accordance with Persian
music intervals. In the beginning, the main goal was to imitate the techniques of tār,
setār, and santur on the piano. Beginning on the piano without western training, and
aiming to reproduce the tunes of radif on the piano, the musicians gave rise to the
techniques of Persian piano that borrowed constantly from Persian music. In this early
phase, the proper form of the hands on the piano or the fingering used did not play an
important role in learning piano. In addition, etudes and supplementary studies so
common in the western classical piano education regimen didn’t exist for the Persian
piano. Even the practice of different Persian scales was not common.181 The order of
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teaching gousheh was dependent on the tuning system of the pupil’s piano in order to
avoid constant changing the piano’s tuning. Early Persian piano players were familiar
enough to be able to change the piano tuning in accordance with the dastgāh to be
played. In fact, it was expected that piano tuning for serious Persian pianists was a part of
their learning process.
Oral transmission of the repertoire and educational material was widespread. In
interviews with Shahrdār family, it became clear that Moshir Homāyoun’s lessons with
Sorourolmolk, were totally based on oral tradition because the teacher was not acquainted
with music notation. 182 Sorourolmolk developed the first piano method in Iran. His
teaching material consisted of his own radif of Persian music for santur. Parts of his
repertoire were orally transmitted to his piano students in the same manner as traditional
radif study on Persian instruments. Piano lessons with him were usually one-on-one
sessions held at the students’ homes. Most likely since nothing was written down, he
played a short piece, a gousheh, and the student would play it back. This method is
dependent on memorization and it’s safe to assume that the pieces were repeated several
times until the student could play the piece without mistakes. Unfortunately, there is no
record of the length of these lessons, nor of Sorourolmolk’s specific Persian piano radif.
Sorourolmolk’s method lasted until Mahjoubi invented his own notation183 for
Persian piano music, and then used that notation to teach his own students. During an
interview, Mrs. Malekpour talked about her piano lessons with Mahjoubi:
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Interview with Pirouz Shahrdar, Moshir Homayoun’s son, in California 2014.
Mahjoubi’s notation is presented in chapter 3.
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First, Maestro Mahjoubi played a gousheh, and I was looking at his hands on my
piano. Then he asked me to sit and play small sections of the piece. Meanwhile,
he wrote the notes in Persian alphabets for me (،دوDo – ر،Re – می،Mi – فا،Fa –
سل،Sol – لا،La – سی،Si), with specific signs that guided me about the music
meter, rhythm, and the use of black keys. Every session, I only learned two lines,
but I could play those lines very well by memory by the time that he left. This was
about how my piano lessons would go. They took around one hour every time and
were held in my family home.184

After Mahjoubi, Ma’roufi used western notation and knowledge of western music
theory and harmony. He either gave his students his own compositions or western piano
literature. Etude playing, scales, arpeggios, and other studies for finger dexterity common
in piano education, were included in his method of teaching.185 Ma’roufi had one-on-one
private lessons, which were held in his home.
What we know of early Persian piano learning shows just how similar it was to
the traditional format of learning of a local musical instrument. Mahjoubi improved this
process through his innovation in notating the music for his students. The method for
learning Persian piano has undergone considerable change in its nearly 50 years since it
was first begun, until it has finally evolved into a standard method. Nevertheless, Persian
piano method specifically did not evolve as a school of piano playing based on written
etudes and studies. It evolved more organically out of the art and practice of Persian
native melodies played on various local instruments.
In the following chapter, the tuning system and playing techniques of Persian
piano are studied in order to provide an overall educational reference point for the
practice of Persian piano.
184
185

Interview with Mrs. Malekpour, Tehran 2012.
Interview with Mazdā Ansāari, Ma’roufi’s student, in Tehran 2014.
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Chapter 2: Tuning systems and techniques of play

The present chapter brings together the twentieth century theories of intervals,
Persian piano tuning systems, and Persian piano techniques of play to provide guidelines
for Persian piano practice.

2.1 Twentieth century theories of intervals

During the first half of the twentieth century, through modern educational
institutions, new concepts and eventually new aspirations were introduced into Iranian
society creating a middle class intelligentsia.186 The world outlook of these modern
educated intellectuals differed radically from that of the intellectuals of the Qajar court.
One of the influential figures in music in Iran during this period was Colonel Ali-Naqi
Vaziri (1887-1979). He had learned the tār from his uncle while they were serving in the
military together. Later he began to study western music with a French priest, Père
Geffroie, a music instructor in the St. Louis Missionary School in Tehran. Khoshzamir
describes Père Geffroie:

Père Geffroie, a pianist, was well skilled in western music, theory and harmony,
and according to Vaziri he was a very good musician. The main text he used for
instruction was a book entitled Compendium, which briefly presents details
essential to a comprehensive knowledge of western music. In addition to music
theory, Père Geffroie, introduced Vaziri and Hejāzi (Vaziri’s friend) to Western
music ensembles, inviting them to his home for a regular trio ensemble rehearsal
186

ABRAHAMIAN, Ervand, 2008: The History of Modern Iran, New York, Cambridge University Press,
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where Père Geffroie played the piano, Vaziri the mandoline, and Mohammad
Hejāzi the violin.187
After Père Geffroie returned to France, Vaziri took private harmony and piano
lessons with the Armenian Soleimān Khān. This relationship did not flourish, however,
and Vaziri thought of going to Europe to continue his musical education.188
At about the same time, Vaziri became a member of a brotherhood association
(Anjoman-e Okhovat) that gave him the resulting opportunity to pursue his tār playing
under Mirzā Abdollah, considered the greatest tār player of the time. Vaziri began a
project of transcribing radif of Persian music working together with Mirzā Abdollah who
played the music on the tār while Vaziri notated it. It took them 18 months to complete
this project. 189 Earlier he had played this radif under another of Mirzā Abdollah’s
students, Montazemolhokamā, and with his transcription he was able to place his notated
version alongside the oral tradition and compare them.190
In the three years after Vaziri left the army he dedicated his time to practicing tār
intensively. Having become a master tār player, he ultimately decided to go to Europe for
further study. Vaziri arrived in Paris in 1918 at the age of thirty-one. He enrolled in École
Superieure de Musique in Paris and studied piano, violin, voice, harmony, counterpoint,
and composition. 191 Later, in 1921, he moved to Berlin and took courses at the
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Hochschule fur Musik with the aim of studying music pedagogy and launching a music
conservatory in Tehran.192

Figure 1.
Ali-Naqi Vaziri’s acquaintance with the European musical
instruments
Painting by Hasan-Ali Vaziri (his brother)
Excerpt from Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran vol. 2 by Khāleqi

With the inauguration of his private Superior School of Music (Madreseh-ye Āliye Mousiqi) in Iran in 1923, Vaziri personally undertook teaching all subjects including
piano. Among the first alumni of the school one can name, Abolhasan Sabā, Mousā
Ma’roufi, Javād Ma’roufi, Rouhollah Khāleqi, and illustrious others. By 1928, the music
school of the ministry of education merged with Vaziri’s school under a new name. The
Governmental Music School (Madreseh-ye Mousiqi-ye Dolati) was organized under
Vaziri’s administration.193
Varizi also formed an orchestra and Club Musical to arrange concerts for the
public in Tehran and other cities in the country in a pioneering effort to introduce new
music.194
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Idem, p. 57.
SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and
Art, p. 176-81.
194
Idem, p.197.
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Figure 2.
Vaziri while practicing
Excerpt from Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran vol. 2 by Khāleqi

Vaziri was a prolific composer, lecturer, performer, and theorist. He vigorously
backed the concept of a twenty-four-quartertone scale and in fact invented two alterative
symbols to indicate the quarter tones in notation, koron and sori. Koron ( ) lowers a pitch
by approximately a quarter-tone and sori ( ) raises a pitch by approximately a quartertone. In his book, Mousiqi-ye Nazari [1934] Varziri posits that all the modes of Persian
classical music can be formulated in an octave scale of twenty-four tempered quartertones as it is shown below:195

Vaziri, in writing about the quarter-tones in Persian music says:

The existance of quarter-tones in the nature of our nation’s music is like enjoying
its national treasures. The importance of this subject is that in the recent century
musicians have started to research the quarter-tones and even built a piano and
organ in this way and formed a quartet. However, since their ears are used to
hearing twelve equal temperament these intervals seem strange to them.196

195
196

VAZIRI, Ali-Naqi, 2008: Teory-ye Mousiqi, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, p. 87.
Idem, p. 86.
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Khāleqi for his part narrates from Carra de Vaux in Les Penseurs de l’islam
regarding microtone intervals on the piano:197

Some people have thought of making a musical instrument so that Arab music can
be played on them. A person from Alexandria was discussing with me the
building of a piano that in addition to black and white keys, maintain another row
of keys for quarter-tone intervals.
Vaziri sets forth the twenty-four quarter-tone scale as the way to provide a
solution to the monophonic character of Persian music, and to accomodate the application
of western harmony to Persian musical compositions. In practical Persian music,
however, these microtone intervals rarely situate halfway between the semi-tone and the
whole-tone. In other words, Persian music is not equal tempered and the necessity to
reject Varizi’s solution is due to the unstability of the quarter-tones.198
Farhat, Professor Emeritus at Trinity College, University of Dublin in explaining
why he cannot accept Varizi’s proposed scale says:

Vaziri’s quarter-tone theory, which is arrived at by way of a further division of
the western equidistance 12-tone chromatic scale, is entirely irrelvent to Persian
music. It is an artificial creation devised to make possible the adoption of a kind
of harmonic practice, based on western tonal harmony. It would be difficult to
accept that Vaziri was not aware of the fact that Persian music makes no use of
the quarter-tone and that intervals other than the semi-tone and the whole-tone are
not achieved through multiples of the quarter-tone. He must simply have believed
in the desirability of their being adjusted to correspond to an equidistant quartertone scale so that a kind of harmony may be imposed upon the music. Clearly, he
didn’t propose to do this in order to destroy the music, but as he saw it, to advance
its possibilities into the realm of polyphony. He and many other Middle Eastern
musicians of the early twentieth century regarded a monophonic musical tradition
as intrinsically inferior. Their aim was to make the necessary adjustments so that
197
198
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polyphonic writing could be admitted into their music, and understandably they
took western music as their model.199

Vaziri could perform at a high level and also argue the finer points of music
theory. His talents stood out compared to other local musicians, and he became an
influential figure during the twenties and thirties.
In 1944, Dr. Mehdi Barkeshli, a professor of physics in University of Tehran,
measured the intervals of Persian modes by using electroacoustic recording equipment.
His method was to transform sound vibrations of sung melodies into electronic vibrations
and examine them in the physics laboratory of University of Tehran. In this work he had
the assistance of prominent vocalists. Barkeshli based his investigation on the medieval
17-tone scale of Safiodin Ormavi.200 Barkeshli divided a whole-tone into three divisions
as

Limma+Limma+Comma

(L+L+C),

Limma+Comma+Limma

(L+C+L),

and

Comma+Limma+Limma (C+L+L). Since re to mi is a fixed whole-tone and introduced
as re1, mi1, we can also find other tones between them as re2, mi2 and re3, mi3.201 In
musical tuning, the comma, named after the ancient mathematician and philosopher
Pythagoras, is the small interval existing between two enharmonically equivalent notes
that is approximately 23.46 cents202. Limma is the interval between a chromatic or a
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diatonic semitone and is around 90.2 cents. Barkeshli shows Persian micro intervals as
below:203

A
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4
B
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.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
………………..L+C……………………
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.
.
.
.
……………………………2L………………………………
.
.
.
……………………………………2L+C………………………………

The result was a 22-tone scale within an octave. Yet, this system, which was
based on chanted songs by singers rather than executed melodies by instrumentalists, was
considerably different from the practice of contemporary Persian art music.
According to Farhat in his published Ph.D dissertation, The Dastgāh Concept in
Persian Music (1990 by Cambridge University Press):

The very idea of the division of the whole-tone seems erroneous. The whole-tone
is no more basic or legitimate than other intervals. The smaller intervals are not
consequences of the whole-tone; they exist for themselves […] Barkeshli’s
theories have made no impact at all. The fallacy of the ‘division of the wholetone’ can be illustrated by the fact that in so doing both of the two tones which
produce this interval must be accounted for. That is to say, in considering the
division of the interval between c and d both pitches must exist. In actual practice,
however, if a flattened version of d is used it replaces that d natural. In no mode
of Persian music do we find a kind of d♭ followed by a d♮. One must conclude,

203
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therefore, that it is incorrect to consider the interval produced by d♭ as a
subdivision of c to d, since d does not exist. 204

Additionally, according to Farhat’s observation in 1960s, in the real practice of
Persian music, the notion of a scale205, or any set of ordered musical notes in ascending or
desending patterns describing a particular mode or being used as a framework for
composition, does not exist. Instead, the emphasis is on the melody (gousheh-s) of a
dastgāh being the primary characteristic of a mode.
In consideration of the fluidity and uncertainty of intervals in Persian art music
practice, Farhat introduced the theory of the flexible interval. Hormoz Farhat , graduated
with a Ph.D. in composition and ethnomusiclogy from the University of California, Los
Angles in 1965. Upon his return to Iran, he became a professor and director of the Music
Department of University of Tehran from 1971 to 1975. After the Islamic Revolution in
Iran, he immigrated to Ireland where he taught and directed the School of Music at
Trinity Collge, University of Dublin from 1982 to 1995. He is a composer and has
composed pieces for western style piano including sonatas, bagatelles, Persian
miniatures, concert etudes, and a piano concerto. As an ethnomusicologist, he has written
papers on Persian music, among them the New Grove Dictionary and Encyclopaedia
Iranica.
Farhat’s theory of flexible intervals is based on the unreliability of “accurate”
measurment of intervals such as those found in Vaziri’s 24-quarter-tone scale and
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Barkeshli’s 22- tone scale. Farhat’s theory arises from the fact that the actual practice of
Persian music is not confined to stable, tempered intervals.
In measuring the intervals, Farhat uses tār and setār which are fretted instruments
used by native musicians. His theory has the form of an octave with seventeen tones – a
different version of Safiodin’s scale system. The result of the measurments reveals that
whole-tones and semitones are almost stable, while the whole-tone is slightly larger than
the tempered whole-tone, approximately L+L+C (204 cents), and the semitone is
considerably smaller than the tempered one, and is never larger than a limma (90 cents).
Within an octave, these intervals are:206

First tetrachord:

Whole-tone (F-G):

Second tetrachord:

C c.90 D♭ c.45 D c.70 D c.90 E♭ c.45 E c.70 E c.90 F
--------------------------- ------------------------- -----c. 205
c. 205
c.90
F c.65 F c.65 G c.70 G
-------------------------c.200
G c.90 A♭ c.45 A c.70 A c.90 B♭ c.45 B c.90 B c.90 C
--------------------------- ----------------------- --------c.205
c.205
c.90

According to Farhat, each scale representing a dastgāh does not necessarily fit
into one octave. Farhat believes that most Persian modes, in their elemental form, can be
expressed within a tetrachord, a pentachord, seven or more notes. Beyond investigation

206
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of the octave, Farhat considered register. In a higher register, some notes may differ from
what they are in a lower register.207
The question remains as to how to approach the theory of Persian music with
respect to the intervals and scales. During and Mirabdolbaghi discuss the system of
Persian music this way:208

In Persian music there are four types of intervals: between ½ tone and tone, there
is an intermediary interval, the ¾ of a tone. Likewise, instead of the large interval
of 3/2 tone there is a slightly smaller interval, 5/4 of a tone. (It should be pointed
out that the terms ¼ or ¾ of a tone are no more than a convenient way of giving a
name to these intervals, and must not be taken in their mathematical sense. The
theory, only approximately reflects the practice). In other words, between the
extremes of the scale (octave), there are more frets and, therefore, more intervals
on a Persian lute (or still more on a Turkish lute), than on an Occidental or Indian
luth, that is seventeen (or eighteen) instead of twelve. The minimal interval
between some frets is ¼ of a tone (theoretical) instead of a ½ tone, hence the
commonly held view that ‘Oriental music is played on ¼ tones’ (rob’-e parde).
Actually, it is not ¼ tones which are played or chanted, it is the intervals of ¾ and
5/4, or, if one prefers, ½ tone + 1/4, and tone + 1/4.

Having examined different analyses of Persian intervals by different
ethnomusicologists, in this study I base my investigation on the Persian piano tuning
system of Farhat, as well as on During/Mirabdolbaghi’s theory of microintervals. Before
unpacking this theory of Persian piano tuning, I will examine the tuning system for
santur. The tuning system for traditional Persian piano is identical to that used on santur.
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A typical Persian santur has two sets of nine bridges, called kharak-s, that
provides a range of approximately three octaves. On the right side set of kharak-s, which
are closer to the right edge, yellow strings (made of brass) are attached, and on the left set
of kharak-s, which are farther to the left edge, white strings (made of steel) are fastened.
The distance between the left kharak-s to the left edge of the instrument is called posht-e
kharak (literally “behind the kharak”). On every single kharak, there are four strings that
are tuned the same as each other. One needs a santur tuning key to tune the strings.
Santur players are all trained to tune their instruments themselves. Here I consider the
tuning for the mode of Shour in G because it is the most common santur temperament
and the first one that students learn.209

Figure. 3
Santur

behind the kharak…………---……………white & yellow strings………---behind kharak
white strings
yellow strings
Kharaks are shown as two vertical rows of black pins on the left and the right side of santur
Kharak-s #1 are the one at the bottom of santur

209

KĀMKĀR, Pashang, 2012: Shiveh-ye Santur-navāzi, Tehran, Hastān, p. 8.
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The tuning system of santur for Shour in G210 is shown below:211

kharak 1 kharak 2 kharak 3 kharak 4

kharak 5 kharak 6 kharak 7 kharak 8 kharak 9

E

B

F

G

A

C

D

E

F

Figure. 4
Identification of pitches on
an santur in treble clef
Kharak-s are counted from
bottom to top

It should be pointed out that the first kharak of the yellow strings can be variable,
for example it can be tuned as bass C.
In traditional santur tuning, the performer starts the tuning with G on the third
kharak by using a tuned instrument or a diapason as a starting point. Thus, the octave of
G in posht-e kharak can be tuned by tuning a pitch one octave higher than the first note.
Hence, intervals a forth or fifth above G are tuned and consequently their octaves. The
whole santur is tuned in this traditional method.212 For tuning microtones on santur, one
can vary the kharak-s position about plus or minus 5 mm. For example, to produce A on
the white string, one can move the fourth kharak toward the right side by c. 6 mm.
210

For more information about the structure of dastgāh please refer to Appendix I.
Idem, p. 11.
212
Master Majid Kiani in Amouzesh-e santur video CD by Rasāne-hāye Tasviri, Tehran.
211
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There are two expressions in Persian music that are also used for tuning systems
in santur and Persian piano:213 rāst kouk and chap kouk. Rāst kouk (literally “right
tuning”) is applied in the lower range as for example, in the range usually used for men’s
voices, like Shour in A and Shour in E. On a santur, the lower register associates with the
right part of the instrument and thus is called rāst kouk. Chap kouk (literally “left
tuning”) is applied for the higher range usually used for women’s voice, like Shour in G
and Shour in D. This term is associated with the left side of santur where the higher
register is situated.
Since Persian piano tuning originates in the santur tuning system, these two
expressions are as frequently used in Persian style piano tuning as they are in santur
tuning. The method of tuning in traditional Persian piano is identical to the method of
santur tuning. This means one can change the tune of a specific pitch depending on the
dastgāh or the gousheh to be played, and it is done in a way similar to the method a
santur performer uses in moving a specific kharak to produce the necessary micro
interval.
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2.2 Persian piano tuning systems

Having examined how to set scales and intervals in Persian music on tār and
santur, I now turn to the Persian tuning system as it is applied to the piano.214 A study of
the traditional Persian piano begins with the aim of discovering the order of the sound
on Persian-tuned pianos. To explain the contemporary Persian tuning system, I have
analyzed the piano tuning sytems of three specialists, Mrs. Fakhri Malekpour, Mazda
Ansari, both in Tehran, and Ramin Zoufonoun in the United States. Mrs. Malekpour is
the most prominent traditional Persian pianist residing in Tehran. She is considered the
finest student of Mortzā Mahjoubi, the great master of the traditional Persian piano
practice. Her piano, tuned regularly by Mr. Vāhe Hovānessiān215 is the reference point for
this analysis.
In order to play the repertoire of traditional Persian music – the radif – based on
Mahjoubi’s manuscripts, Mrs. Malekpour uses two different tuning systems on her
pianos: rāst kouk and chap kouk. These tuning systems are elaborated below:
In rāst kouk, B ♭s and E ♭s are raised by a quarter-tone (+50 cents) to
represent B and E in all octaves. Additionally, in the fifth octave, F ♯ (key
number 58) should be lowered by a quarter-tone (– 50 cents)216 to produce the
sound of F (in order to play Mokhālef-e Segāh). This tuning supports the
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summer of 2015.
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performance of the modal schemes of dastgāh-e Shour in A and all its derivations
including Dashti in E, Abu Atā in D, Afshāri in D, Bayāt Tork in C and also Segāh
from B , Chahārgāh in D, Homāyoun in B , Navā and Esfahān in D and Mahour
and Rāst-Panjgāh in G.217 According to Vāhe, in Persian music ensembles to
achieve a better sound only in rāst kouk, quarter-tones are varied to +/- 45 cents
instead of +/- 50 cents. Additionally, B ♮ is lowered by 5 cents.218
Chap kouk raises A♭s and E ♭s by a quarter-tone (+50 cents) in all octaves
to create the sound of A and E . Similarly, B6 (key number 63) is lowered by a
quarter-tone (– 50 cents) to make B in order to play Mokhālef-e Segāh E

,

Qarāi-ye Afshāri and Navā in G, Oshāq-e Esfahān in G. Chap kouk tuning
provides the basis for the traditional Persian piano practice in different modes
such as Shour in D including its secondary dastgāh-s: Bayāt Tork in F, Abu-Atā in
G, Afshāri in G, and Dashti in A. This tuning also is used for Navā in G, Esfahān
in G, Chahārgāh in G, Homāyoun in E , Segāh in E

, Rāst-Panjgāh and

Mahour in C.219
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Figure 5.
Vāhe and Mrs. Malekpour
In her house, 2015 in Tehran
Courtsy of Vāhe & Malekpour

Further investigation into the measurement of the microtones above (50 cents) in
Mahjoubi’s recordings, shows that Mahjoubi’s measures for this tuning system are
slightly different than current practice. Mazdā Ansāri and I worked together to measure
his tuning system using a software program called Celemony Melodyne (editor 2.01).
The software revealed that for Mahjoubi’s recordings, microtones were almost a quartertone (between +/- 42 to +/- 48 cents).
Below are three screenshots of recordings by Mahjoubi in Dashti/Shour in A and
Segāh in E . This performance was played through Celemony Melodyne (editor 2.01)
software in order to show microtones (E ) that were tuned by Mahjoubi himself. As
Figure 6 illustrates E is lowered by exactly 52 cents to produce E that is near a quartertone. Figure 7 shows A♭ is raised by 44 cents to make A . Figure 8 demonstrates that E♭
is raised by 48 cents to produce E . Ansāri says: “Here we must take into account the
instability of recording speed and change in the recording pace. This impacts the
variables that Mahjoubi used, making them range between 42 to 48 cents.” 220

220

My personal interview with Mazdā Ansāri, summer 2015.
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Figure 6.
Screenshot in Melodyne software
Performance of Mahjoubi in Dashti
(Shour in A)
Courtesy of Mazdā Ansāri

Figure 7.
Screenshot in Melodyne software
Performance of Mahjoubi in Segāh E
Courtesy of Mazdā Ansāri

Figure 8.
Screenshot in Melodyne software
Performance of Mahjoubi in Segāh E
Courtesy of Mazdā Ansāri
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The Persian music intervals that are shown above do not guarantee that Mahjoubi
always tuned the instrument using the same measurement. He was known for carrying his
tuning key 221 to tune the piano exactly in accordance to the specific gousheh or dastgāh
that he wanted to play. He would only change the pitch of a few notes according to the
music he was playing, tuning by ear. He was very famous for his ability to precisely tune
the piano for Persian music.222 In fact, there is a wide range of variability for tuning
between musicians and the same musician on different occasions, particularly when
playing a dastgāh in different keys on tār or setār, for example, maestro Ebādi, who
played setār in many different chap-kouk-s223. It should be also stressed that there is a
considerable difference between theory and practice, particularly with respect to Persian
classical traditions that have a long history of theoretical literature.224
The overall attempt is to create a system for tuning the piano to Persian music that
would be uniform across all the indigenous music for contemporary theorists. Still a
major exception exists in tuning for the performance of certain gousheh-s of dastgāh-s
such as Nahoft in dastgāh-e Navā, Rāk in dastgāh-e Mahour and Rāst-Panjgāh, Erāq in
dastgāh-e Mahour and Afshāri, Hesār in dastgāh-e Chahārgāh, etc. In the above cases,
besides A , E , and B , a flat version of B, E, or A is also needed. For example in
dastgāh-e Navā in G, shāhed tone225 in gousheh-ye Nahoft is D, therefore, an E♭ version
is required for performing gousheh-ye Nahoft. In this case, while the E♭s are tuned as E ,
the pianist or the piano tuner should leave one of the E♭s unchanged in one octave. But
221

This tuning key now belongs to Mrs. Fakhri Malekpour.
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this solution brings another problem in that it may produce an unpleasant sound on the
piano because of the disagreeable conflict of overtones. This restriction also exists for
santur that requires that santur players perform these gousheh-s only in a specific
register.226 Another minor restriction is in rāst kouk system, where, since there is only
one F , there is no possibility of playing an octave tremolo on F .227
It is important to note that, very high and very low registers of the piano are not
used in the traditional Persian piano performance. For this reason, tuning of the first and
the last octaves is not necessary. Furthermore, stretching the bass strings might result in
breaking them and is not recommended.228 On digital pianos, however, one can uniformly
tune in all octaves.
The next case study is Mazdā Ansāri’s tuning system. Ansāri (b.1965) is a
Persian- style pianist and composer, who is also the founder of a Persian piano group on
Facebook. He was a student of Javād Ma’roufi and is a prolific composer and performer
in Tehran. He was also an active figure in the Music Center of Radio and Television of
Iran (Sedā va Simā) after the Islamic Revolution. Among his published recordings with
famous vocalists (Mohamad-Rezā Shajariān, Homāyoun Shajariān, Mehrshād Hājilou,
and Kāveh Daylami), one can name Morq-e Haq (Soroush, Tehran, 2007), Āh-e Bārān
(Del-Āvāz, Tehran, 2009), Shab-e Jodāi (Del-Āvāz,Tehran, 2010), Chakāmeh-haye Irani
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Mahyār Moshfeq’s introduction in MALEKPOUR, Fakhri, 2012: Mashq-e Ostād, Tehran, Āvā-ye
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My interview with Mazdā Ansāri, 2014.
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From my interview with Vigen Hovānessiān, (summer 2015). Hovānessiān was the first registered
Yamaha piano technician in Iran beginning in 1971. He was also the piano tuner for Javād Ma’roufi, Parviz
Yāhaqi, and Fakhri Malekpour. He is the older brother of Vāhe and has mentored his brother in piano
tuning.
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(Āvā-ye Khorshid, Tehran, 2011), and Rāz-e Ashk (Pajvāk-e Rouzegār-e Moāser, Tehran,
2013).
His method of Persian piano tuning is different from Mrs. Malekpour’s. Based on
our interview (2015), I can catalog his Persian piano tuning system as follows. He has
three presets on his Yamaha digital piano (CVP 503). In his first preset or rāst kouk, B♮s
(white key) are lowered by 39 cents to produce B

and similarly E♭s are lowered by 39

cents to produce E . Additionally, F♯s are lowered by 39 cents to make F . All the
dastgāh-s and gousheh-s that were listed above for rāst kouk can be played in this system
too. His second preset lowers (-39 cents) A♮s to A , D♭s to D , and E♮s to E

. This

preset is used for Shour in G and its derivatives, Segāh in A , Esfahān in C, and Dashti
in D. His last preset lowers (-39 cents) E♭s to E

, and B♭s to B

. However, it does not

touch the F or F♯. This tuning is used for Mahour in G, Mahour in D, and Homāyoun in
A.
Figure 9.
Mazdā Ansāri
In his concert, Tehran
Courtesy of Mazdā Ansāri

It should be pointed out here that Javād Ma’roufi’s tuning system was mostly
based on twelve-tone equal temperament. He has categorized Mahour and Rāst-Panjgāh
in the major mode, and similarly Esfahān and Homāyoun in the minor mode.229 Ma’roufi
states:
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For other modes, some of the piano strings should be re-tuned to make them
suitable for playing Shour and its other affiliated songs. A flats and E flats should
be re-tuned 1/4 down to produce A and E

(or A Koron and E Koron as they are

termed in new Persian musicology). 230
In my interview with Vigen Hovānessiān, who was Javād Ma’roufi’s piano tuner, he
mentioned that he had the exact quarter-tone measurement (+/- 50 cents) for his tuning
system.
The last case study involves Rāmin Zoufonoun. He is an engineer by profession
and a self-taught Persian piano player. He was born in Iran in 1962, to a music loving
family. The family moved to the United States in 1976 and settled in California. Rāmin
grew up musically influenced by his father, Mahmoud Zoufonoun (1920-2013), the
brother of acclaimed setār player, Jallāl (1937-2012). Shortly after arriving in Tehran,
from Shiraz, in 1941, Mahmoud joined the early musical pioneers of Radio Tehran, as
well as later, the first generation of Golhā. Although certainly self-taught on piano,
Rāmin was nonetheless exposed to his father’s violin and tār playing from a young age
(as his father was before him), which along with recordings of the era, he became deeply
interested in Persian-tuned piano and began to tune his own piano at the age 15. Over the
years, Rāmin deepened his knowledge of the radif music while enhancing his tuning and
performance technique on the piano by listening to the recordings of Mahjoubi and
striving to figure out the tuning and techniques. Rāmin didn’t know anyone who could
teach him the techniques involved in playing the radif music on the piano. “I had to
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develop my own technique, guided by what I heard in Mahjoubi’s recordings available in
various Golhā programs.”
Rāmin Zoufonoun, along with a vocalist, Jamshid Zarringhalam, and a
percussionist (daf player), Amirabbas Etemādzādeh, released a CD in 2007, entitled
Getting In Tune, produced in California by Sir Reel Recording. In addition to playing
traditional Persian piano, Rāmin is also a Yamaha piano technician. The foundation of
traditional Persian tuning system is based on the recordings of Mortezā Mahjoubi, but the
tuning can be altered according to the mood of a dastgāh or the pianist’s taste.231
Zoufonoun believes that in various dastgāh-s and gousheh-s, depending on the shāhed
note, Persian piano tuning should differ for each performance. For example, in āvāz-e
Esfahān in C, even though it can be played in a minor mode, if Bs are lowered by – 40
cents to create B , the Persian character of the music would be better maintained. For
rāst kouk and chap kouk Zoufonoun uses the same technique as Mahjoubi adjusting the
variables around 48 cents.232
Resting on rāst kouk and chap kouk, taking into account the viewpoints on turning
of present day traditional-style pianists, and reckoning with the natural flexibility of
intervals in Persian music, it is impossible to formulate a fixed rule for turning a piano in
the Persian tuning system. The great masters such as Moshir Homāyoun Shahrdār,
Mortezā Mahjoubi, and Javād Maroufi could tune their pianos themselves and it is often
recommended that the practitioners of traditional Persian piano should have the ability to
tune a piano. This is not to say, however, that a Persian piano practitioner must know
231

My interview with Rāmin in 2012.
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piano tuning techniques. A contemporary practitioner can simply ask a piano technician
to tune the piano in an equal temperament system, and s/he can change a few notes by ear
as needed. Introducing changes from equal temperament to quarter-tones in order to play
Persian style music, presents difficulties and limitations to the practice of Persian piano.
Frequent change in the equal temperament of an acoustic piano is damaging for the
physics of the piano. Constantly changing string tension can be harmful to the pin blocks
and the resonating board. Additionally, in a Persian music mode, the performer might
need to change the piano tuning for a few times during a single performance. Changing
the tuning involves the adjustment of many strings, a time consuming process. It is not
practical to frequently change the piano’s tuning during a recital. A Persian-style piano
performer can either choose only to play specific gousheh-s of a dastgāh or to use a
digital piano for an instant change of tuning.
The evolution of the keyboard through European history included many
experiments with various extra black/raised keys to accommodate different
temperaments. While we ended up with 12 keys per octave, these older keyboard
configurations present some interesting possibilities for the piano in maqām cultures.
Before the emergence of digital pianos in 1980s, Persian-style pianists used either rāst
kouk or chap kouk depending on their choice of mode and piece. One can also find the
use of two pianos one tuned for rāst kouk and the other for chap kouk, on the stage. Amir
Jāhed proposed, “…that a pianist should have a piano bench with wheels to be able to
move easily between two pianos of different tuning, thus, he can even modulate to
different modes without facing tuning limitations.”233
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Another solution is the use of fluid pianos. A fluid piano is almost an acoustic
piano, but without any tuning restrictions, and thus it offers a performer the ability to
perform unlimited musical modes. It can also be applied to any custom made tunings.
The tuning can be altered while playing. Geoffrey Smith invented and handcrafted this
piano in 2009 in England. His main goal with this invention was to create an international
piano. The fluid piano is acknowledged as the multicultural piano, one that can be played
for any style of music all over the world. Or it can simply remain in the standard western
tuning. For the first time, fluid pianos allowed the piano to be liberated from western
tuning restrictions and it gave freedom to the musicians of all cultures to include piano as
part of their family of traditional musical instruments. The pianist, to provide any
microtone, can easily tune the piano. This microtonal fluid tuning mechanism gives the
musician the opportunity to change the tuning of each note individually during the
performance. This mechanism works by sliding small handles, which are prearranged on
each string. The set of handles enables the pianist to change the tuning at the same time
as s/he is performing.234
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Geoffrey Smith provided the information for this section during my interview with him in England,
2012. It is important to note that the set of handles in fluid piano is also the logic and design of mandal
levers used for qanoun since early 20th century.
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Figure 10.
Fluid piano
Courtesy of Geoffrey Smith

The fluid piano is a crucial recourse in support of endangered and marginalized
cultural tunings in compositions and performances around the world. It is certainly a
good option for those pianists who want to play Persian style music on the piano but have
only had the option of turning their standard pianos accordingly.
In Mahjoubi’s school the left hand primarily plays the octave, or it doubles the
melodies of the right hand. The practice of traditional Persian piano, because it is adapted
from Persian music, is monophonic and doesn’t have chords or harmony as they are
defined in the West. The right hand in Mahjoubi’s school, plays an important role in the
melodies and radif. The left hand is thus free to change the tuning if a pianist were to use
a fluid piano and one could accomplish the tuning in enough time while the right hand
continues to play.235 Rāmin Zoufonoun, a Persian pianist inspired by Mahjoubi’s style,
gave the world’s first performance on the fluid piano in London in 2010. 236
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This is exactly what qanoun players do.
This performance can be seen on this YouTube link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYvh_NR_XEM
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Figure 11.
Rāmin Zoufonoun at fluid piano in
a recording session
Courtesy of Geoffrey Smith

The fluid piano provides a microtonal fluid tuning mechanism on each note. The
opportunity to easily tune the piano, even during a concert, makes this a revolutionary
invention for Persian pianists. The handles are prearranged on each string to tune quartertones (sori and koron) for the Persian modes. For example, Zoufonoun tuned the piano
for dastgāh-e Esfahān, Shour, Abu-Atā and Dashti as he was playing. His left hand was
engaged with sliding the handles on the strings while his right hand played the melody.
The fluid tuning mechanism operates separately and independently on each note,
sliding on each string to change the tuning. For Persian music, which starts in a specific
mode and modulates to different modes, different tunings are indispensable, making this
mechanism eminently practical. As well the fluid piano has lower string tension than a
standard piano allowing not only the application of fluid tuning but also enabling a wider
range of dynamics.
The initial, central default position of each tuning mechanism begins at equal
temperament. This default position, which is middle position of the handles on the
strings, provides the dastgāh -e Mahour tuning in Persian music as well as the equal
tempered tuning of western classical music. Microtonal tuning provides up to a semitone
interval change in either direction, providing for the possibility of the quarter-tones of
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Persian music. For example, C can be tuned up to C sharp or down to C flat (B); in
Persian music C sori, which is a quarter-tone higher, and C koron that is a quarter-tone
lower are relatively easy to achieve on the fluid piano.
An exciting feature of the fluid piano is that it provides the opportunity for
pizzicato performance, a common technique in Persian music, such as on plucked
musical instruments like tār. On a fluid piano, the pianist can bend the string with his/her
finger as well, to produce additional effects. The structure of the fluid piano and its fluid
tuning mechanism produces a special timbre making a sound that is much closer to the
sound of santur and thus enabling the pianist to express the music without the confining
restrictions of the acoustic piano. Furthermore, the fluid piano incorporates three pedals;
two sustain pedals that separate at middle C, and a third pedal used is moderator,
producing a softer sound.
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2.3 Persian piano techniques of play

In order to approach the sound of Persian music, the performer on piano must pay
a close attention to the general techniques of play on Persian instruments especially
santur, tār and setār. These techniques arise out of different combinations of plectrum
playing (mezrāb) and include ornamentation, phrasing, and accents. Despite the advanced
development in the structure of tradtional classical pianos with their capacity to play
rapid repetitive notes, the piano remains unable to accurately produce the ambiance of
Persian music. Radif melodies that are accompanied in the left hand by western tonal
chords are decidedly dissimilar to the sound of authentic Persian music.
Playing on a piano is very different from playing a tār or setār. Once a pitch is
produced by hitting the piano key the performer has no more control on the sound,
whereas some ornamental techniques on tār and setār are performed after plucking the
string. Techniques such as vibrato, pulling off ( kandeh-kāri and panjeh-kāri ) on tār and
setār that are put into motion after playing a pitch, are not practical – or possible – on a
piano.
The vibrato technique (mālesh) common in western string instruments is also
utilized on tār and setār, employed slightly differently. Tār and setār vibrato technique
involves pulling the string laterally with a finger of the left hand immediately after
plucking the string with the plectrum in the right hand. On keyboard instruments, vibrato
technique can only be played on a baroque keyboad, a clavichord, that gives the player
the ability to make a string vibrate by hitting the key and then rapidly moving the finger
back and forth.
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Perhaps the most celebrated characteristic of the clavichord is its unique ability to
produce a vibrato, an ability which was designated Bebung in eighteenth-century
Germany. As the tangent on a clavichord remains in contact with the strings during the
entire duration of the sound, the interpreter is able gently to modify the pitch of the sound
following the initial attack of a note. It is enough to alternately increase and decrease the
pressure of the finger on the key in an up-and-down movement (contrary to the sideways
movemnet of the finger employed on string instruments), causing the tangent to stretch
more, then less.237
“Pulling off” (kandeh) is the technique of plucking the string with a finger of the
left hand on a specific fret (pardeh) instead of playing that with a plectrum (mezrāb).238
This technique is similar to pizzicato on string instruments and is completely idiomatic
for lutes in Western culture. In western-style piano, there has been some use of string
piano techniques where the string is plucked, as for example in the pioneering modern
works of Henry Cowell in the 1920s. Such techniques are now often called upon in the
works of avant-garde classical music composers such as George Crumb239 but they are
never used in the practice of traditional Persian piano. As well, glissando or gliding on
the fingerboad of a string instrument or running the back of the thumb along a long
strentch of keys on a piano is not used in the traditional Persian piano practice. Panjehkāri (a series of multiple pull offs) is a playing technique on tār and setār that involves
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playing a series of notes in a row on the finger board with the left hand after the first note
has sounded, without plucking each with a plectrum.240
The techniques of Persian music that can be played on a piano are presented
below:
Mezrāb-e rāst o chap: In tār, setār, and santur there are two fundamental
plectrum (mezrāb) techniques: mezrāb-e rāst (right plectrum) and mezrāb-e chap (left
plectrum). In a right mezrāb in tār and setār the string is plucked with the mezrāb with an
up-down move to the right side and is considered the stronger mezrāb.241 On santur the
right hand plays the note with the mezrāb. It is notated with a ∧ symbol above the note.
Mezrāb-e rāst is a musical accent, also is used to accent a phrase and to adapt the accent
of a poem to the musical instrument.242 With a left mezrāb, the string is plucked with a
down-up move to the left side direction and is considered as the weaker mezrāb. In santur
the left hand strikes the note with the mezrāb. It is shown with a ∨ symbol above the note.
Mezrāb-e chap is used to create a softer sound or to make a sudden scratch on the string
for producing dry sounds. 243 Normally, in the practice of traditional Persian piano,
mezrāb-e rāst is a stronger hit on the key in comparison to the mezrāb-e chap, however,
there is no symbol for it in Persian piano notation. Persian piano practitioners imitate the
āvāz, or being inspired by the specific accent of a Persian musical phrase, reproduce that
on the piano.
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Technique of eshāreh (literally “to point”) is shown with a » or « above a note. In
Persian music this technique is an ornament indicating that the note is to be played with a
single rapid alternation to the note above or below. However, on tār and setār the original
note is plucked by the mezrāb with the right hand and the alteration with the ornamental
note pressed by a finger of the left hand situated on a specific fret (pardeh) on the neck of
the instrument.244 To play this technique on santur, the principle note is struck by the
right hand mezrāb and the other decorative note is played by a weak strike of the other
hand’s mezrāb below or above the original note. This technique is also used by Persianstyle pianists with the same concept as the first strong hit on a key which is followed by a
weak hit on an interval below or above the first note. It should be stressed that this
symbol appears in sheet music for Radif-e tār and setār by Dariush Talāi245 and cannot
be found in the manuscripts of Mortezā Mahjoubi nor in the scores of Javād Ma’roufi.
However, this technique is used widely by Persian-style pianists.
Takiyeh is a popular effect that is used to decorate the music. This technique is
used to avoid merely playing written notes, and to make the melody line richer; in fact, it
imitates the glottal-flip ornament characteristic of Persian singing. This technique on tār
or setār has two features. First, a right mezrāb plucks the string with the right hand to
generate a pitch and then the left hand ring finger immediately touches the pardeh which
usuaully differs by the interval of a third from the first note and thus emphasizes or
decorates the first sound.246 Mehdi-Qoli Hedāyat uses the symbol ⌃ on the head of a note
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to indicate the technique of takiyeh.247 Today takiyeh notation is shown as ° between the
notes (♪°♪). From this it can be seen that takiyeh is an acciaccatura grace note that is
played after the note, or a slured eshāreh to a note i.e., an interval of a second or third
apart from the original note.248 The notation of takiyeh is shown below:

Figure 12.
Takiyeh in written form and as performed

Figure 13.
Takiyeh in fast speed

This technique is playable on a piano by a weak strike on the key.249 Mahjoubi’s
notation does not appear to have a symbol showing this effect. A traditionally trained
Persian pianist learns how and when to play takiyeh by listening to the same gousheh on
another local musical instrument or by studying it on tār, setār or santur. That is the main
reason why traditional Persian piano practitioners must know the radif and the techniques
of play first on a local instrument such as tār, setār or santur if they plan to implement
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them on a piano. Ma’roufi has used the symbol ۵ above a note to show that it should be
played alternatively with a note a third above the first pitch.250
Reez technique (tremolo) involves playing a tone continually at a fast speed. On
tār or setār, reez is alternatively played with a right and left mezrāb. On santur, it is
played repeatedly with right and left hand mezrāb. Reez is shown with the symbol ….
above or below the note head by Hedāyat, During, and Talāi.251 On piano, it is a repeated
note that can be played either with one finger or different fingers. This technique is like a
pause on a single note in order to generate the ambiance characteristic of Persian music
and was adapted for Persian piano from tār-navāzi and santur-navāzi. It can also be used
to fill-in the music accompanying voice in long syllables of a poem. Reez is shown as s
symbol above a note by Mahjoubi 252 and as the standard western tremolo sign by
Ma’roufi.253

Figure 14.
Reez teachnique in written form and as performed

Reez can occasionally be played in an octave or the interval of a third as in the
tremolo or trill in western music. Mahjoubi created the symbol ~ above the note to show
250
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it should be played an interval of a third above the note.254 A short form of reez with an
interval of a second, is identical to a mordent or trill and both are widely in the practice of
Persian piano.
Reez technique in Persian piano is played with the use of a pedal. This allows for
the pitch to be maintained so that it is not heard in a broken or disconected form. Reez,
the rapid reiteration on a single note, or two notes with intervals of a second, third, fourth
or fifth apart (as in trills and tremolos) is a highly important Persian piano technique. The
choice of interval can be varied as the mood of the performer and the song dictate.255
Dorāb is a common mezrāb technique in Persian music. Dorāb consists of three
rapid mezrāb-s on a single note that is played with the right hand on tār or setār. The
order of these mezrāb-s is right, left, right (∧∨∧). During and Talāi use .. symbol on the
note head to demonstrate the technique of dorāb. This technique is employed to achieve
speed. The three mezrāb-s are so fast that it takes the same amount of time to sound as
one note. The last pluck is to be played the strongest. Mohamad-Rezā Lotfi says of this
technique, “The sound of dorāb is like a restless bird who flies here and there with
agility.”256
On santur, dorāb is played with both hands with the same order and accent. On
piano also it can be played by using one or two fingers as an ornament mostly within the
right hand melody. Dorāb can be considered as a two-note acciccatura ornament in
addition to the third note, considered the original note. Ma’roufi performed dorāb with an
accent as:
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Figure 15.
Dorāb in written notation

Figure 16.
Dorāb as performed

The first two notes of dorāb borrow their time of play from the previous note,
thus dorāb mostly shows up in the music when the previous note is a long note or a long
syllable.257 In the recordings of Mahjoubi, one can hear the beautiful and authentic
execution of dorāb, however, in his notation there is no exclusive sign for and he treated
it as a short reez.
Shalāl is a common mezrāb technique in Persian music. This technique of play is
considered a specific articulation for two notes that have the same note value. Shalāl
consists of four rapid mezrāb-s on a single note played with the right hand on tār or setār.
The order of these mezrāb-s is right, left, right, left (∧∨∧∨), the last mezrāb is played as
an accented left plectrum strike (mezrāb-e chap).258 Shalāl is shown by… sign on the
note head by During and Talāi.

Figure 17.
Shalāl
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The point is that, the first note of shalāl is replaced by three notes that have the
same value and are played as a triplet or equal to the value of the last note. They are not
written as ornaments because the speed of the first three notes varies which would not
happen if they were written as ornaments.259

Figure 18.
Top line demonstrates the written form of shalāl
Bottom line demonstrates how shalāl is played
Excerpt from Ketāb-e Sorāyesh by Mehrāni

Khafeh-kardan (literally “to drown”) or mezrāb-e khāmoush (literally “a silent
mezrāb”) is another technique originating from tār and santur. This technique stops the
vibration of the strings, to “drown” the sound. On tār, this is done by touching the
specific string without pressing it down, using the ring finger of the left hand to stop the
vibration of the strings on a specific pardeh immediately after the right hand strikes with
the mezrāb. It should be stressed that in this technique the left hand ring finger should
prevent the string from vibrating but not make a move that would confuse the technique
with takiyeh.260 In santur this technique uses the left hand to stop the vibration of a
specific note. In the practice of traditional Persian piano a note employing this technique
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is not played as a staccato note and is notated by a lift of the damper pedal in order to
stop the sound. This produces the effect of drown and silence.261 Lotfi describes it as:

Khafeh-kardan is similar to using the damper pedal on the piano with the
difference that on tār this technique helps the notes to be played fast and clean.
[…] this technique is also used in order to clean up the sound as it happens on
piano with the damper pedal, in this case the player should hold all the strings
with his left hand fingers. 262
Khafeh-kardan written and as performed:

Figure 19.
Khafeh-kardan

Tahrir is an important technique for vocalists singing syllables in a rapidly
ascending or descending motion. This technique can be imitated on Persian musical
instruments as well as the piano. It can be reproduced by playing eshāreh-s and takiyeh-s
progressively. Lotfi says:

Takiyeh is the unit to form tahrir. If it is performed once is called takiyeh and if it
is played more than once is called tahrir. The difference between takiyeh and
tahrir is that, takiyeh is the gernerating unit for tahrir and tahrir is a combination
of takiyeh-s. 263
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Tahrir on piano, as it was explained in eshāreh and takiyeh is playing with a weak
strike on the key in a descending or ascending movement. 264
Tahrir in notation and as performed:

Figure 20.
Tahrir in written form

Figure 21.
Tahrir in performance

Kharāsh (literally “scratch”) is a technique that resembles arpeggio. This
technique originates from tār and strikes the plectrum across all the strings, without using
the fingers on the frets (dast-bāz, literally “open hand”), before playing the original note
with an accented left plectrum strike (mezrāb-e chap). In Persian piano style, it simply
can be played as an arpeggio or an arpeggiated chord on the intended notes.
All of these techniques can be played alone or in combination with each other.
For example, kharāsh can be followed by a reez, or a single strike on a note can followed
by reez which in this case is called tak-reez, and so on. Also, it should be stressed that
learning these techniques is not enough by itself, one must learn radif of Persian music to
be able to express these effects and accents in playing traditional Persian piano. Most of
the techniques were not notated in detail in the works of Mahjoubi and Ma’roufi, thus the
performer needs to listen to the gousheh that s/he intends to play on tār or santur and
then imitate the same phrasing on the piano. The performer’s personal taste plays an
important role in the application of these techniques. For example, the length of a reez, or
264
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playing a kharāsh in different registers of the piano, not to mention the occasions for
using damper and soft pedals, or the intervals that are used in a trill and tremolo will be
varied by the pianist depending on mood or selection.
These techniques appear mostly in the melody which is played with the right
hand. In traditional Persian piano practice, the role of the left hand in instrumental
rhythmic pieces and vocal pieces (āvāzi) is different. In a rhythmic piece, the left hand is
to maintain the meter of the song by playing the principle beat and pulse of the music. In
vocal pieces the left hand doubles the melody of the right hand. Typically, the left hand
plays the tonic and in some cases a single bass note in the lower register of the piano. The
left hand can occasionally play octaves of the tonic, dominant, shāhed note, or play back
the basic notes of the melody to give a different color to the music. In addition, the left
hand can simply imitate the motifs that are played with the right hand. Rarely, the left
hand plays a light counterpoint to the melody of the right hand.
One can imagine that traditional Persian piano practice is like playing a local
musical instrument with ten mezrāb-s that are actually the performer’s fingers. The
traditional Persian piano techniques give the player more options to play and improvise
on a simple melody. Recent practitioners have used dissonant intervals such as sevenths
in their performances as well. Persian piano techniques create a style of piano
performance that is quite free in comparison with classical piano. A creative performance
in Persian piano style has as its heart a practice which is adapted from Persian classical
music (mousiqi-ye sonati), and is framed by the strict requirements of radif. Neverthelss,
each performance is related to the individual’s agency in Persian music. As Nooshin has
said:
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The centrality of individual creative expression is commonly symbolized by the
nightingale, a bird regularly encountered in the literary and visual arts of the
Middle East and said to possess the most beautiful voice on earth. According to
popular belief, the nightingale never repeats itself and this paradigm of an
aesthetic universe which revolves around ever-changing expression is often
invoked by teachers as an ideal to which their pupils, specially singers, should
aspire. 265

The following paragraph studies early techniques of Persian piano those are
adapted from santur-navāzi. To discover the early techniques of Persian piano, one can
analyze the recordings of Sorourolmolk on santur and decipher how he implemented
Persian techniques on piano. Sorourolmolk recorded phonograph cylinders in Paris (c.
1899).266 From listening to his playing, it is clear that his santur was precisely tuned. His
reez technique was consecutively clean and fast and flawlessly accompanied with single
strikes of the left mezrāb on yellow strings of santur. This proves the fact that he had a
complete power of the weight and the control of both hands, a very significant aspect of
piano playing and of great importance in the shaping of musical phrases. His musical
phrases were delibrate, measured and diverse since he himself was a composer and a
master in improvisation. Gousheh-ye Mohamd Sādeq Khāni and Sorourolmolki 267 in
Shour and Abou-Atā are attributed to him. His santur performance sounds powerful and
resonating. He plays the melodies with reez on the right mezrāb and answers them in
parallel fashion with single strikes of the left mezrāb. In his ensemble playing, the
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intensity of his music is heard more than the other musical instruments. The bass register
of his santur supports and enriches the sound of the group which was comprised of ney
(Persian flute), tār, and a vocalist. As well Sorourolmolk provides the metric backbone of
the ensemble and holds the pulse of the music in the same way a piano does in an
ensemble. Sorourolmolk would put a piece of fabric on his santur which produced a
softer sound more or less identical to una corda pedal (soft pedal) of the piano. The piece
of cloth also changed the timbre of the sound to create more diversity in his
performance.268 The recordings of Moshir Homāyoun, Mahjoubi, and Ostovār show as
well that the use of the sustain pedal was common for the early practitioners of Persian
piano.
Nearly 80 years after Sorourolmolk, Lloyd Miller demonstrated his connection to
the ancient techniques of Persian piano originally taken from santur-navāzi. Taken
together, these two models, Persian piano in actual practice in its earlier and later periods,
give one much to study and compare. In an exclusive video, Lloyd Miller plays Segāh on
piano in the 1970s 269 for National Iran Television (NIRTV) demonstrating the specific
techniques of Persian classical music as they are applied on a piano. He is able to recreate the ambiance of santur-navāzi by treating the piano as if it were a santur and his
two index fingers were mezrāb-e rāst o chap. The performance begins with the right hand
playing reez in the higher register (the white strings of santur) and the left hand playing
the melody with single strikes in the base register (yellow strings in santur). Meanwhile
Miller uses his index fingers and holds the rest of the fingers in the palm of his hand. He
utilizes the techniques eshāreh, takiyeh, tahrir-s and dorāb by using the same fingers
268
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while his left hand crosses over the right hand. Also of note is that he has a different
approach to the performance of reez, occasionally playing it with only the index finger of
one hand or sometime playing it with the index fingers of both hands while playing
crescendo or diminuendo. He performs the descending or ascending patterns that appear
in sequential form. Tremolos are played with the index fingers of both hands, and the
same for trills played in the intervals of third above the original note. One can notice the
consecutive octave playing in small scales, usually the range of a tetrachord, with index
fingers of both hands. From minute 2: 40, Miller starts using the thumb and the little
finger of the right hand (finger number 1 and 5) to play the reez in a form of an octave
tremolo and later, using other fingers, he plays the melody while the left hand repeats the
pattern. Next, the left hand doubles the melody of the right hand, using all fingers as in
regular piano practice. The music is followed by a chahār-mezrāb.270 Miller occasionally
plays single strikes with the left hand index finger in the bass register at the end of
phrases. During this 7-minute performance, he engages the middle register of the piano
(the register of santur) except at minute 4:90 when he moves to the higher register in
order to brings a different color into the music. The accent of his performance is identical
to the musical accent heard on santur.
Conclusively, the aesthetic beauty of traditional Persian piano music lies in the
intricate nuance of the usually unmetered melody, which is played with ornamental
details – Persian classical music’s essential element. The intricate, decorative patterns in
the music can be seen as echoes and mirrors of Persian miniature painting, calligraphy,
carpet design, and tile work. The practice of Persian piano, from its emergence as
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traditional Persian piano (piano-ye sonati) until its development into modern innovative
Persian piano (maktab-e novin-e piano-ye Irani), has undergone a vast metamorphosis.
Iranian musicians’ encounter with western classical piano has had a big impact. But the
Persian piano’s identity is nevertheless strongly dependent on the context of radif of
Persian music and the practice of Persian piano has been refined by the contemplative
aesthetics underlying classical Persian music.

Figure 22.
Persian painting, Minākāri by Zarry Koleini
Courtesy of Zarry Koleini

In the practice of Persian piano, the creation of melodies on the piano should
recall authentic Persian music. Tradition can survive change, but the purity of Persian
piano music should conform closely to the iconic repertoire -radif- acquired from late
Qajar period. Current practitioners can certainly bring innovation to the course of
tradition, nevertheless learning the radif is necessary, as both a support for creativity and
a spur to novelty.271
A discourse on innovation is not all about the musical creation, techniques, and
improvisation; it can also include novelty in different tuning systems to better match the
standard piano fingering. The canonic tuning system of Mahjoubi does not win or lose in
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comparison with the new trends of piano tuning such as the one used by Mazdā Ansāri,
nor does it pale by comparison with the use of the fluid piano.
Chapter 2 was concerned primarily with the fundamentals of tuning and
techniques. It reviewed the discoveries in different tuning systems and extensively
elaborated on the technical possibilities to reproduce the Persian music effects on the
piano. The following chapter examins the life and piano styles of the three protagonists of
this dissertation: Moshir Homāyoun, Mahjoubi, and Ma’roufi. I will also explore the
place of creative practice in the Persian piano music based on their works and recordings.
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Chapter 3: Moshir Homāyoun, Mahjoubi, and Ma’roufi

This chapter is devoted to the three protagonists of this research, Moshir
Homāyoun, Mahjoubi, and Ma’roufi whom are presented in chronological order. The
chapter studies the style and contribution of these three Persian pianists in the context of
historical events and pianistic evolution in Iran. The materials are taken from Persian
music literature, radio programs, and my own interviews with the descendants and
relatives of the great masters. This chapter also investigates their method of piano
teaching in terms of music notation, lesson discipline, and educational piano materials. I
have listed old Persian piano recordings of the masters, in addition to the information
about the first piano concerts.

3.1 Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār

Habibollah Shahrdār (1886-1969), dubbed Moshir Homāyoun, was the fifth child
of Nasrollal Sepahsālāri who was the chamberlain of Mirzā Hossein Sepahsālār272 and the
chancellor of treasury in the reign of Nāseredin Shāh.273 Moshir Homāyoun’s father was
fascinated with music and made his home a place for musicians to gather, something that
proved effective in forming the musical genius of little Moshir Homāyoun. At these
assemblies the young boy became familiar with national tunes and the styles of master
musicians of the time such as Āqā Hossein-Qoli and Mirzā Abdollah’s tār, Nāyeb
272
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Asadollah’s ney, and Sorourolmolk’s santur. Subsequently, his father brought a piano
from France and Moshir Homāyoun started playing the instrument. 274 Years later Moshir
Homāyoun’s son, Pirouz Shahrdār, told of the arrival of the piano:

My grandfather, Nasrollah Khān275 was a merchant who spent a part of a year in
Europe and the rest in Tehran, and that is why he was called Nasrollal Sepahsālāri
Company, which shows his connection to Sepahsālār – the kingpin of Nāseredin
Shāh – and his ownership of a trade company. He imported and exported
commodities from Europe – especially from France and Czechoslovakia – to
Tehran and vice versa. He would take Persian rugs and art crafts to Paris and trade
them for French products. Around l890, Nasrollah Sepahsālāri returned to Iran
with two pianos and some chandeliers. He gave one of the pianos to the Qajar
Royal Court of Nāseredin Shāh. The second piano, he took home for my father
[Moshir Homāyoun, who was around 4 years of age at that time]. His property
had two buildings: a large home for his wife and eleven children, and a reception
salon near the entrance of the estate for entertaining guests and running business
transactions. Evidently, the piano was placed in the salon.276

Because he showed early musical talent, Moshir Homāyoun’s father appointed
Colonel Āqā Bozorg, Cossack’s music chief, to train him. In order to inspire his young
son, he regularly invited Āqā Hossein-Qoli tār master and Hossein Khān Esmāilzādeh
kamāncheh player to play Persian songs and asked Habibollah to imitate their playing on
the piano. 277 Also on many evenings, his brothers-in-law, Mofakhamolmamālek and
Mo’tamedolmolk Yahyāiān would play the piano and that encouraged Moshir Homāyoun
to become an accomplished part of the family’s musical tradition. Later, Nasrollah Khān
chose Sorourolmolk, the greatest musician of the time as his son’s mentor. Because of his
274
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experience studying with Sorourolmolk and other masters of the Nāseri era, Moshir
Homāyoun could reproduce the intricacy of Persian tunes and radif melodies on the piano
and he became a skilled musician. His style of piano playing was close to santur-navāzi
due to his time spent studying with Sorourolmolk. He initially learned radif of santur and
imitated that on the piano.278 It should be stressed that Moshir Homāyoun never had a
comprehensive piano education and could hardly read music; his learning was confined
to traditional Persian music, laying the foundation for playing Persian music on the piano
with such sophistication. Khāleqi notes:

Moshir Homāyoun played piano with his own personal flavor and was not
completely acquainted with the principles of the instrument. He spent a little time
learning the notation, but with his own specific musical taste, he achieved the
highest point in playing Persian songs on the piano such that all the musicians
admit his mastery.279
Amir Jāhed goes further in describing Moshir Homāyoun’s playing:
Once he sat at the piano, his small fingers skillfully and strongly, yet like butterfly
wings, hit the piano keys and started playing darāmad of Shour. The fast speed of
his fingers and the delicacy of the gousheh-s of this āvāz stunned me in such a
way that I will never forget that spiritual moment.280

After graduating from Alliance high school (Etehād) in Tehran (c. 1904), Moshir
Homāyoun entered Anjoman Okhovat where he played piano so superbly that every one
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wanted to hear his music.281 Through his participation at Anjoman Okhovat he became
companions

with

the

top

musicians

of

Tehran

such

as

Sālār

Moazez,

Montazemolhokamā, Hangāfarin, Yousof Foroutan, and Darvish Khān. This period was a
turning point in his life.282 After the Constitution Revolution (1905- 1907), the door to
cultural, political, and sociological change opened in Iran, heralding the modern era. It
was a period of unprecedented debate in a burgeoning press.283 The revolution created
new opportunities and opened up seemingly boundless possibilities in art, literature, and
music. The revolution brought freedom to form new organizations including literary
societies, theatrical groups, and concert ensembles.284 The first concerts, encouraged by
Zahirodoleh285, were held for large numbers of people. The organizers soon noticed,
however, that it was difficult to get the crowd to settle down so the concert could begin.
To capture the attention of the audience, they decided that they needed rhythmic pieces a
few minutes prior to the āvāz. Eventually this became a new form, an independent
rhythmic piece named pish-darāmad 286. It was to be played before darāmad-e āvāz.
Speaking about the creation of this musical form, Mallāh says:

The program of a concert was being prepared…in the rehearsal Roknedin
Mokhtāri suggested that all the musicians of the orchestra [tutti] play a
composition by him and after that the āvāz would start. He played the piece and
everyone liked it. Moshir Homāyoun suggested naming this piece, pish-darāmad
281
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[before darāmad] because it was played before the introductory part...since the
players were not familiar with western notation, they had to play the piece many
times to be able to memorize the song in its entirety.287

Although Moshir Homāyoun gave the name of pish-darāmad meaning small
overture to a more substantial āvāz, it was Darvish Khān who composed a large number
of pish-darāmad-s adding to the existing body of Persian music and making this form
popular among the people.288 Nevertheless, Moshir Homāyoun played an important role
in popularizing this form in Persian piano literature by performing and creating several
pish-darāmad-s for piano.
In the late Qajar era during the reign of Mohammad-Ali Shāh289 and following the
bombardment of the parliament (Majles) and civil war after the Constitutional Revolution
(1905-07),290 Moshir Homāyoun, a member of the liberal party (Āzādikhāh), had to flee
the country. Pirouz Shahrdār tells us: “At the time my father [Moshir Homāyoun] was in
his early twenties he went to Paris through Russia by the famous train route, and then to
London to record discs.”291
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Figure 1.
Moshir Homāyoun
Excerpt from Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran by Khāleqi
vol.1 by Khāleqi (1955)

Moshir Homāyoun himself wrote about this incident in detail, setting it within the
context of the socio-political history of Iran and providing insight into the state of music
and musicians at the time:

In 1909, I was invited by His Master’s Voice label to record Persian music
accompanied by other musicians of my choosing. At the time, I served as the
judicator of Tehran in the ministry of justice where I was not paid a fixed
income…around twenty-one tomans,292 which was nothing in comparison to the
fee that the recording company was offering me. I gave up the judicator position
and signed contracts with Darvish Khān, Tāherzādeh, Nowrouzi, Mirzā
Asadollah-e santur, Hossein Khān violin, Akbar Khān flute, and Bāqer Khān
kamāncheh. Our departure from Tehran coincided with the revolution against
Mohammad-Ali Shāh Qajar.…We were stopped by armed soldiers near Rasht and
eventually were promised release on the condition that we give a benefit concert
for Mojāhedin (fighters against Mohammad-Ali Shāh). We had no other choice
but to give up and accept their order. It was arranged to set the concert in a theater
with three thousand seats where they could at least sell one thousand tickets that
would pay for 10-day support of the Mojāhedin. I told them that the sound of my
ensemble wouldn’t suffice for an audience of one thousand, and eventually they
provided us with a twelve-member orchestra. We were kept there and I composed
a two and a half hour program for the orchestra. They sold 50,000 toman
tickets…the night of the concert arrived, and I was the conductor of the orchestra.
The first song was a two-movement piece first in triple and then in duple meter.
Once the curtains went up, I saw around one thousand military people in their
uniform with their cartridge belts. I became stressed and gave the wrong beat.
Half of the orchestra played in triple meter part and the other half played the
duple meter section. There was a discordant sound in the first half of the program,
292
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and when the curtain came down and everyone applauded, they took me to the
Chief General Mohammad-Vali Khān Tonekāboni who appreciated our work. The
second part of the program went better.293

Moshir Homāyoun got the opportunity to play with Darvish Khān (tār master),
Hossein Hangāfarin (violin master), Hossein Tāherzādeh (famous singer), Bāqer Khān
(kamāncheh master), Akbar Khān (flute master and Hangāfarin’s brother), Abdollah
Davāmi (Zarbgir, tonbak player) and Asadollah Mirzā (santur master) on a trip to
London through Russia to record some discs in 1910, 294 including tasnif, reng, pishdarāmad, āvāz, and solo instrumental works.295 Some of these discs made their way to
Tehran however, after an aerial bombardment the discs made on this label vanished.296 A
few gramophone discs of Moshir Homāyoun during this first period of Persian music
recording with His Master’s Voice297 have remained, but the name of the pianist is not
mentioned on the disc’s cover. 298
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For more information on old Persian music recordings refer to KINNEAR, Michael, and
MOHAMMADI, Mohsen, 2007: Safhah-haye Farsi Sherkat Gramophone, Tehran, Anjoman-e -Āsār va
Mafākher-e Farhangi.
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SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and
Art, p. 115. The detailed information for these discs is as below:
G.C.7-19250 Dashti accompanied with Darvish Khān’s tār
G.C.7-19272 Orchestr-e Bidād with Darvish Khān’s tār
G.C.7-12019 Dashti, kamācheh Bāqer Khān, āvāz Tāherzādeh: in this disc Bāqer Khān plays darāmad
(prelude) from the third scale degree in Shour, Tāherzādeh sings from the sixth degree of Shour in E (E:
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Mahoor Institution of Culture and Art in Tehran restored some of these recordings in
a set of two CDs, named Songs of Seyyed Hoseyn Tāherzādeh, published in 2010 in
Tehran.

Figure 2.
CD cover
Songs of Seyyed Hoseyn Tāherzādeh
Published by Mahoor Institution of Culture and Art

Moshir Homāyoun was also a vigorous playwright and poet. His first piece was a
pantomime, Bāq Shāh (“King’s Garden”), about the dictatorship of Mohammad-Ali
Shāh. The theatrical work premiered in Anjoman Okhovat after the Small Dictatorship
(Estebdād-e Saqir) period.299 In 1917, he wrote a play named Bichāreh Oroumi (“Poor
the Urmian”)300 about the massacre and conflagration of Persians in Urmia city by
Ottomans, Russian soldiers, and Christians of the region during World war I.301 This play
was presented as a benefit performance and had an orchestral accompaniment with the
participation of his friends such as Darvish Khān and Roknedin Mokhtāri.302 His other

329.7 Hz) which is the shāhed note in Dashti, and piano is accompanying kamāncheh, excerpt from
SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 1998: Tārikh-e Tahavol-e Zabt-e Mousiqi dar Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture
and Art, p. 132.
299
KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, vol. 1, p. 247.
Also, SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and
Art, p. 115.
300
Urmia is the second largest city in the north west of Iran and Urmian is referred to the people of Urmia.
301
As foreign occupation intensified, even though Iran declared neutrality during WWI, it soon became a
battlefield for major powers. ABRAHAMIAN, Ervand, 2008: The History of Modern Iran, New York,
Cambridge University Press, p. 59. Also, SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran,
Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art, p. 115.
302
KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, vol. 1, p. 247.
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work is called Dampokht-e Feri (“Feri’s Palaw”)303, which was about the famine in
Tehran. This play was performed in the Grand Hotel of Tehran in 1918, with an orchestra
whose singer was Moshir Homāyoun’s uncle, Rezā-Qoli. 304 Moshir Homāyoun also
wrote songs, operettas such as Yousof o Zolaikhā, and Khosrow o Parvāneh (adopted
from The Lady of the Camellias), and plays based on Ferdowsi,305 Sa’di,306 and Hāfez307
poems including Rostam o Sohrāb.308 His operettas reflect the socio-political situation in
Iran and echo his own involvement in political activities during his adolescence when the
Constitutional Revolution and the abolition of Qajar dynasty took place, up through
World Wars I and II. The works allude to the destructive effects of these events on the
society and the economy of the country. Among these works one can name Shotor Gāv
Palang, which was written during the occupation of Iran in World war II and depicts the
chaotic situation in Iran at that time, Moshā’ereh-ye Siāsi, a summary of the sociopolitical history of Iran in the last 150 years, and Qomār Khāneh, about the effect casinos
have on the family in society.

303

Dampokht is a Persian dish consisting of steamed rice – Palaw – and meat. The appellation of this play
is that in the famine period (due to little precipitation in Tehran) Dampokht was distributed among the
hungry instead of bread.
304
Grand Hotel was the first hotel, built in late Qajar era in Tehran on Lālehzār Street to accommodate
European tourists who used to be housed in their embassies or the houses in north of Tehran named
Pansion (Boarding House). This hotel was the most luxurious in Tehran, and later became a gathering
place for aristocrats, the upper class, and young people. Going to Grand Hotel became a sign of dignity and
enlightenment at that time. There was a big hall in the hotel for concerts and plays.
305
Ferdowsi (935-1025) was the great poet of Iran who wrote Shāhnāmeh (Book of Kings), which is the
world’s longest epic poem created by a single poet.
306
Sa’di (1210-c.1291) was one of the major poets and literary men of the medieval period.
307
Hāfez (1325-1389) was the mystic poet of Iran, whose collected works are to be found in the homes of
most people in Iran.
308
KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, vol. 1, p. 247.
Also, SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and
Art, p. 115, and MASH’HOUN, Hasan, 2009: Tārikh-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Farhang-e Nashr-e No,
pp. 528-9.
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Figure 3.
Grand Hotel Lālehzār
Late 19th and early 20th century
Tehran
Public Domain

Figure 4.
Moshir Homāyoun
Excerpt from Divān-e Amir Jāhed,
1954, Tehran

Moshir Homāyoun was in charge of key governmental positions in the
modernization process during the reign of Rezā Shāh (1925-1941) who overthrew the
Qajar dynasty and founded the Pahlavis dynasty in 1925. Moshir Homāyoun’s positions
included Chief of Shahrbani (Law Enforcement Organization – Police) in Esfahān and
Tehran, and Mayor (Shahrdār) of Shirāz and Mash’had. For this reason he was dubbed
Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār, which means the “propitious counselor and Mayor.” 309
He was influential in organizing the first census in Iran whereby all Persian citizens were
registered with a surname for their family to get a national ID known as Sejel. During

309

My interview with Pirouz Shahrdār, Moshir Homāyoun’s son, in California in 2013.
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World War II, despite Iran’s neutrality,310 Moshir Homāyoun was the president of the
Iranian Steel Company working with German engineers. He was afraid of Russian
retaliation because of his dealings with Germans in the steel industry, and thus fled to
Shiraz, returning to Tehran only at the end of the war.311 Moshir Homāyoun was also
imprisoned for a short time where he says: “the piano, once released me from prison and
once saved my life.” 312 During his entire career as a civil servant, he was active in
performing, writing, and recording piano music. Among his successful performances was
his concert with Āref, the great national poet, in National Garden of Mash’had in spring
1921. Moshir Homāyoun gives a satirical explanation of this piano and voice recital:

They have decorated the National Garden with lights and a pavilion full of
flowers was set in the middle of the garden as the stage for Āref and me. They
brought a good piano from Mr. Mahdavi’s father house. There were about one
thousand people of different classes of society seated in circular rows around the
pavilion. Āref and his dog who was his constant companion, and I stepped into
the pavilion, were placed in our chairs, and Āref’s dog lay down beside the piano.
We started playing and singing. As long as Āref was singing his pet was calm,
however, as soon as I played in answer to his āvāz the dog started howling. I tried
to play as loud as I could to cover his howling but he consecutively howled
louder. Eventually, the concert was finished with the participation of all three of
us, and the crowd applauded a lot. In the end it was not clear that the claps were
for Āref and me or the dog!313

310

The Anglo-Soviet Invasion of Iran in 1941 was undertaken to secure Iranian oil fields for Allied supply
lines. Though Iran was officially neutral during WWII, the Allies deposed Rezā Shāh, occupied the country
and replaced him in 1941 with his young son Mohammad-Rezā Shāh.
311
My interview with Pirouz Shahrdār, Moshir Homāyoun’s son, in California in 2013.
312
Please refer to the above story that was written by Moshir Homāyoun, p. 147.
313
MOSHIR HOMĀYOUN, 1956: “Khātereh-i az Rouzegār-e Javāni”, Majaleh-ye Radio, Tehran, no. 4,
Āzar 1335/1956 pp. 15, 27.
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Figure 5.
Moshir Homāyoun
Excerpt from Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran by Khāleqi
vol.1 by Khāleqi (1955)

Moshir Homāyoun is one the most often recorded early musicians in Iran. In
1935, he was again involved with a recording project with āvāz-e Rezā-Qoli Mirzā Zelli
and other musicians on the Columbia314 label in Tehran. Mahoor Institution of Culture
and art in Tehran restored some of these records on a CD, named Āvāz-ha-ye Rezā-Qoli
Mirzā Zelli, which was published in 2000 in Tehran.

Figure 6.
CD cover
Āvāz-ha-ye Rezā-Qoli Mirzā Zelli
Published by Mahoor Institution of Culture and Art

314

These recordings include:
W 029 Dashti, solo piano
GFX 7 Piano & Orchestra with āvāz-e Farahangiz and Abou-Atā with āvāz-e Zelli
GPX Afshāri with āvāz-e Zelli
WXGPX 6 Homāyoun with āvāz-e Zelli
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Among his other newly released recordings one can name his solo Rāst-Panjgāh,
Segāh, Shoushtari, and Dashti on a CD named Iranian Piano Recorded on 78rpm During
1909-1934 produced by Āvā -ye Mehrabāni in 2008 in Tehran.

Figure 7.
CD cover
Iranian Piano Recorded on 78rpm During 1909-1934
Published by Āvā -ye Mehrabāni

Moshir Homāyoun’s last civil post was as manager of national radio music.
Referred to as Panjeh-Talā (“Gold Finger”) he was often heard on Iranian National Radio
after its founding, playing piano from the 1940s through the 1960s. He organized an
orchestra for the radio and his compositions were played on a regular basis.315
Moshir Homāyoun’s style is based on santur-navāzi. This is due to his piano
learning under Sorourolmolk who was a master santur player. In fact, his piano style is
identical to Sorourolmolk’s santur style. Moshir Homāyoun’s piano performance is
powerful and solid. His reez technique sounds fast and clean. His musical phrases are
clear with the same strength between two hands. He includes long and steadfast passages
in the right hand to connect the small parts amidst improvisational performances. His
recordings recall the dry sonority of wooden mezrāb-s hitting santur strings. In fact, his
approach is less pianistic toward the instrument in comparison to his contemporary
pianists: Mahjoubi and Ma’roufi.
315

MASH’HOUN, Hasan, 2009: Tārikh-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Farhang-e Nashr-e No, p. 530. Also,
National Iranian Radio program 1970s, Yādvāreh-ye Moshir Homāyoun.
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Figure 8.
Moshir Homāyoun
Courtesy of Jane Lewisohn

His full-time engagement in governmental posts did not allow time enough to
teach any students. Additionally, because he was trained in the oral tradition, he was not
able to notate his compositions.316 He created around 200 pieces including solo pieces in
different dastgāh-s, rhythmic works, and songs with poems that were never published,
and currently are held by his son, Cyrus Shahrdār in Tehran.317
Moshir Homāyoun died of Parkinson disease at 83 years of age in Tehran and was
buried in Zahirodoleh cemetery. His memory lives on through his many Persian piano
recordings. He was Sorourolmolk’s best student, evolving his great master’s teachings
into specific piano techniques and founding a school of Persian piano in the process.
I conclude this section with one of Moshir Homāyoun’s poems about his life:

316

KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, vol. 1, p. 447.
MASH’HOUN, Hasan, 2009: Tārikh-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Farhang-e Nashr-e No, pp. 528-9.
Also, AMIR-JĀHED, Mohammad-Ali, 1954: Divān, Tehran, Majles, p. 41.
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ھﻤﮫ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ از ﺣﺎل ﻣﻦ آﮔﺎه

ﭼﻮ آﯾﯿﻨﮫ دﻟﯽ آزاده دارم

ﮐﮫ ﻣﻦ روﺣﯽ ﻟﻄﯿﻒ و ﺳﺎده دارم

ز دﻟﮭﺎ زﻧﮓ ﻏﻢ را ﻣﯿﺰداﯾﺪ

دو ﭼﻨﮕﻢ ھﻮش از ﺳﺮ ﻣﯿﺮﺑﺎﯾﺪ

ز دﺳﺖ ﻣﻦ ﻏﺬای روح ﺟﻮﯾﻨﺪ

ﺑﺠﺎی آﻧﮑﮫ اﺣﺴﻨﺘﻢ ﺑﮕﻮﯾﻨﺪ

ﺳﺮ وﮐﺎرم ھﻤﮫ ﺑﺎ دزد و ﺟﺎﻧﯽ

ﺷﺪم ﻧﺎﯾﺐ رﯾﯿﺲ ﺷﮭﺮﺑﺎﻧﯽ

ﻋﺒﺎ و ﺷﺎل از ﺗﻨﮭﺎ رﺑﻮدن

ﻗﺒﺎ و ﺟﺎﻣﮫ ھﺎ ﮐﻮﺗﮫ ﻧﻤﻮدن

ﺳﻼح از دﺳﺖ ﻣﺮدم ﺑﺎزﮔﯿﺮی

اﺳﺎس ﻣﺠﻠﺲ ﺳﺮﺑﺎزﮔﯿﺮی

در اﯾﺎﻻت ﺟﻨﻮب و ﺑﺨﺘﯿﺎری

اﺻﻮل ﮐﺎرھﺎی ﺳﺮﺷﻤﺎری

ﺑﺮاﺑﺮ ﺑﺎ ھﻤﮫ اﺷﮑﺎل و اﺧﻼل
ﺑﺠﺎی ﭼﮭﺎرﮔﺎه و ﺷﻮر و ﺷﮭﻨﺎز
ﻧﺪﯾﺪم ﻏﯿﺮ ﻗﯿﻞ و ﻗﺎل و ﺟﻨﺠﺎل

ادارات ﺳﺠﻞ و ﺛﺒﺖ اﺣﻮال
ھﻤﮫ ﺑﺎ دﺳﺖ و ﻓﮑﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺷﺪ آﻏﺎز
ﺗﻠﻒ ﮐﺮدم ز ﻋﻤﺮ ﺧﻮﯾﺶ ﺳﯽ ﺳﺎل

Translation into English:319

Everyone was aware of my circumstances
That I have a simple and subtle soul
I have an expansive heart like the mirror
My two hands fuddle heads
Removes the rust of sorrow from the hearts
Instead of appreciating me
Looking for the soul food from my hand
I became vice-president of police department
All working with thieves and criminals
Stripping cloaks and apparels
Robbing cloths and shawls
The basis of soldier recruitments
Laying down one’s arms

318
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AMIR-JĀHED, Mohammad-Ali, 1954: Divān, Tehran, Majles, p. 42.
The translation of the poems into English has done by the author.
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The principles of the census
In southern provinces and among Bakhtiari-s320
Establishments of civil registration
With the all errors and inaccuracies
All were organized by my hand and thoughts
Instead of playing Chahārgāh, Shour, and Shahnāz
I wasted thirty years of my life
I didn't see except discord and turmoil

Figure 9.
Moshir Homāyoun
Surrounded by his children
From left: Pirouz, Shahrdokht, Cāmbiz, Cyrous, Farideh
Courtesy of Kāvoos Amouzgār

320

Bakhtiari is a southwestern Persian tribe.
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3.2 Mortezā Mahjoubi

He had a fit stature, lean body, and an angry and irritable mood. He constantly
lived with music, or rather music was his life. He always wore winter clothes and
liked dark colors. I never saw him wearing summer clothes or bright colors. I
never saw in him any sign of arrogance, which is the manner of parvenu
musicians.321

This paragraph by Navāb Safā describes the great traditional-style pianist of Iran,
Maestro Mortezā Mahjoubi, a notable personality whose works are considered treasures
of traditional Persian music. But before discussing his works, let’s start with the man
himself. He had a slim figure, long and bony fingers, kind eyes, and he always dressed in
a suit and tie.322 The love of his life, Kouchak Khānom, died a few years after their
marriage and he never married again.323 He was often in a state of tranquility but also had
a wild soul. He would stare at a point as he thought of far off times and reviewed his
memories. He was often short-tempered and would abruptly stand up but it was not clear
to his companions what he was looking for. When he was near a piano, he would sit at
the instrument and play the music that had conquered his soul with what seemed like
magical fingers, enchanting the audience into a sweet ecstatic mood and finally bringing
them back to the passionate world with his chahār-mezrāb-s.324 He always carried his

321

NAVĀB SAFĀ, Esmāil, 2009: Qesse-ye Sham’, Tehran, Peykan, p. 213.
With the overthrow of the Qajars and the rise of Pahlavi dynasty in 1925, Rezā Shāh brought a vast and
systematic modernization process to the country that continued the work already started by Nāseredin Shāh
but was halted due to difficulties after the Constitutional Revolution, civil war, and World War I. During
Rezā Shāh-s reign, Iran emerged as a modern country with European-style educational institutions, and
modern economic, industrial, and administrative structures. The imposition of changes in traditional attire
was a part his social reforms, and he assigned a European-style dress code for men and women.
323
In the later years, Mahjoubi had a love affair with a vocalist named Amirzādeh Khānom.
324
Compositional forms in Persian music are discussed in the appendix II.
322
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tuning device to change the tune of some notes to quarter-tones in order to play his
favorite pieces in Shour, Homāyoun, Segāh, Afshāri, and Dashti. He got his power from
nature and Persian traditional music. Despite having a lot of faithful friends, he liked to
be alone. At the beginning of spring, he usually went alone on road trips to northern Iran
for the Persian New Year Holiday in order to enjoy the scenery and walk by the Caspian
Sea. Summer evenings took him to Darband,325 to the beautiful Mount Tochāl and river,
sitting alone in his spiritual world. Some days, around 10 o’clock in the morning, he went
to the studio where Golhā, the popular music program, was produced without any plan
and played alone. The sound technician was called to record the master’s solo piano
without letting Mahjoubi know, so as to not bring him out of his heavenly realm. This
was the nature of his compositions: totally improvisational and unexpected. If he were
asked to play the same piece again, it would be different every time depending on his
mood, the ambiance, or his own choice. He never had a desk to work at like the other
composers, nor any notebook to jot down his musical ideas.326
Mortezā Mahjoubi (1900–1965) was born in Tehran into a music-loving family.
His father Abbās-Ali, dubbed Nāzer (Supervisor), had good taste in art and served as the
royal caterer and in-house manager for Shojā’osaltaneh (Nāseredin Shāh’s son-in-law,
Tājosaltaneh’s first husband). Abbās-Ali went to Germany in 1905 to take care of
Shojā’osaltaneh’s children who were studying there. During his residence in Germany he

325

Darband was a village in north of Tehran. Nowadays, due to the huge expansion of the capital it is
considered as a neighborhood inside Tehran’s city limit. Darband is the beginning of a very popular hiking
trail and ski resort on Mt. Tochāl in Alborz range, which towers over Tehran.
326
NAVĀB SAFĀ, Esmāil, 2009: Qesse-ye Sham’, Tehran, Peykan, pp. 212-55.
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became interested in the concept of the café and upon his return to Tehran he established
a café named Lālehzār, near Berlin Alley 327 in Tehran.328
Mahjoubi’s parents were both amateur musicians; his father played ney and his
mother, Fakhrossādāt, was a pianist.329 Mahjoubi showed talent in music from a very
early age, composing and playing songs on the piano. His parents recognized his genius
and his mother embarked on teaching him preliminary piano and later had Hangāfarin
give him private piano lessons. Āzar Pajouh, a broadcaster in Radio Tehran, talking about
Mahjoubi’s early fascination with music says:

When Mahjoubi was eight years old [1908], his parents were listening to a record
of an āvāz by Tāherzādeh. Mahjoubi, who was running with his kite, was
suddenly captured by this music. He was so intrigued by the music that he
stopped playing and listened to the end of āvāz.330

Figure 10.
Mahjoubi’s ID
Courtesy of Alireza Miralinaqi

Mahjoubi in an article published in Radio Tehran Journal (Majaleh Radio) in
1957, talks about his first piano experiences:
327

Berlin Alley is one the oldest alleys in Tehran. The embassies of Germany, England, and Turkey are
located close to this neighborhood. Also, Tehran Jom’e Bāzār is held in this area every weekend.
328
NAVĀB SAFĀ, Esmāil, 2009: Qesse-ye Sham’, Tehran, Peykan, p. 242.
329
MASH’HOUN, Hasan, 2009: Tārikh-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Farhang-e Nashr-e No, pp. 530-1.
330
NAVĀB SAFĀ, Esmāil, 2009: Qesse-ye Sham’, Tehran, Peykan, p. 217.
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My father, Abbās-Ali Mahjoubi, the chamberlain of Moshirodowleh, was not as
interested in art as my mother. My mother was an artist and taught me piano at the
age of seven. One day my father came home late and saw me playing piano, he
became very delighted and promised to arrange piano lessons for me. I thought he
was just encouraging me but shortly after he sent me to Hangāfarin’s lessons,
proving his pledge, and for this I always owe him. Later, I completed my piano
education under Mr. Mofakham. 331

Figure 11.
Mortezā Mahjoubi and Mofakham
Dressed in late Qajar men’s traditional costume
Courtesy of Alirezā Miralinaqi

Based on the documents above, it should be stressed that Mahjoubi was raised in
a house where the family owned a piano and his mother was familiar with the instrument.
Piano was not found in middle class families until the 1950s in Iran, illustrating that the
Mahjoubi family’s financial power enabled them to own a piano quite early on. Even
though most of the wealthy families could afford the purchase of a piano, the instrument
was often nothing more than a piece of expensive furniture in the home. In Mahjoubi’s
house, this was not the case. Not only did they own a piano but his mother, Fakhrossādāt,
played it, showing the intellectual level of their family in early twentieth century Iran.
The family also listened to Persian music records and two of their sons, Mortezā and
Rezā, took private piano and violin lessons from famous teachers.

331

MALEKPOUR, Fakhri, 2012: Mashq-e Ostād, Tehran, Āvā-ye Honar va Andisheh, p 11.
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Figure 12.
Abbās-Ali Nāzer, Mahjoubi’s father
Excerpt from Qesse-ye Sham’ by Navāb Safā

Mahjoubi continued his piano education with Mofakham and became his best
student.332 Mahjoubi, a child prodigy, made his debut as a pianist at the age of ten in
Fārous theatre, on the second floor of Fārous Press building, in Lālehzār333 along with
Āref, Mofakham, Hossein Khān Esmāelzādeh kamāncheh, and Hāji Khān zarbgir.334 This
concert paved the way to national fame and recognition for him.335 Mortezā Mahjoubi
became famous at early age and his finger dexterity, and his mastery of playing Persian
melodies on the piano was renowned among the people and professional artists.336 At the
age of thirteen, he accompanied celebrated musicians such as Darvish Khān, Tāherzādeh,
and Hosein Esmāilzādeh in various concerts.337 According to a document about Lālehzār
cinemas in the early twentieth century (c. 1917), tickets were priced between one qerān to
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KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, vol. 1, pp. 249-50.
In 19th and 20th century, Lālehzār Street featured as one of the most iconic neighborhoods in Tehran and
was Iran’s avenue to the modern world. Most of the first cinemas, cultural centers, cabarets, western-style
boutiques, and etc. were located in Lālehzār district.
334
KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, vol. 1, pp. 249-50.
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MASH’HOUN, Hasan, 2009: Tārikh-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Farhang-e Nashr-e No, p. 531.
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KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2010: Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Safi-Ali Shāh, vol. 1, pp. 250-1.
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HOSEYNI DEHKORDI, Mortezā, 2005: “Mortezā Mahjoubi”, Iranica Encyclopedia Online.
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two tomans the equivalent of 0.01 to 0.3 British pounds. 338 One can deduce that concert
tickets would be in about the same price range.

Figure 13.
Fārous Press and Cinema
Lālehzār, Tehran
Excerpt from Iranian Students’ News Agency
(ISNA), No. 93062012037
2014

Following the fall of Shojā’osaltaneh’s power, Mahjoubi’s father opened the first
café on Lālehzār Street in the heart of downtown Tehran, and his two young sons,
Mortezā and Rezā339 frequently held concerts there playing piano and violin. In parallel
with his piano lessons and concerts, Mahjoubi attended Saint Louise and Alliance
Schools for his elementary and secondary education.340 He did not graduate, however,
because of a rupture in his family that signaled the end of his secondary education.
Alirezā Miralinaqi, an independent researcher, had the opportunity to interview
Mahjoubi’s youngest brother in the late 1970s. According to him, Mahjoubi’s father,
Nāzer, fell in love with a woman and left his wife and his fourteen children alone without
any support so he could join his beloved in a village near Tabriz. He never came back to
Tehran. Mahjoubi, who was in his teens at the time, was the eldest son and had to take

338

Qerān was a currency of Iran in the19th and early 20th century. 10 qerāns equals 1 toman. In early
twentieth century, the exchange rate of qerān with British pound was at 1 pound= 59.75 qerān. Bahārlou,
Abbās, 2014: “Lālehzār va Cinema-hayash dar Gozar-e Zamān”, ISNA.
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Rezā Mahjoubi was a great composer and violinist who suffered from mental disorder. Chahār-mezrāb
in Dashti by Rezā is one of the most famous pieces in Persian music.
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care of the family financially. He started teaching children, mostly daughters of the upper
class and could not graduate from secondary school. 341
Later Mahjoubi founded an orchestra, Orchestre-e Mortezā Khān, 342 which
performed many concerts. He is considered the first professional and prolific full time
concert pianist, composer, and educator in the history of Persian piano. He was the first
piano practitioner whose approach was very pianistic. Although he could easily imitate
any of the melodic figures of Persian music on the piano, his style was far from the
santur-ish

sound

of

Moshir

Homāyoun

and

Moshir

Homāyoun’s

teacher,

Sorourolmolk’s. In Mahjoubi’s style, there is no trace of the dry almost whiplash sound
of santur mezrāb-s that was characteristic of Moshir Homāyoun’s playing and was
adopted in the first conceptualization of Persian piano music by musicians who found an
analogy between santur and piano. Instead Mahjoubi’s approach was absolutely pianistic
and his style brilliantly drew a warm, round sound out of the piano.

Figure 14.
Lālehzār Street
Tehran
Excerpt from Iranian Students’ News Agency
(ISNA), No. 93062012037
2014

341

My interview with Alirezā Miralinaqi in 2012 in Tehran.
SEPANTĀ, Sāsān, 2004: Cheshmandāz-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Mahoor Institute of Culture and
Art, p. 228.
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In 1928, a few years after the establishment of Pahlavi state by Rezā Shāh (1925),
Mahjoubi, Sabā, Yāhaqi, Ney-Dāvoud, Shahnāzi, and a few other musicians traveled to
Beirut in order to record some of their works. On this occasion, about one hundred
records, including two solo piano records by Mahjoubi, were produced.343 Among the
extant recordings of Persian music (c. 1933), there are some recordings of Mahjoubi
playing piano and conducting, such as Mehr Gol, Shekāyat-e Ma’shouq with the famous
vocalist Tāj Esfahāni, and Rang-haye Tabi’at based on the poems of Sheydā. Also, Zarbiye Dashti, Jānā Hezārān Āfarin with the vocalist Badi’zādeh based on the poems of Sa’di
on His Master’s Voice (G.F. 134), are among Mahjoubi’s solo piano works played along
with the orchestra. 344

Figure 15.
An old record of piano and violin by Mortezā and Sabā
Sodwa 3014
Courtesy of Jane Lewisohn

Figure 16.
An old record of Mortezā Mahjoubi’s orchestra with the
vocalist Badi’zādeh
His Master’s Voice G.F. 163
Courtesy of Jane Lewisohn
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HOSEYNI DEHKORDI, Mortezā, 2005: “Mortezā Mahjoubi”, Iranica Encyclopedia Online.
Idem, p. 229.
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With the establishment of Radio Tehran in 1940, Mahjoubi was invited to direct
the second radio orchestra (Orkestre Shomāreh-ye 2).345 He collaborated with the Golhā
program for many years where he was the soloist and also composed many pieces. His
piano performances were very popular and he was labeled Panjeh-ye Shirin (Sweet
Fingers).346 In an interview with Mahjoubi and Rahi Mo’ayyeri (the poet and musician)
on the Golhā radio program Mahjoubi explains his compositions:

TR, Taqi Rouhāni (the radio broadcaster): Could you please let us know
when you composed your first song, who wrote the poems, and what is the
name of that song?

MM, Mortezā Mahjoubi: Of course! I composed my first song in 1938 on
the poems of my dear friend Rahi Mo’ayeri (RM) named Didam Morqi (I
saw a bird).

TR: Did you or Mr. Mo’ayyeri choose the title?

RM: We chose the title together in accordance with the subject or the
incident depicted….

TR: Mr. Mahjoubi, how many pieces you have composed so far?

345

MALEKPOUR, Fakhri, 2012: Mashq-e Ostād, Tehran, Āvā-ye Honar va Andisheh, p 11.
Ibid. Also, MASH’HOUN, Hasan, 2009: Tārikh-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Tehran, Farhang-e Nashr-e No, p.
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MM: Around hundred and fifty compositions including: tasnif, chahārmezrāb, pish-darāmad, and reng.347

TR: Could you please name the most famous tasnif-s that were performed
in Golhā?

MM: Sure! Didam Morqi, Navāye Ney, Man-e Bidel Sāqi, Man az Rouz-e
Azal, Dishab ke to dar khāneh-ye mā āmadeh boudi, Che Shabhā, and
Kārevān are the ones that I remember.

Figure 17.
Mortezā Mahjoubi
Public Domain, Wikipedia

In addition to his own compositions, Mahjoubi also played pieces by other
composers such as Parviz Yāhaqi, however, he mainly composed music centered on
poems by Rahi Mo’ayyeri, Adib Khānsāri, and Navāb Safā. These works were performed
and broadcast in Golhā and Qesse-ye Sham’ radio programs mostly with the collaboration
of the vocalist, Banān. In fact, after 1956 the Golhā program was shaped as a
collaborative project of Mahjoubi, Sabā, Tajvidi, and a few others under the
administration of Dāvoud Pirniā. Mahjoubi played piano in most of the Golhā programs
347
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and was able to tune the piano in a short amount of time in accordance with the piece that
he wanted to play.348 These recordings are collected and preserved by Jane Lewisohn and
are available on www.golha.co.uk.

Figure 18.
Mahjoubi and Rahi Mo’ayyeri
Courtesy of Alirezā Miralinaqi

Playing āvāz, dastgāh-s, and radif of traditional Persian music on the piano in a
way that evokes the intense emotions and demonstrate the aesthetics of Persian art music
is not something at which every pianist can succeed. The importance of Mahjoubi’s style
of performance in the practice of Persian piano was his ability to portray the authenticity
of traditional Persian music on the piano and to create, without fail, the sound of the
canonical repertoire of Persian music. Mahjoubi’s music encompasses and brings to life
the embellishments and accents that express the genuine characteristic of Persian music.
This is due in the first place to his mastery of Persian music on local musical instruments,
especially setār, and secondly to his skill in imitating Persian music accents, phrases and
techniques of play on the piano. His subtlety in using the damper pedal, or his mastery in
reproducing techniques of takiyeh, eshāreh, tahrir and reez on an instrument for which
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NAVĀB SAFĀ, Esmāil, 2009: Qesse-ye Sham’, Tehran, Peykan, p. 223.
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these techniques are foreign, are what make his traditional Persian piano style utterly
unique. Furthermore, his accuracy in tuning the instrument in accordance with other local
instruments, vocalists, or gousheh-s for every single performance was another feature of
his expertise and renown. Homā Eftekhāri, one of Mahjoubi’s students, speaking about
the piano performance of Mahjoubi says:

My father sent his driver to bring Master Mahjoubi to play in our private parties.
Mahjoubi didn’t like to play for just anyone, but because he was a very close
friend of my father he came and played. As he played, he closed his eyes. I asked
him: master, why are you always closing your eyes and playing? He replied, I
want to be with my own self and make love with my music.349

In discussing the ways in which the two styles of music, the western classical and
the traditional Persian piano differ, in the use of notation and harmony, for example, as
compared with modal variety and rhythmic flexibility, Mahjoubi took special notice of
how his piano sound affected Persian listeners. Whereas Europe’s piano music is ideally
suited for representing images and concepts, showing the power of the instrument and the
virtuosity of play, the piano music of Mahjoubi specializes in the evocation of emotions
concerned entirely with tenderness and spirituality and generating an emotional state in
the Persian audience devoid of any demonstration of technique and power of play.
Mahjoubi conceived a style of performance in which the decorations and delicacy of the
melody, takiyeh-s, trills, tahrir-s and special states of Persian āvāz could be mirrored on
the piano to create the familiar ambiance of Persian music. His technical virtuosity in
playing Persian piano was accompanied with a deep musicality thus making Mahjoubi’s
349

My interview with Homā Eftekhāri in Minneapolis, 2015.
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method a particularly sweet style of traditional Persian piano. In addition to his innate
talent he had musical taste and an immense creativity that paved the way for him to craft
memorable compositions. Mahjoubi’s compositions include numerous vocal and nonvocal pieces. The art of his compositions lies in creating stunning melodies based on
poems that are still sung by contemporary vocalists, or hummed by ordinary Persians.
The lyrics of his tasnif typically cover subjects like the sorrow of separation, the madness
of love, the departure of one’s beloved, and loneliness.
Mahjoubi was never willing to learn western musical notation because he
believed that notation prevented the musician from fully expressing the music and that it
limited improvisation.350 Despite his familiarity with the western notation, he invented
his own notation351 based on the Persian alphabet ( ﺳﯽ, ﻻ, ﺳﻞ, ﻓﺎ, ﻣﯽ, ر, دوfor do, re, mi, fa,
sol, la, si), numbers for showing the beats (١، ٢، ٣، ۴، ۵، ۶), and special symbols as
shown below:352
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NAVĀB SAFĀ, Esmāil, 2009: Qesse-ye Sham’, Tehran, Peykan, p. 223.
Rezā Mahjoubi, his bother, used the same notation too.
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+

stands for rest.

( )

repeat the measure.

H

natural sign, here means play on the white keys of the piano.

b
flat, koron, or sharp sign, play on the black keys of the piano; in
case of B flat, in cases of E and A koron, and for F is considered as sharp.

s
reez technique on that special note, play a note continually at a fast
speed.

~
trill or tahrir, is played alternatively with a note that is usually an
interval of third above the original note.

p

sori sign, raises the note by nearly a quartertone.

-

shows the note or the number of notes that are written under should
be played in one beat

=
the notes that are written under this sign should be played faster
like eight or sixteenth notes.

|

stands for bar lines.

This notation was written from right to left without using staff lines, however, the
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elements of rest, meter, rhythm, and alteration signs are fully respected. A manuscript of
Mahjoubi’s notation is presented below:

Figure 19.
Mahjoubi’s manuscript
Excerpt from Mashq-e Ostād by Malekpour

Even though Mahjoubi didn’t work with standard notation, his performances were
not limited to solo works or to accompanying vocalists. He collaborated with the National
Music Association where he played works by Khāleqi alongside the orchestra. He would
re-notate the orchestral works in his own style of writing right before the rehearsal and
play the whole composition perfectly with the orchestra. 353 According to Hoseiyni
Dehkordi on this account:

Parviz Yāhaqqi, the Persian composer and violinist, once composed a song that
was to be broadcast on the radio. When the musical note sheets were distributed
to the members of the orchestra, Mahjoubi asked Yāhaqqi to play the song on the
violin. He then jotted the tune down in his own style of writing music on the back
of his cigarette pack. When the rehearsal started, Mahjoubi’s performance was
unexpectedly more accurate than the rest of the orchestra. 354
353
354

NAVĀB SAFĀ, Esmāil, 2009: Qesse-ye Sham’, Tehran, Peykan, p. 232.
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Figure 20.
Mahjoubi, Sabā, Yāhaqi
Golhā studio, Tehran
Courtesy of Alirezā Miralinaqi

Figure 21.
Mahjoubi, Adib Khānsāri, and the famous
vocalist Marziyeh
Courtesy of Alirezā Miralinaqi

Mahjoubi’s earnings were mostly derived from his private piano lessons to
wealthy students in their homes. 355 His manuscripts are the main source for probing his
piano teaching methods. He didn’t follow a single method in teaching his students and his
lessons were geared differently for each student. He started with a different dastgāh for
each student and wrote a different piece in his own script accordingly. He made sure that
the student could play that small part by memory with the correct phrasing and

355

NAVĀB SAFĀ, Esmāil, 2009: Qesse-ye Sham’, Tehran, Peykan, p. 228.
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appropriate accent. He did not give lessons in a fixed amount of time and his pedagogy
depended on the student, the piece, and the conditions.356
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, musicians didn't have a fixed
income. While a few artists were under the patronage of the royal court or some wealthy
family, most musicians had to give private lessons to make a living. Mahjoubi’s case was
remarkable as he was the breadwinner in his family even though he didn't belong to a
lower class in society, and in fact socialized with aristocrats and nobles who loved him as
a person, praised his art, and supported him financially from a very young age. Despite
never having had a governmental position, Mahjoubi was able to exist as a freelance
musician. He was supported by patrons who provided him with housing, pianos, clothing,
flowers,357 various gifts, and even excellent opium. Mahjoubi for his part was a selfcontained, proud, and generous artist who never asked for anything and in fact sold things
such as his houses, pianos, or clothes to pay his friends’ debts. Miralinaqi describes these
friends as below:

His friends were Kharābāti, depressed people who were isolated from the society
and lived in solitude, drinking or smoking. The interesting point is that, among
them were talented musicians and artists who were nevertheless, rejected by the
society and lived in poverty.358
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My interview with Alirezā Miralinaqi, who had interviewed a few of Mahjoubi’s students before they
passed away such as Āzarmidokht Rokni, Manouchehr Sāne’i and Esmāil Dibā. Also, I interviewed two of
Mahjoubi’s remaining students: Homā Eftekhāri and Fakhri Malekpour.
357
According to Miralinaqi, a wealthy merchant who was Mahjoubi’s friend brought him fresh flowers
every week from the Netherlands!
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My interview with Alirezā Miralinaqi in 2012 and 2015.
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Due to this Mahjoubi, during his artistic career at the peak of his fame, did not
have a piano in his house and had to use his violin or setār to compose.359 In the
beginning, he lived with his wife Kouchak Khānom and his brother Rezā, in Arāmaneh
Street near Shāhpour Square in Tehran.360 As well, Mahjoubi moved his household more
than ten times, yet another reason for him not to keep a piano in the house due to the
difficulty in moving a piano. He used the pianos of his wealthy friends, and some of them
even set up a room with a piano specifically for him to practice and rest.361 According to
Miralinaqi, in Esfahān Victoria Mas’oud, who was the daughter of the city’s governor,
accommodated Mahjoubi in her home near Hasht Behesht 362 with an English grand
piano.
Among these families one can name Amir Jang Bakhtiāri-s, whose daughter Nini
was a talented student of Mahjoubi. Another of Mahjoubi’s students was the daughter of
Malek Mansour Mirzā, who was Mozafaredin Shāh’s son and was dubbed
Sho’āosaltaneh.363 This lady, Āzarmidokht Rokni, was the first woman to play Persian
piano in Mahjoubi’s style. Miralinaqi states: “Rokni’s piano education under Mahjoubi
was completed in 1937, when Fakhri Malkepour (the another fine student of Mahjoubi)
was born. Mahjoubi signed on a photo of Rokni that she was his best student.” Based on
a tape of her playing, her performance was identical to Mahjoubi’s, while her technique
was even better. In the final analysis though, her improvisational strength or creative
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skills in performance did not match his. Rokni364 was born in 1917 during the reign of
Ahmad Shāh Qajar in Tehran. Her father died when she was a child and her mother,
Zinatossaltaneh, raised her. She showed interest in music from very young age and
insisted her mother play tunes on their old Italian foot-pedal pump organ, which could be
found in the homes of most of the Qajar royal families. Her passion for listening to
Persian music recorded on gramophone records inspired her mother to purchase a
gramophone device365 and some discs from the famous store, Isaac Benmāni & Brothers
in Lālehzār.366 At first she strived to play the tunes she heard on gramophone on the
family organ without ever having had a teacher. Eventually, despite her religious beliefs,
Rokni’s mother was convinced to purchase a German-made piano [probably Bechstein
piano] from Antoine’s store in 1932 in Tehran. Rokni describes the piano:

The piano had elegant purfling decorations on its cabinet, a beautiful oil painting
of chubby winged angles holding horns in their hands, and two golden candles
sticks. Antoine [the piano dealer] with an Armenian-Russian accent said
Congratulations! And two Azeri labors delivered the piano to our home. Monsieur
Antoine, who knew he should look at the floor when he is in a Qajar home, tuned
the piano and afterwards played Volga Boatmen with much harshness. He asked
for five thousands qerāns (equals eighty-four pounds, for the piano, delivery, and
the tuning service)! With this price, people could easily buy a very good
house…367
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Much of the information about Rokni is extracted from MIRALINAQI, Seyyed Alirezā, 1995: “Avalin
Bānou-ye Piano-navāz dar Mousiqi-ye Irani”, Goftogou, autumn no. 9, pp. 71-5, Tehran.
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Figure 22.
Azarmidokht Rokni (left) and Suzanne Charles (right)
Azarmidokht daughter of Zinatossaltaneh and MalekMansour Mirzā, Suzanne Charles, wife of AmirEsmāil Mirzā
At the front gate of Noz’hatossaltaneh’s palace in
1929
Excerpt from Women’s World in Qajar Iran, Harvard
University, Tājolmolouk Tājbakhsh Zamāndār
Collection
Record no. 910A4

Azarmidokht Rokni started learning piano on her own, however, she couldn’t play
Persian tunes except Mahour and Esfahān with her equal temperament-tuned piano. She
tells about becoming Mahjoubi’s student:

I loved to play Persian piano and at the time only Moshir Homāyoun and
Mahjoubi played piano. However, I didn't like Moshir Homāyoun’s playing at all,
instead I always appreciated Mahjoubi’s style that I heard on deer-signed
Beidaphone records. God bless Mortezā Khān [Mahjoubi], he played piano with
such deep feeling, expressively, and fast, like playing on tār or santur, not a
Farangi (western-style) piano, in fact, he invented his own style of piano
performance. I purchased two discs of him playing Shour and Afshāri [see figure
23.] and I listened to them from morning to night in order to imitate it on my
piano. That bothered my mother a lot. I couldn’t do much with a piano that was
not tuned in Persian style, my unpracticed fingers, without a teacher, and my
shyness to ask, actually it was not at all accepted in the society for a girl to go out
of the house. Finally, my mother made arrangements to have Mortezā Khān, who
was from a respectful family, to be my piano teacher. His fee was hundred qerāns
per month (equals 1.7 pounds), which was low for a musician of his artistic level,
but he had a lot of students and his income was pretty good. Yes, when Mortezā
Khān came to our house it was like they gave the whole world to me. I was under
his tutelage for five years. He first changed the tuning of the piano as was called
Kook-e Irani (Persian-tuned piano) so that I could play Shour, Dashti, Segāh,
Abou-Atā and Afshāri. I loved Dashti and Segāh and I always dreamed to play
these two tuned in the style of Mortezā Khān. The first lesson was in Shour. He
knew the Farangi notation but he didn't care about it. He invented his own
notation and wrote his songs immediately on cigarette packs, newspaper margins,
or a piece of paper. He taught me his notation and I kept my music notebook with
his manuscripts of our lessons for sixty years. If someone doesn't work with him,
s/he can’t understand these signs and consequently it is impossible to play! After
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a year, he asked another teacher to teach me chahār-mezrāb-s, tasnif-s, and metric
pieces and I played radif under Mortezā Khān. I was in heaven with these two
great masters and my mother in that house. 368

Rokni put a lot of effort into learning the true art of Persian piano, as she said: “I
practiced day and night, so that my fingers became blue or bled. My mom anointed my
fingers every night and prayed to God to protect me from this insanity.” Rokni was the
first female pianist in Iran that was not only trained under a great master but was also
fully approved by him. Due to the conditions in the society at that time, however, it was
common for women to get married and take care of the children. Family life was
prioritized. Despite her perseverance in practicing piano and her brilliant skills in Persian
piano playing, Rokni never got the opportunity to concertize or go abroad to record discs
on famous labels. Rokni completed her piano studies in 1937. She said: “Mortezā Khān
said I don't come to your home anymore as a teacher. If your mother approves I would
like to socialize with your family and play together and introduce you to the best
musicians of Tehran.” This never happened, after her marriage, piano became a sideline
and her musical life was limited to listening to Golhā. Her genius was not allowed to
thrive and she died in Tehran in 2002, still unknown to the world of music.

Figure 23.
Baidaphone records by Mahjoubi in Shour and Afshāri
Courtesy of Jane Lewisohn
368

Ibid.
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Another famous student of Mahjoubi was Fakhri Malekpour the daughter of wellknown merchant Zabihollah Malekpour, a man familiar with music who wanted his
daughter to learn piano. It should be stressed that Fakhri Malekpour is presently the most
prominent student of Mahjoubi. She recorded all of her piano lessons with Mahjoubi and
collected them in a book with three CDs named, Mashq-e Ostād (The Master’s Lessons).
Mrs. Malekpour, who is currently living in Tehran with her husband, Dr. Modaressi, in
the Shahrak-e Qarb neighborhood, is the standard bearer of traditional Persian piano
practice in Iran. Every Monday she regularly receives musicians and artists in her
spacious salon with its different pianos. Miralinaqi about her most expensive piano says:
“Mrs. Malekpour’s father brought two grand Steinway & Sons from Europe, one for the
Queen Farah [Mohammad-rezā Pahlavi’s wife] and one for her daughter.”

Figure 24.
Fakhri Malekpour’s hand on her piano
With her named engraved on the cast-iron frame
Photo taken by the author, Tehran, 2012

Malekpour is the only Persian piano educator teaching the style of Mahjoubi. Her
fifteen students range from children to adults and they take free weekly private piano
lessons with her. Her method of teaching is based on the oral tradition. She plays a small
part of a piece and the student repeats it until s/he has it memorized and can play it back
flawlessly, or they jot down the notes in the Persian alphabet in a way that is identical to
Mahjoubi’s music transcriptions. Most of her students record the teacher’s performance
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with a portable recorder and use it as their reference for practicing at home.369 Malekpour
describes Mahjoubi as a teacher:

Master Mahjoubi was very serious, exact, and short-tempered in teaching. When I
was working with perseverance, I benefitted from his paternal encouragements
and kindness, however, if I became slow in the process of learning and practicing,
he became frustrated. Master was a close friend of my father and was very
respectful when he was among my friends and family.370

Figure 25.
Fakhri Malekpour and Mortezā Mahjoubi
Excerpt from Mashq-e Ostād by Malekpour (2012)

Figure 26.
Mrs. Malekpour and the author
Selfie photo, Tehran, 2012

Homā Eftekhāri was another student of Mahjoubi. She was the daughter of Arbāb
Mehdi Yazdi who was a philanthropist. After a time, Arbāb Mehdi Yazdi built a house
for Mahjoubi in the Javādiyeh neighborhood in Tehran where he was able to have a piano
of his own.371 Homā Eftekhāri says about this property:
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My interview with Fakhri Malekpour in 2012 in Tehran.
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Mortzā Khān sold a part of his properties to purchase expensive opium. I asked
him about why he sold land for opium! And he replied: I don't have any children
and I afraid to be without opium during the last years of my life.372
She adds about Mahjoubi’s students’ gatherings:

Esmāil Dibā, Manouchehr Sāne’i, and Fakhri Malekpour who were all taking
piano lessons from Mortezā Khān were my family friends and we used to gather
together to play every month or so. I didn’t pursue my piano education however,
but the other three, especially Fakhri became the best performers after Mortezā
Khān. 373

Figure 27.
Figure 28.
Āzarmidokht Rokni, Mahjoubi
Mahjoubi’s student
at the piano
Courtesy of Alirezā Miralinqi

Figure 29.
Esmāil Dibā,
Mahjoubi’s student

Figure 30.
Manouchehr Sāne’I,
Mahjoubi’s student

Mahjoubi’s style was based on tradition, but his compositions were new and upto-date during his own time. In other word, he composed his own version of the radif for
the piano with regard to dynamics abilities and warmer sonority. His recordings are the
best resource for the interested student trying to learn traditional Persian piano. His sense
of pitch was very accurate so that he could tune the piano to match any other musical
372
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instrument or vocalist in a short amount of time. He learned Persian piano tuning from his
teacher, Mofakham, and later when he became a recording artist himself, tuned the piano
at the recording studio accurately by ear.374 He liked the sound of Petrof and Schimmel
pianos best for the practice of traditional Persian piano and, based on my interview with
the elder scholars, the pianos that arrived in Iran in early twentieth century were mostly
Steinway & Sons, Bechstein, Schimmel, Schiedmayer, and Petrof. Later on, brands such
as the Russian Tchaikovsky, or the English Challen, Bergmann, and Danemann Co. came
to Iran too. Eventually Asian manufacturers became very popular as well, with their
Yamaha and Kawai pianos. Yet in the early twentieth century, there was no official piano
import company in Iran requiring rich people and wealthy merchants to bring in one or
two pianos solely for their families. Since mid-twentieth century, Yamaha pianos have
been imported in large numbers for the middle class.375

Figure 31.
The last piano of Mahjoubi, Schimmel
Left, Mahjoubi’s youngest brother Mohammad
Right, Alirezā Miralinaqi
Excerpt from Qesse-ye Sham’ by Navāb Safā

Mahjoubi died of cancer at the age of 65 right before the Persian New Year
(1965) and was buried in Zahirodoleh cemetery in Tehran. In fact, he lives through his
374
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music and has left Persian music with a great treasury of traditional Persian piano
compositions and recordings. There were numerous poems written to mourn Mahjoubi.
Below is a poem that Rahi Mo’ayyeri, his best friend, wrote to try to capture the quality
of Mahjoubi’s piano performance:376

Figure 32.
Mahjoubi’s tombstone
Zahirodoleh Cemetery
Tehran

ﺳﺎز ﻣﺤﺠﻮﺑﯽ رھﯽ ﻣﻌﯿﺮی
ﻣﯽ ﺳﺮاﯾﻢ ﻗﺼﮫ ای از ﺳﺎز او
ﺳﺮ ﮐﻨﺪ در ﮔﻮش ﺟﺎن آوازھﺎ
ﻟﯿﮏ در اﯾﻦ ﺳﺎز ﺳﻮزی دﯾﮕﺮ اﺳﺖ
ﻧﺎﻟﮫ او ﺑﺎ دﻟﻢ آن ﻣﯿﮑﻨﺪ
ﺳﺎز ﻣﺤﺠﻮﺑﯽ ﺑﺮ اﻓﻼﮐﻢ ﺑﺮد
ﻣﺮﺗﻀﯽ از ﻣﺮدم اﻣﺮوز ﻧﯿﺴﺖ
زآﻧﮑﮫ ﭼﻮن ﻣﻦ از دو ﻋﺎﻟﻢ رﺳﺘﮫ اﺳﺖ
ﺗﺎ ﻣﺤﺒﺖ زﻧﺪه ﺑﺎﺷﺪ زﻧﺪه اﯾﻢ

آﻧﮑﮫ ﺟﺎﻧﻢ ﺷﺪ ﻧﻮاﭘﺮداز او
ﺳﺎز او در ﭘﺮده ﮔﻮﯾﺪ رازھﺎ
ﻧﻐﻤﮫ ﻣﺮغ ﭼﻤﻦ ﺟﺎن ﭘﺮور اﺳﺖ
زآﻧﭽﮫ آﺗﺶ ﺑﺎ ﻧﯿﺴﺘﺎن ﻣﯿﮑﻨﺪ
ﮔﺮﭼﮫ ﻏﻢ در ﺳﯿﻨﮫ ﺧﺎﮐﻢ ﺑﺮد
ﺷﻌﻠﮫ ای ﭼﻮن وی ﺟﮭﺎن اﻓﺮوز ﻧﯿﺴﺖ
ﺟﺎن ﻣﻦ ﺑﺎ ﺟﺎن او ﭘﯿﻮﺳﺘﮫ اﺳﺖ
ﻣﺎ دو ﺗﻦ در ﻋﺎﺷﻘﯽ ﭘﺎﯾﻨﺪه اﯾﻢ

Translation into English:
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Mahjoubi’s Instrument (Playing) by Rahi Mo’ayeri

To whom that my soul is a poet
I compose a story from his instrument
His instrument tells secrets through the pardeh
Singing āvāz-es in the ear of the soul
The song of a bird is animation
However, this instrument is another enlivening
What the fire does in the canebrake
The groan of his music does the same to my heart
Alas the sorrow takes me to the earth! (metaphor for the grave)
However, music making of Mahjoubi takes me to the heaven
A flame like him doesn't enlighten the world
Because Mortezā is not from the people in this world
His spirit is bound to mine
Since he, just like me, is liberated from both the worlds
We both endure love
We live until love is alive
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3.3 Javād Ma’roufi

Javād Ma’roufi (1915-1993) was the son of Mousā Ma’roufi, a master
tār player who also notated the radif of Persian music. Javād began his musical education
with tār taught by his father, and after finishing elementary school, he started learning
piano with Vaziri and later continued his piano study with the Russian-Armenian teacher,
Taniā Khārātiān.377 Khārātiān was an alumnus of Tbilisi Conservatory of Music who had
completed her education in piano performance in Paris. She came to Iran with her
husband in 1931, held private lessons, and in 1936 became a piano faculty member at the
Tehran Conservatory of Music (Honarestān Āli-ye Mousiqi). 378 Ma’roufi learned
standard classical piano techniques under her and could play preludes and nocturnes by
Chopin, sonatas by Mozart, Beethoven, and Schubert, and preludes and fugues by J.S.
Bach.379 According to Miralinaqi, “Ma’roufi learned the traditional Persian piano with
Mahjoubi;” however, he was also interested in international techniques of piano practice
and especially the works of Frederic Chopin.380 Bahman Boustān says: “Ma’roufi was
more interested in works by Moshir Homāyoun and not Mahjoubi because his technical
training was under Vaziri and that was quite a different style from Mahjoubi’s
instructions.”381 He received his diploma in 1932 from the governmental music school
(Madreseh-ye Mousiqi-ye Dolati), and soon after, at eighteen years of age, became an
employee of the ministry of culture and started working as a music teacher for Soroud
377
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Madāres (School’s Anthems). Ma’roufi taught at the same time as he continued his own
education, graduating with a diploma in classical piano from Tehran Conservatory of
Music, where he was also teaching sight-reading and aural skills. Following the
foundation of National Music Association (Anjoman-e Mousiqi-ye Melli) by Khāleqi, he
taught piano and played in the association’s orchestra. As well, with the establishment of
National Music Academy (Honarestān Mousiqi-ye Melli), Ma’roufi taught piano lessons
there. 382

Figure 33.
Café Baladiyeh Orchestra, 1932
From right: Ahmad Foroutanrād, Mehdi
Daftari, Khādem Misāq, Javād Ma’roufi,
and Khāleqi.
Excerpt from Excerpt from Sargozasht-e
Mousiqi-ye Iran by Khāleqi (1955)

Figure 34.
From right: Ali Abrishami, Javād
Ma’roufi, and Abdol-Ali Vaziri.
Excerpt from Excerpt from
Sargozasht-e Mousiqi-ye Iran by
Khāleqi (1955)
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In 1936, Ma’roufi became interested in composition and wrote some pieces based
on Khayyām’s poems. He composed works for solo piano with equal temperament
including Album of Songs (Album-e Āhang-hā),383 and Selected Piano Pieces of Persian
Music (Gozide-ye Āsār-e Ostād Javād Ma’roufi Baraye Piano ).384 Some of his more
popular compositions are Golden Dreams (Khāb-hāye Talāi), Jilā Fantesy (for his
daughter Jila), Cou Cou, rhapsodies in Homāyoun, Mahour and Esfahān, some preludes
and chahār-mezrab-s. Golden Dreams is such a popular piece that almost every Persian
knows it and every piano student learns to play it. Golden Dreams (Khāb-hāye Talāi), Jilā
Fantesy, and Rhapsody Esfahān were arranged and performed with orchestra by Shardād
Rohāni who is a Persian pianist and conductor residing in Los Angles.385 In addition to
these compositions, Ma’roufi notated and recorded the radif of Persian music for piano
with Persian-tuned pianos, based on the radif that was transcribed by his father, Moussā
Ma’roufi.386 However, the last two books by him are in need of serious editing and republication. According to Ma’roufi, he published his compositions in book form for
teaching purposes.387 Even now his students and other piano educators in Iran use his
books to teach Persian piano songs.
With the inauguration of radio in Tehran, Ma’roufi acted as pianist for the radio
orchestra and after more than ten years he became the conductor for the orchestra no. 1 of
the radio (Orkestre Shomāreh-ye 1). As the conductor he arranged and performed some
of his own Persian pieces for orchestra and also works by Vaziri, Sabā, and Khāleqi. He
383
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also collaborated with Khāleqi in Golhā as an arranger and pianist. Among those works
are pieces by Shaydā, Āref, Roknodin Mokhtāri, and Darvish with words sung by Banān
and Shahidi in most cases. 388
Ma’roufi’s style of composition and piano performance was based on western
classical music. He used western harmony to accompany the Persian melodies and
engaged in polyphony in his practice of Persian piano. Instead of having melody in both
hands played an octave apart, he gave a different role to the left hand instead, having it
play chords. He believed that the left hand should have more to contribute than was
standard in the practice of Persian piano.389 Since he was an expert in classical and
Persian music, he was able to meld the two musics and create an innovative style of
Persian piano (Maktab-e Novin-e Piano-ye Irani). His compositions include Persian
forms: reng, pish-darāmad, chahār-mezrāb, as well as the western classical forms such
as rhapsody, prelude, etude, and fantasy. Mostly, the melodies were inspired from the
radif or folk songs and used a “light harmony”390 including primary triads, seventh
chords, and arpeggios of classical music.
Ma’roufi’s discography ranges from gramophone records 391, tapes, CDs, and
numerous works in Golhā that are listed on Ma’roufi’s personal web page.
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Figure 35.
Ma’roufi
Public domain, Wikipedia

What was Ma’roufi’s goal for the practice of piano in Iran, and to what extent was
he successful in implementing his ideals? These questions remain unanswered, 392
however, it should be stressed that the piano style of Ma’roufi was the dominant school
of Persian piano in Iran for more than fifty years. The innovative style of Persian piano as
founded and practiced by Ma’roufi was widespread among Persian piano practitioners.
He was not bound to traditional music and Persian tuning systems, as was the case for
Mahjoubi and Moshir Homāyoun. On the contrary he conceived of the “piano as an
international instrument that should be played with standard techniques.”393 His method
and his compositions require a standard level of classical piano technique for the
practitioners and at the same time they emanate from easy and delicate melodies that are
admired by Persians. Unlike Mahjoubi, Ma’roufi’s use of international piano techniques
and western chord structure, made his compositions more approachable for most classical
pianists and thus most Persian pianists are quite familiar with his works. Improvisational
skills, however, were not considered his strong suit. Whereas Mahjoubi taught
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improvisation to his students from their very first lesson, Ma’roufi did not teach it until
the student reached an advanced level. Ma’roufi was an outstanding soloist, composer,
conductor, and teacher of Persian piano.394 He centered much of what he did on the
standards of western classical piano and notation and with this innovation established his
own style in the history of Persian piano. He taught piano, sight-reading and aural skills
in the most prestigious music academies of Iran including Tehran Conservatory and the
Fine Arts Department395 of Tehran University. In fact, teaching piano was a significant
part of Ma’roufi’s artistic carrier and through his pedagogy he trained successive
generations of pianists:

My finest students are Anoushiravān Rohāni, Ardeshir Rohāni, Ofelia Parto,
Mahin Zarin Panjeh, and Sāssan Mohebbi. They know the classical music as well
as Persian music. I teach Persian music to a student when his/her hands are ready
and well trained by classical piano. Classical piano is essential for finger dexterity
and sight-reading skills and then we can move to Persian music because it
requires detailed techniques.396

The following paragraph is a brief introduction to Ma’roufi’s students, each of
whom could be the subject for a further study in the piano practice of Iran, an
undertaking which is outside the scope of this research. Ofelia Parto, a female student of
Ma’roufi, was born into a musical family and started learning Persian piano at young age,
becoming an alumnus of Honarestān Mousiqi Melli (National Music Academy). She was
the composer, conductor, and soloist of the women’s orchestra for several years and
394
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performed in Iran and abroad. She is currently teaching private piano lessons in her home
in Tehran. Mahin Zarin Panjeh, another female student of Ma’roufi, was also born into a
musical family; her father was Nasrollah Zarin Panjeh a famous Persian music master.
She started piano in Honarestān Mousiqi Melli with Ma’roufi and Khāleqi, and later took
lessons from Mahjoubi, and Emanuel Melik Aslāniān a well-known classical pianist.
Later, she became interested in composition and wrote pieces that were performed and
recorded. She currently lives in France where she is an active composer. Sāssan Mohebbi
who belongs to the new generation of composers enjoys a dynamic career as a performer,
conductor, and film music composer.397 The life and work of the Rohāni family requires
extensive research, which is also beyond the scope of this dissertation. The talented
family gave rise to great pianists and composers who brought the practice of Persian
piano to new heights, including in pop music. Anoushiravān has a vast range of pianistic
works in his portfolio including traditional piano pieces, works for voice and piano,
orchestral compositions, and film music. In 1967 he invented an electronic device to
change the tuning of electronic organs into quarter-tone.398 Anoushiravān’s son, Rezā is
also a composer and pianist who plays a Persian style of jazz piano. Ardeshir is another
composer and classical pianist who took lessons with Melik Aslāniān. After the
revolution in 1979, he immigrated to Vancouver, Canada where his artistic career is
limited to private piano lessons.
The Islamic revolution of Iran (1979) brought all musical activities to a halt for
several years. Ma’roufi’s musical life was limited to private piano lessons at his home in
Tehran. As a teacher he had a bond with his pupils beyond the teacher and student
397
398
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relationship. He died in Tehran at the age of seventy-eight (1993). Several memorials
were held after his death such as the Wiener Konzerthaus concert in 2005 where Sāssan
Mohebbi performed some of Ma’roufi’s works for soloist and orchestra,399 and a solo
performance by Ofelia Parto at Vahdat Hall in Tehran.400

Figure 36.
Sāssan Mohebbi
Public domain

Figure 37.
Mahin zarin Panjeh

Figure 38.
Ofelia Parto (right)

399

Figure 39.
Ardeshir Rohāni

ANVARI, Fātemeh, 2005, “Yādvāreh-ye Ostād Javād Ma’roufi in Vienna”, Honar-e Mousiqi Journal,
p. 27. Also, the author has performed works by Ma’roufi at Freiburg Konzerthaus in October 2005 as the
soloist with Safāhan orchestra.
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Chapter 4: Piano in Persian Society

This chapter reviews the advance of piano music and its development by Persian
pianists and composers, including a look at the dynamic role of female musicians in Iran.
Generally the accomplishments of female keyboard artists were considered an ornament
and they were not taken seriously or trained as professionals. Yet women performers
have scored solid achievements and become an inseparable component in the evolution of
piano in Iran.

4.1 Music in Qajar Society

Around the beginning of the Qajar period (in the early nineteenth century), Fat’hAli Shāh who spent his time as crown prince at Shiraz,401 brought with him to Tehran
some of the musicians and singers from the court of the previous dynasty, the Zand.
Through these musicians and singers, the national music of Iran was transferred to the
Qajar court and became the source for successive Qajar musicians402 who proceeded to
change both the instrumentation and the musical context of chamber music during this
dynastic period. In this transition some of the musical instruments that were popular in
Zand and Safavid such as oud (similar to the European lute), rabāb (a plucked string
musical instrument), chang (Persian harp), and qānoun (a type of zither)403 were replaced
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by tār, setār, kamāncheh, santur, ney, tonbak, naqāreh (a type of drum), sornā (an
ancient Persian woodwind instrument), and dāyereh (a frame drum with jingles).404 Later
even violin and piano were added to the Persian court ensembles. Also, the practice of
Nobeh-zadan, which was to play naqāreh for different occasions during the day, became
extinct, and in its place the playing of zarbi pieces and tasnif was popularized.405 During
the reign of Fat’h-Ali Shāh chamber music was common at parties, though it was limited
to tār and tonbak (drum) players accompanying a singer. Eugene Flandin, a French
orientalist and painter, in his travelogue on Iran says,

Chez les riches Persans, pendant le repas, on fait venir deux ou trois musiciens;
l’un d’eux chante sur un rythme monotone, entrecoupé de notes très-aiguës, des
poésies dont les femmes, l’amour, le vin et des héros font les frais.406
English translation:
Among the rich Persians, during the meal, they brought two or three musicians;
one of them sings a monotonous rhythm, interspersed with very acute notes, the
poems included women, love, wine, and heroes who were paying the price.407

Despite the Islamic ban on music, music making was an accepted social custom at
wedding ceremonies 408 where motreb-s, (musicians for joyous occasions 409 ), were
involved in music making and entertaining. Nevertheless, during this period, individuals
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with any prestige did not learn to play a musical instrument.410 Subsequently, musicians
didn't have any social standing and music was neglected as an intellectual discipline. This
remained the case until the reign of Nāseredin Shāh. Comte De Gobineau, a French
aristocrat who traveled to Iran, writes in his travel account, “Pour trouver des exécutants
[de musique] il faut sortir tout à fait de la classe des gens graves,411 English translation: to
find performers [of music] you must exit quite out of the class of notable people.”412
Flandin, on the same occasion says,

Si la musique est chez eux [les Persans] restée en arrière, il y a deux raisons pour
cela: la première, c’est qu’elle n’est pas un art d’importation comme la peinture;
[…] La seconde, c’est que la pratique musicale est réprouvée et abandonée aux
loulis ou à aux malheureux qui n’ont point d’autre moyen d’existence. Il y a donc
très peu d’individus qui s’y adonnent, par conséquent très-peu de concurrence et
d’émulation, partant point de causes de développement.413
English translation:
If the music for them [Persians] has been left behind, there are two reasons for
that: the first is that it is not an important art like painting; […] The second is that
musical practice is reproved and forsaken to loulis or the unfortunate who have no
other means of existence. There are very few individuals who engage in it,
therefore very little competition and emulation, consequently no point of
development.
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Since the Qajar state lacked a valid administrative apparatus that was the result of
leisureliness of the Qajar kings, they systematically exploited social divisions.414 Social
classes under the Qajars were divided into a narrow section of courtiers, government
authorities, influential merchants, known as a’yān va ashrāf, and masses of people
known as avām who had an unequal social status, no power, and few resources. Between
these two strata, there was a traditional middle layer of citizens including traders, local
notables, master artisans, for example that as Abrahamian has pointed out, “…existed as
a socioeconomic entity, but not as a statewide political force.”415 Nāseredin Shāh, who
was fond of opulence and pleasure didn’t hesitate to consume all forms of entertainment
during his long reign (1848-1896). Consequently court dignitaries, along with princes and
their dependents (the a’yān va ashrāf) found themselves in the same environment as the
king and enjoyed the fabulous and luxurious entertainment performed for the king. As a
result, the entertainers themselves gained considerable attention and this remained the
case until the Constitutional Revolution (1905-1907). Music was ardently patronized by
the royal court and the patricians of the capital city and musicians worked together in
ensembles (Dasteh) that usually consisted of tār, setār, pump-organ, tonbak, dāyereh,
and a singer. The hand pump-organ was the most frequently used keyboard instrument in
Dasteh-s. Jane Dieulafoy, a French archeologist, mentions the presence of a pedal
harmonium in the city of Kāshān416 in her travelogue on Iran. She says,
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Dès son arrivée, le beau-frère du roi [Anisodoleh’s417 brother] se perche sur un
fauteuil, et, tout en prenant le thé, regarde avec un vif intérêt le petite orgue placé
dans un coin de salon. “Je voudrais bien, dit-il, entendre jouer de cet instrument.”
[…] le choix du morceau me rend fort perplexe… attaquons La Fille de Madame
Angot. […] Tout à coup il [le gouverneur] m’interrompt: “Cet air est charmant,
dit-il, mais vous le jouez beaucoup trop vite, c’est à en perdre la tête. Frappez
encore cette mélodie très lentement et bien fort.” Je recommence ...418
English translation:
Upon arrival, the king’s brother-in-law [Anisodoleh’s brother] perches himself on
a chair, and while having tea, watches with keen interest the small organ in the
corner of the hall. He said: “I would like to hear this instrument played.” […] The
choice of the song made me perplexed… starting with Daughter of Madame
Angot. Suddenly he [the governor] interrupts me. He says: “This air is charming,
but you play it too fast, we’ll lose our head. Play this melody again very slowly
and well.” I began again ...

Noticeably, during the Nāseri era music was freed from many past constraints. It
gained stature among the nobles and drew the attention of Qajar aristocrats to the extent
that they competed among themselves to see who could have the most famous master
musicians in their establishments. 419 Musical performances were included in Shi’ite
passion plays, private entertainments, and royal feasts. An eagerness to learn music
spread, and the upper classes encouraged their children’s musical education. Music and
musicianship also became common pursuits among noblewomen as well.420
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4.2 Music among Qajar Women

Women’s music making in the second half of the nineteenth century in Iran was
secular being mainly centered on the royal court, the harem, and the home. Women
musicians were an inextricable part of the festivities in the Persian Qajar court, as they
had also been for his royal predecessors.421 The deep interest of Nāseredin Shāh and his
predecessors in seeing women performers singing, dancing, and playing musical
instruments was a powerful encouragement to the women to learn music so as to be
awarded by the king. Thus it became a custom among women of the upper classes to
learn music from master musicians even though music was generally regarded as a skill
and accomplishment rather than an education. In addition, this interest of the Shāh led to
opportunity for some women of the harem to be trained by amaleh-tarab (literally
“servants of pleasure,” musicians) in order to entertain and please the Shāh when he spent
time with them.422 Many young women of the harem in the Qajar court, who were
grouped under numerous king’s wives, were trained by music teachers and were assigned
particular duties that were compensated for with a stipend or gifts and luxuries such as
cosmetic products, gold coins, and clothing. Women typically learned to play tonbak, tār,
santur, and occasionally the harmonium and were taught how to sing and dance. They
were generally not trained as concert players, however, because society viewed public
performance by a woman as immodest. In the same period the triumph of the piano in
Europe is clearly evident, where lessons were required of every qualified young lady and
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etiquette manuals explained the manners and deportment expected from a woman at the
keyboard. 423
The well-known female musicians mostly served in the Qajar royal court. They
were named in Tārikh-e Azodi,424 for example Zohreh, Minā, and Moshtari Khānom who
lived during the reign of Fat’h-Ali Shāh. There were other female instrumentalists
mentioned by Moayerolmamālek in the Nāseri era, such as Zeinab, and Gol’ezār who
were santur students of Sorourolmolk. Negār and Khānom Orgi (she had her own Dasteh
named after her425) were famous pump-organ players.426 And there was Andalibodoleh
who sang and played santur and organ for Nāseredin Shāh. 427 In addition to the
references to women musicians and their musical life during Qajar era in Tārikh-e Azodi
and Moayerolmamālek’s memoir, old photographs and ancient paintings also
demonstrate the participation of women in music and dance. The illustration below shows
Ali-Akbar Farāhāni, the celebrated tār player and pioneer of the radif in the Qajar court,
sitting among his male and female students who appear to be quite young.428
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Figure 1.
Watercolor painting by Sani’olmolk, late 19th century
From left: Mas’oud Mirzā, Soltān Khānom, Mirzā
Heidar-Ali, Ali-Akbar Farāhāni, Hasan Khān, AliAkbar, Abdollāh Alāolmolk, Kokab Khānom.
Mehdi Farāhāni Collection, Golbāng-e Sarbolandi,
by Farhangestān Honar Publication (2011)
Excerpt from Women’s Worlds in Qajar Iran, No:
15156A87

The subject of women dancing or playing different musical instruments inspired
artists and they created large-scale oil-on-canvas paintings demonstrating Persian
women’s beauty, their costumes, their musical instruments, and their style of dance.

Figure 2.
Figure 3.
Figure 4.
Qajar woman doing a handstand Qajar woman playing santur
dancing with cymbals
Early 20th century
19th century
19th century
Oil on canvas
Oil on canvas
Oil on canvas
Olga Davidson Collection
Doris Duke Foundation
Doris Duke Foundation
Record no. 1024A43
Record no. 1272A2
Record no. 1272A4
Excerpt from Women’s Worlds in Qajar Iran
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Although a few Qajar women musicians’ performances, particularly those of
singers, survive on old gramophone records that have some historic value, there is no
outstanding example of any musically significant contribution from these women
instrumentalists. This reality is related to women’s social class in Qajar society where
social life was segregated by gender. In pre-modern Qajar society most women had fewer
rights and less power than men of the same social class, a situation that influenced their
ability to appear as performing artists. The collective view of society expected women to
be in hijab not only in terms of wearing a veil, but also in the sense that did not allow for
exposure outside the household. Women’s possibilities for fulfillment centered around
staying at home and spending time in domestic pursuits including raising successful
offspring. As has been pointed out in previous chapters,429 it was not common for women
to directly interact with men and that would include learning music from male masters. It
was not considered wise for families to develop their daughters as musicians. Even
though there were a few highly skilled women musicians, the restrictions on travel abroad
to record discs, for example, proscribed their opportunity to become famous musicians.
Male musicians could travel to Tibilis, Paris, and London and they produced the first
records attributed to Persian nationals. Recording the music and the voices of Persian
women would have to wait a few years before it could be done. Qajar women artists were
mostly motreb-s of lower social status who danced, sang, or played a musical instrument
at private parties and for wedding ceremonies. Those who became professional would
enter the court as entertainers for the king’s feasts singing, specially tasnif singing, or
doing acrobatic shows dancing with candles, doing a handstand, etc. Among the women
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motreb-s there were some instrumentalists, particularly outstanding zarb players (drum
players), but they did not gain a level of renown.430 Writing on the king’s banquets and
the role of women musicians and dancers, a Qajar royal member mentions in his memoir:

Once a week, in Golestān palace courtyard, there was a feast where all the music
performers were women and around 1000 ladies of the harem [andarun] and
noble’s wives attended…Except for the Shāh, no other men participated…the
show usually lasted around three hours and Shāh endowed the musicians and
dancers with golden coins…431

Usually these shows were restricted to eunuchs and pre-pubescent boys
or blindfolded musicians who couldn't see the women. 432 One of the most famous
Dasteh-s at the Shāh’s banquets was Blind Mo’men’s433 whose daughter Hājiyeh was a
skillful hand-pump organ player, singer, and dancer.434 As for composition, a few female
composers composed tasnif-s and were called tasnif-sarā. These include Tājossaltaneh,
Nāseredin Shāh’s daughter, and another woman of the court named Soltān Khānom.435
In general during the rule of Qajars, female musicians became an integral part of
the amusements in the royal court. Still, there was little to no opportunity for their art in
Qajar society and female musicians were excluded from performing musical works for
the public.436 Towards the end of Qajar period, coinciding with the beginning of the
430
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twentieth century, traditional musical ensembles – Dasteh-s – vanished and traditional
female dancers (Raqqāseh-s) and musicians disappeared.437
There is no reference to any female piano players in the royal court festivities and
the first trained and proficient female pianist, Mrs. Azarmidokht Rokni, only appeared
some years later in early Pahlavi dynasty where she never got the opportunity to give a
public concert or record a disc.438 During the first half of twentieth century, music was
not often recognized as a social accomplishment for women. One of the consequences of
the Constitutional Revolution (1905-7) followed by the rise of Rezā Shāh and the
establishment of Pahlavi dynasty (1926), was that greater emphasis was given to music
and to women musicians.

4. 3 Modernization process in Iran and the rise of classical piano

Nineteenth-century Iran during the Qajar era, roughly coincides with the
Romantic period in Europe. The artistic and intellectual movement in Europe, known as
Romanticism started during the second half of the eighteenth century. It was a turn
towards subjectivism and an emphasis on nationalism in art and music. Composers such
as Edward Grieg (1843-1907) and Jean Sibelius (1865- 1957) used and developed folk
motifs and rhythms and incorporated nationalistic elements in their compositions helping
to develop a national identity. A growing number of composers inspired by elements
from the East, created pieces for solo piano or voice and piano. Among the works that
were inspired by Persian elements one can name Geschichte der Schönen Redekünste
437
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Persiens (The History of the Fine Art of Persian Rhetoric) by Joseph von Hammer
(Vienna, 1818), Specimens of the Popular Poetry of Persia by Antoin de Kontski
(London, 1842), Les Rose d’Ispahan by Gabriel Fauré (France, 1884) who drew
inspiration from the Persian city of Esfahān. Also, some large scale works for orchestra
were created, inspired by Persian music and poetry, including Granville Bantock’s Omar
Khayyām, a piece for solo voices, chorus, and orchestra that was particularly inspired by
Khayyām, the great Persian poet of the 11th century.
Parallel to the development of Persian art music in the reign of Nāseredin Shāh,
other changes took hold in society and became popular and widespread including
modernization and the adapting of foreign customs to existing resources. Historical
events affected music too, Iran-Europe relations expanded in scope when Nāseredin Shāh
visited Europe and was impressed by the European industry, palaces, and art. During his
reign, construction on the Edifice of the Sun, Shamsolemāreh, which is a combination of
European and Persian architecture began, as did systematic collection of western art
objects. Including music in the royal protocols became commonplace, travel to Europe
became customary, and European educational practices became well known. As the
impact of the west increased, new values and attitudes were shaped. This led to the rise of
a new layer of intellectuals who became patrons of art and literature. On the social
structure of intelligentsia Abrahamian says:
Some were aristocrats, even royal princes, others civil servants and army officers,
and yet others cleric and merchants. But, despite occupational and social
differences, they formed a distinct stratum, for they shared a common desire for
fundamental economic, political, and ideological change.439
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During this period Persians became acquainted with a new civilization and the
cultivation of modern tastes and preferences captivated Persian society. The foundation
of Dārolfonoun, the establishment of its music branch, and the formation of orchestras
proved that the society had changed immensely and along with it the fate of the musical
arts. After recruiting European advisers for the first Qajar military band in the music
branch of Dārolfonoun, teachers were hired mostly from France – to challenge British
and Russian hegemony440 – and European musical instruments and pedagogy arrived in
Iran. Nonetheless, the core concentration of the school was on military music and music
was taught in accordance with western conservatories’ standards. At this time, people
were gradually exposed to European musical instruments and music students of
Dārolfonoun learned how to play Persian tunes on them.441 Among the instruments
played and recorded were piano, violin, flute, and clarinet.442 From this point on, the
word music entered into the Persian language. 443 Derivations of this word such as
Musicānchi or Music-chi meaning the performer and Musicān, which means the
orchestra, were used in the Persian language.444 As well, the western concert phenomena
entered Qajar society and attracted advocates of modernism.
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Although western musical instruments and new music arrived in Iran, it had very
little impact on Persian music.445 In fact, the encounter with western music caused a sort
of modernization in the Qajar musical culture but not in the structure of the music itself.
As Fātemi explains, “western music lived as a second music alongside Persian music.”446
At the same time in Europe, the evolution of the modern piano revolutionized the
art of music, and became exceedingly popular. The history of the piano in Persian society
marks the social history of the instrument whose presence was an essential role in
musical education. But before moving to this I would like to elaborate more on the
position of the piano and its business in the west in the nineteenth and early twentieth
century to get an idea about the dimension of piano in Europe in comparison to Iran. By
1847, Loesser notes, the instrument that had been a novelty just fifty years before was
now central to musical life. He says:

There were 180 piano makers in Paris alone, along with 60,000 instruments. In
England 300 piano firms were producing more than 20,000 instruments a year.
The instrument also made its way across the ocean, where families such as
Chickering and Steinway advanced its design so spectacularly that the American
piano became the world standard. By 1910 the United States was the world’s
largest piano manufacturer, with 300 companies producing more than 350,000
pianos yearly. From being an upper-crust instrument that Beethoven cursed for its
easily broken strings, it had became a mammoth iron-framed harp in elaborate
furniture casings, played in every parlor and hall.447
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Of greatest interest in any study of the introduction of European music into a nonwestern society is the role of the piano in the encounter between the two worlds, since
piano is seen as the most emblematic instrument of western civilization. In the nineteenth
century, countries such as Germany, Austria, England, France, Russia, and the United
States, were the countries for which the piano became very significant, the countries with
the most customers, practitioners, and manufacturers of the physical instrument and of
the music associated with it. These were the countries with a standard of living high
enough that piano production and piano practice could exist and indeed thrive on a large
scale. Middle Eastern communities such as Iran, the Arabian countries (including Egypt),
and Turkey, were introduced to the instrument later, only after it was imported into their
countries. Nevertheless the presence of piano affected their culture and musical practices,
and it became a key instrument in their musical life. Any debate over piano in Persian,
Turkish, and Arab music cannot center on its wholesale adoption, for that is well
established. Discussion and investigation rather focuses on the richness and variety of
specific techniques, the diversity of meters, and presence of microtones employed on the
well-tempered import as it appropriated as an essentially native musical instrument.
As for Arab music, the committee of the Congress of Arab Music448 rejected the
use of piano in Arab music proclaiming, “keyboard instruments in their present format
were unsuitable for Arab music.” This declaration carried the signatures of Masud Jamil,
Wadi Sabra, Sachs, Hornbostel, and Hindemith.” 449 However, among the European
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participants of the committee, some musicologists including Lachmann still supported the
view that “expressing varying sentiments didn't depend upon the construction of the
instruments.”450 And also Farmer believed that using the piano was a good thing because,
“the introduction of such an instrument would help to curtail the endemic use of the
western piano in Egyptian homes and would assist in the preservation of traditional
music.” 451 Despite the official rejection of using the piano in Arab music by the
committee, in the end the majority of the Arab participants were deeply enthusiastic
about using the instrument, and piano became embedded in Arab music. On this account
Lachmann quotes from Racy,
In fact by the 1930s, the piano was well-entrenched in Egyptian musical life. The
eminent Egyptian theorist Kāmil al-Khulāi’i had advocated the use of pyānu
(piano), armunikah (mouth organ), and muzikah (accordion) as early as 1904, in
his Kitāb al-musiqa al-Sharqi (The Book of Eastern Music).452
Racy also points out that “the piano became a status symbol in middle- and upperclass homes, where it was particularly associated with women, both as performers and as
composers.” 453 According to Racy, during the same period, a new Arab piano repertoire,
created and arranged from Arab music by a few women musicians who were
professionally educated in both Arabic and western music, was circulated by means of
sheet music and recordings.454
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In the Ottoman Empire, the westernization process of the early nineteenth century
brought with it polyphonic music by way of the Mizika-i Humayun music school, which
hosted European music instructors.455 Later, with the establishment of the Republic of
Turkey and the rise of Ataturk, western music and piano education became
institutionalized. In contemporary Turkey, Turkish piano music based on polyphony and
equal temperament, is not nearly as widespread as the standard classical piano repertoire.
According to Sonmezoz, this is because of specific technical challenges including modal
structure and odd meters, such as 10/8, 7/8, 5/8, in Turkish music.456 Today piano music
in Turkey maintains the structure of western music in terms of harmony but is coupled
with the essence of traditional Turkish music. The music is an innovative combination of
western musical techniques blended with traditional and characteristic Turkish musical
sounds.457 There is also an older historical layer here that Turkish composers were surely
aware of European alla Turca styles of the late eighteenth century, including Mozart’s
famous piano work (K. 331) and Beethoven’s Turkish March (Op. 113, No. 4). This was,
of course, full of stereotypes in ignorance of real Ottoman music. I should point out here
that also a sort of piano was built in the early nineteenth century by Mathais Jakesch in
Vienna with a keyboard range from C``` to f``` and six pedals, including a single and
double moderator, una corda, damper, Turkish Janissary458, and bassoon. The Janissary
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pedal makes a jingly sound that is alike the Turkish janissary bells. This instrument is
also well suited for the performance of Beethoven’s middle and late period works.

Figure 5.
Jakesch Fortepiano
Built in 1827 by Mathais Jakesch
With six pedals and about six and a half
octaves range
7’7’’ long and 4’2’’ inches wide
Courtesy of The Ira Brilliant Center for
Beethoven Studies, San Jose State
University, California
Photo taken by the author

In Iran, transforming something as foreign as a piano into one’s own was
pioneered by Qajars. The formation of Persian piano practice varies according to the
social and cultural point at which it emerged in the history of Iran, whether it was in the
late Qajar dynasty or in modern Iran during the early Pahlavi reign. On first seeing a
piano in the Qajar royal court, Persian musicians immediately saw the potential to enliven
their national music by utilizing this import and making it their own. In general they saw
the advantages of the instrument and could intuit its capacity to add a new color to their
native music. The first interpretations positioned the new instrument alongside local
musical instruments and consequently their audiences too, quickly welcomed the
presence of the piano in musical ensembles. From the very beginning, Persian piano
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music for Persian tuned pianos and for equal temperament pianos co-existed, the former
coming down in the form of an oral tradition and the latter being written down in sheet
music by composers such as Lemaire and Minbāshiān.
It is interesting to note that this same tendency had a parallel development among
Europeans who wrote compositions designed to color their music with exotic
impressions. On this point Robert Lachmann states:
Think of Saint-Saens’ suite Algérienne, or of Bizet’s Carmen. To most of us,
Spanish music is known only through Carmen; but then, Spaniards insist that the
music in Carmen is not Spanish at all. It is but natural that the creative musician
in catching up scraps of foreign music should at once transform them into
something else, something essentially his own.459
In Iran, transforming something as foreign as a piano into one’s own was,
pioneered by Sorourolmolk and his student Moshir Homāyoun in the late Qajar period,
and was advanced even further by Mortezā Mahjoubi in the early Pahlavi era when
Persian piano music took the premier place and was highly valued in the country.
Some supporters of the standardization of Persian music such as Ali-Naqi Vaziri,
went quite far in their attempts to systematize the Persian scale which they observed
consisted of twenty-four fixed equal-tempered quarter-tones. Given this structural
framework, the piano was perfectly positioned to assist in standardizing the intervals in
Persian music and would contribute to other ‘improvements’ as well in music education
and Persian polyphony. Bear in mind that twenty-four equal tempered quarter-tones never
actually existed in Persian music mainly due to the flexibility of Persian music
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intervals,460 but Vaziri’s students including Javād Ma’roufi, by adopting and adapting the
western international approach, were able to provide Persian piano music with a western
harmonic “scaffold” in order to improve the previous piano practice in the country in
terms of designing a new independent role for the left hand part, changing the texture of
the music from monophony to polyphony, and find new ways to interpret what was
already being done. Despite the popularity of Ma’roufi’s compositions and his innovated
trend in Persian piano practice, the traditional Persian piano style (for Persian-tuned
pianos) was still practiced. However, the new style became a major trend in the following
years and traditional piano practice was left behind. It should also be emphasized that the
attitude to develop eastern music by applying harmony to it, was also made by Europeans
with the idea, as Lachmann states: “to raise oriental music into a higher degree of
perfection!”461
The current attitude towards the piano came into play later in the Pahlavi era
when the vogue of modernization took over the country and the arts. As for Persian piano
music, though no organization has officially rejected it, it has been entirely ignored in
Tehran’s Conservatory of Music and Tehran University’s curricula. On my opinion the
main reason for this ignorance was a sense of western classical piano style superiority;
the piano is a complex piece of technology, the result of industrialization, and a symbol
of western prowess in general and thus an object of submissive adoption. So that western
classical piano found a secure place in musical education and growing numbers of music
students became serious piano practitioners. The instrument, piano teachers, and methods
of standard piano education appeared and Persian composers, who were trained in
460
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European conservatories, created piano works based on the structures of western music –
equal temperament and western harmony – with touches of inspiration from Persian
music. Among the most well known Persian composers of this period one can name,
Aminollah Hossein, Emanuel Melik-Aslāniān, Parviz Mahmoud, Houshang Ostovār,
Hormoz Farhat, Shāhin Farhat, Loris Tcheknāvoriān, Mortezā Hanāneh, Alirezā
Mashāyekhi, Ahmad Pejmān, and Foziyeh Majd among others.
During the years after World War II, Parviz Mahmoud (1911- 1996) reorganized
the Tehran symphony, which was first shaped by Qolām-Hossein Minbāshiān in 1934
under the name of Baladiyeh symphony.462 During this period Czech music instructors
were invited to teach at the Tehran Conservatory of music.463 With the inauguration of
Roudaki (Vahdat) Hall in 1968, performances of opera, ballet, and larger-scale musical
pieces became prevalent. Illustrious musicians were invited to play or to conduct in
Tehran such as Yehudi Menuhin and Herbert von Karajan. World-renown Persian
musicians, who were professionally trained as classical pianists and composers, drew
inspiration from folk themes and Persian classical music and created enduring pieces. In
the following part Persian composers who wrote for piano are introduced with emphasis
on Aminollah Hossein who composed many pieces for piano with deep inspiration of
Persian art, music, and literature and Malik-Aslāniān who was the legendary pianist of
Iran.
Parviz Mahmoud, an alumnus of the Royal Conservatory of Brussels, was the
leader of the Tehran Conservatory of music in the 1940s, the founder and the first
conductor of Tehran Symphony, and a composer who wrote many pieces for chamber
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music inspired by Persian music and folk songs, including Kurd Fantasy for piano and
orchestra.464 Mahmoud later moved to the United States where he pursued his doctoral
studies in musicology at Indiana University beginning in 1956, writing on the subject: “A
Theory of Persian Music and Its Relation to Western Practice.” He rejected the theory of
Ali-Naqi Vaziri on the division of the octave into twenty-four equidistant intervals, and
discussed the music of Iran from the point of view of the Arab invasion and their
influence on Persian art and culture including on modern Persian music theory. 465
Mahmoud started the modern approach to music, composition, and performance in Iran.
He brought an international perspective that was followed and developed by his students
and later musicians. But not every musician was on the same track as he was. Vaziri and
his students, such as Khāleqi, paid more attention to the national music of Iran and
wanted to give Vaziri’s theories international exposure and to place the country’s prolific
musical output within a bigger frame. The two sides formed up more or less as, on the
one side, a group focused on the classical style in accordance to the western methods of
music education and on the other, a national movement aimed at preserving and
advancing the national music. Towards this end Khāleqi founded the National Music
Association (Anjoman-e Mousiqi-ye Melli) in 1936, and the National Music Orchestra
(Orkestr-e Melli) where Javād Ma’roufi was the piano instructor. 466
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Figure 6.
Iran National Orchestra
Conductor: Khāleqi
Solo vocalist: Banān
Pianist: Mahjoubi
Concertmaster: Sabā

Another major figure in this period was Houshang Ostovār (1918 – 2016). He was
born into a musical family, one known for its pianists. His mother Qamarozamān, the
daughter of Sālār Moazez (Minbāshiān), was among the first Persian women who played
both classical and Persian style piano.467 As discussed in chapter 1, the Minbāshiān
family was the first to graduate from European conservatories and to train music students
in Tehran.468 Houshang’s father was Hossein Ostovār, the well-known early Persian-style
pianist, 469 whose house in Arfa’ Garden (Bāq-e Arfa’) was a place for musicians’
gatherings and assemblies. Masters such as Mortezā Mahjoubi (piano), Habib Somā’i
(santur) and Ali-Akbar Shahnāzi (tār) would meet there to play. Houshang’s father had a
taste for composition, music production, and recording and many of his theatrical and
musical shows were premiered in Lālehzār.470 Houshang Ostovār started learning Persian
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piano, santur, and setār from his father and held a recital in Dr. Jordan American College
of Tehran (later renamed Alborz School) that was generally acclaimed by music critics in
the newspapers of the time.471 Being a cousin of Parviz Mahmoud the great musician of
Iran who had just returned to Tehran from Brussels because of the start of WWII,
Houshang Ostovār was influenced by his cousin’s harmony lessons and his emphasis on
classical piano. Eventually, with the recommendation of Parviz Mahmoud, he started
learning classical piano from Adam Shimkovich, the Polish national, active as a teacher
in Tehran, who also taught Moshir Homāyoun’s son Cyrus. Ostovār recalls this period
with regret when he says,
I started piano with Shimkovich almost as an adult and since in my childhood I
was not familiar with the classical piano techniques and the international methods
of piano performance, I could never achieve the maximum possibilities in piano
performance. I hope this is a lesson for those parents who insist on teaching their
kids without having the knowledge and the experience of a specialist.472
In any case, Houshang Ostovār never stopped playing piano and his wife, Farideh
Behboud who is an accomplished pianist and piano teacher continues to perform his
piano compositions. Houshang Ostovār continued his studies in composition with André
Souris at the Royal Conservatory of Brussels where he graduated at the top of his class,
having absorbed the French system of harmony. He also studied piano, clarinet and
composition at the Conservatoire de Musique de Genève and upon completing his
education returned to Iran to serve his country. He held the harmony and composition
chair for many years at Tehran Conservatory and University of Tehran. He was expert in
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Persian music, western classical music and jazz. Houshang Ostovār extensively
performed jazz and improvised on piano in clubs and cafes around Tehran. About the
state of music at that period he says,
The work was serious, and was not motrebi. We practiced hard on a vast
repertoire from opera overtures and waltzes by Strauss to the music of Dixieland
and jazz music. Occasionally I improvised too….473
His style of composition is modern and displays the marked influence of folk
songs and Persian modern poetry, especially by Nimā Youshij and Ahmad Shāmlou, the
two most influential poets of modern Iran. Among his compositions for piano are two
sonatas for solo piano, Shab-e Khayyam (based on thirteen Robā’i-s by Khayyam) for
strings and piano, and an elegy for voice and piano.474 Unfortunately, the possibility of
performing works of contemporary Persian composers was limited in that era and
European works by the great European composers such as Beethoven, Brahms,
Tchaikovsky, were given precedence in the Tehran Symphony. It was only during the
short period of Parviz Mahmoud’s administration that compositions other than European
masterworks were played with any regularity. The audience’s attitude toward native
pieces that included folk music was far from receptive, though this perspective has
changed quite a bit during the past decade. Ostovār was a humble but influential musician
and many of the recent composers are proud to claim him as their teacher. Although he
was from a wealthy and renown family he lived a simple life and held a respected
position among classical style and traditional musicians.
473
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Figure 7.
Parviz Mahmoud
Public Domain

Figure 8.
Houshang Ostovār
Public Domain

Figure 9.
Mortezā Hanāneh
Public Domain

Another active composer of the time was Mortezā Hanāneh (1913-1989). He was
a horn player and composer who studied composition with Parviz Mahmoud at the
Tehran Conservatory of music and helped him to recruit performers to play in the Tehran
Symphony under the baton of Parviz Mahmoud and later Rouben Gregorian. Hanāneh
pursued his compositional studies at the Institute of Sacred Music in the Vatican, Italy,
and on his return to Iran he founded Fārābi Orchestra where he premiered works by
contemporary Persian composers.475 He attempted to apply polyphony to Persian music
and eventually created an innovative new harmony named Harmony-e Zoj (Even
Harmony). This system is based on the second and the fourth degrees (even-numbered
scale degrees) of the scale, and not on the third and fifth (odd scale degrees). The third
and fifth degrees are considered essential in western harmony but in Persian music the
emphasis can be on different degrees of a scale476 and this is at the heart of Hanāneh’s
innovation. He put this new system into his compositions but it was never accepted by
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others and remained exclusive to his own works. He believed in innovation in art and
literature and put his beliefs into practice in his music.477
Hanāneh was a prolific musicologist and composer who wrote works for piano
such as Bozorgdāsht-e Ferdowsi and Bozorgdāsht-e Sa’di for piano and voice, Peykarehhā for voice, flute, harp, and piano, and Lālāi barāy-e Nimā Youshij and Impromptu
Rāgiā for solo piano. His Caprice for piano and orchestra was premiered in Jashn-e
Honar-e Shiraz in 1959 under the direction of Farhād Meshkāt with Mrs. Lucet
Martrosiān at the piano.478
Hanāneh wrote and translated books and articles on orchestration, harmony,
(Harmony-e Zoj), and on Persian music. He also composed for popular films, winning
much acclaim. Fortunately, his life and works are the subject of a book by Touraj Zāhedi
entitled Be Rahbari-ye Mortezā Hanāneh.479
Many of the greatest pianists of the time of the Pahlavi era were invited to play in
Iran including Arthur Rubenstein, Emil Gilels, and Madame Ruth Slenczynska.480 This
was the period when Queen Farah Dibā had influence. She was deeply interested in art
and became an important patron taking foundational steps for the growth of art in Iran.
Among the other composers for piano during this same period are Shāhin Farthat,
Loris Tcheknavoriān, and Alireza Mashāyekhi whose piano works are categorized with
opus numbers on their personal websites.
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Aminollah (André) Hossein composed for solo piano in addition to his orchestral
works. Hossein (1905-1983) was born in Samarqand to a Persian mother and Azeri
father. He learned violin from his mother as a child, and later studied medicine in
Petrograd (Saint Petersburg). In 1922, he went to Berlin in order to continue his medical
studies, but decided instead, to pursue music and had the great fortune to study piano
under Arthur Schnabel and composition with Wilhelm Klatte. Later he went to Paris to
study piano with Alfred Cortot, and composition with Paul Vidal and Noel Gallon at the
Conservatoire de Paris.481 The outbreak of World War II turned his educational trip to
Europe into an emigration journey and he settled in France where he created many lasting
works inspired by Persian music, poetry, and culture. His compositions are categorized in
three different periods: (1) his early phase (around 1933 to 1940), (2) during the war
(1940 to 1945), and (3) the post war period.
Towards the Light Ballet (1935) is a piece among his early compositions. The
most well known of his large scale compositions is Persepolis (Rubbles of the Forgotten
Empire). It is a piece in four movements that took him five years to compose (1941 to
1946). It was premiered in 1947 in Paris and then performed on a world tour.482 Among
his outstanding solo piano works during the war period is Mosaique: six pièces pour
piano, published by Éditions Costallat in 1942 in Paris.483 He composed three piano
concertos composed in the early years after WWII, (1945 to 1946) published in 1958 by
Transatlantiques. The second piano concerto, Op. 45, is well known with a short threemovement structure: Allegro vivo, Andante quasi lento, and Allegro Scherzando.
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Hossein’s concerto music shows the influence of contemporary Russian composers such
as Shostakovich and Prokofiev in terms of style and expression; however, the concerto
also has a certain Persian ambiance manifested within a modern approach. From
Hossein’s later period there are the renown piano solos Prélude et Légende Persane pour
piano: sous les auspices du Ministère de l’Education et des Beaux arts de l’Iran
published by Editions Musicales Transatlantiques in 1956 in Paris,484 and Trois Ètudes
pour piano published by Enoch & Cie in 1957 in Paris. 485 The Trois Ètudes:
Humoresque, Danse Circassienne, et Aspiration were initially composed in 1945 486 and
later arranged for orchestra by the composer. Danse Circassienne is an outstanding piece
among his etudes for piano. It is in duple meter with strong beats and cheerful melodies
and recalls the Cherkassy tradition and music.
Hossein numbers among his compositions a piece for piano, flute, and voice,
Chant du Chamelier, and two for voice and piano, Au Jardin d’Iran: (4 mélodies: Chant
Tartare, La Rose et le Rossignol, Evoré et les Belles Fleurs published by Enoch et Cie,
and Caravan. The soundtrack for the movie Le Gout de la Violance are among his works
and the Arya Symphony (1976), Persian Miniatures (1975), Sheherzad (1975), Persian
Rhapsody, are his later period orchestral compositions. Hossein’s works were well
received among people and music critics and most of them have been recorded including
Piano Concerto no. 1 “Capriccio” with pianist Bernard Ringeissen under the direction of
Jena-Claude Hartemann, and Piano Concerto nos. 2 and 3 with pianist Yuri Boukoff
under the direction of Pierre Dervaux and Orchestre National de l’Opera de Mont Carlo
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distributed by Edici in Paris. In contrast to other western compositions that are
categorized by number, Hossein’s works are mainly remembered by their names. One
group of his works is recognized by their relationship to the history and culture of Iran,
and the other group by the movies and performances for which they were composed.487
Hossein was deeply inspired by Persian culture, poetry and music and in all of his
compositions one can trace his appreciation for Iran. He was one of the first Iranian
composers whose compositions, including his piano concerti, took a place in the western
repertoire. He is considered a neo-romantic composer who incorporated nationalistic
elements into his works. A combination of romantic-patriotic impressions and French and
Russian compositional techniques – almost in equal parts – creates the nostalgic feeling
for his country that one finds in his music. Melodies are inspired by Persian and Azeri
music (north western part of Iran) where he had his roots. He lived with Persian poetry, in
particular Khayyam, whose philosophy of life entered into his music. The characteristic
titles of his compositions, including his piano works, point to his strong emphasis on
expressing feelings. Present in his music are the sounds of Persian musical instruments
such as santur and tār, his main instruments in childhood, alongside Azeri elements. For
example, in the beginning part of his Prelude No. 1: Hommage À Omar Khayyam, one
can hear the sound of santur and tār that is accompanied by a percussion instrument, or
in the same piece from measure 43 and on the sound effects of santur and the strikes of
mezrāb-s is omnipresent.488 His music remains tonal and the theatrical foundation of
much of his music is apparent in the overall structure of his compositions. Despite the
oriental ambiance that is heard, he brought the art of Persian piano composition to a new
487
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level of international regard among critics and performers. Consistent with the standard
features of classical piano, his novel compositional material turned away from a concept
of Persian piano that would simply transform oriental elements into classical piano
narratives. Although the music is Persianate and evokes an oriental feeling, the musical
form and techniques of play are based on a standard classical piano idiom and this makes
them well received among an extensive circle of classical-style pianists. Hossein’s
reputation as a composer is based on combining classical piano techniques, harmony, and
idioms with elements of expressive piano imaginations and highly emotive poetic
qualities.

Figure 10.
Aminollah Hossein
Public Domain

Hossein died in France, far away from his home. He wrote a few lines about his
love of country when reflecting upon his Persepolis Symphony, “I wrote this symphony
in homage to Iran, the great nation, the country that has been since long time ago, the
country to whom my blood is associated, the country that I was born in.”489
Another foundational figure in the pianistic world of this period was Emanuel
Melik-Aslāniān. Aslāniān (1915- 2003) was born in Rostov into an Armenian-Iranian
family. He started learning piano in Tabriz from a local female piano teacher named
Amatoni.490 His father, a merchant, moved to Hamburg and Aslāniān continued his
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classical piano studies in Brahms Akademie and Hamburg conservatory where he
graduated in 1938. 491 Upon his graduation, he went to Berlin in order to study
philosophy, conducting, and composition with Paul Hindemith and to continue his
advanced piano performance studies with Conard Ansorge. Ansorge had been a student
in Weimer of the legendary pianist, Franz Liszt, teacher to many outstanding musicians
such as Wilhelm Furtwangler, and Eduard Erdmann.492 Aslāniān was greatly influenced
by Ansorge and even after his death carried on a loyal friendship with his wife and son,
Margaret and Joachim.
His debut concert was in 1940 in Berlin during at the very beginning of World
War II. Aslāniān says,

Even though there was the difficult situation of the war, still people attended the
concerts that started at 6:00 pm, and in the program it mentioned in case of
bombardment what to do for safety. In one of my concerts, a bombardment
happened, but no one moved and we finished the piece to the end and then we
went to shelters... Since I didn’t know that Nazis had banned the performance of
Chopin and Tchaikovsky, I included their compositions in my program because
people liked them, and later I found out that because I was a foreigner I hadn’t
been arrested.493

Aslāniān, became a well-known non-German concert pianist under the Nazi
regime, performing widely from the classical piano repertoire, especially Bach and
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Beethoven.494 He played to critical acclaim in the most prestigious concert halls in Berlin
and Vienna including Beethovensaal, Singakademie, and Bachsaal.495
The author, a piano student of Aslāniān in Tehran, remembers that he once said:
“I played for Hitler when I was twenty years old.” Aslāniān continues,
We lost our house and everything during one of the bombardments…we didn't
know the war would become very severe and since the roads were closed, we had
to stay in Germany. Finally, we returned to Iran in 1953.496

Figure 11.
Emanuel Melik-Aslāniān
Public Domain, Wikipedia

Upon his return to Iran, Aslāniān started teaching in Tehran Conservatory of
music and at the university. Also, he became a student of Sabā and learned Persian
classical music. He composed pieces based on Persian folk music with respect to equal
temperament intervals but without the conventional western harmony. He found this free
harmony matched the ambiance of Persian music. He describes this harmony,
I am surprised that some musicians researching Persian music were cheated by the
European harmony and used it based on the Persian music compositions!
Opposite to them, I tried to find a new harmony that fits the nature of this music.
Even in Armenia, the musicians who work in the folklore sphere are influenced
494
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by the Russian and European ideas and don't bother themselves to find a real
harmony.497
On his philosophy about the new real harmony for Persian music, he says:
I believe that a musician should learn a lot but after that s/he should forget
everything and figure out what the melody needs. Not whatever he wants to do
with the melody or not to display his knowledge. Because, what we learned
doesn't belong to us. When Bach and Beethoven were writing their harmonies,
nothing was written about the harmony. They created the harmony based on
ancestors’ experience whereas later books were written about that and currently
are taught in universities. Now if someone composes based on those harmonies, it
doesn't belong to him/her. Science is the exercise of the brain, not repeating the
learned materials. This is so important in art and literature.498

Among his solo piano compositions Fantasy Chahārgāh “Parvāneh” (Papillon),
composed in 1954, is very famous. His other piano works are Variations on an Armenian
Folk Dance, Fantasia: Variations on an Azerbaijani Folk Dance, Poem Fantastique
Homage à Rachmaninoff, Dialogue (Goft o Shenoud) for piano and orchestra. Among his
orchestral works are Afarinesh Ballet, Oratorio, Golbāng, and a piece for tār, tonbak, and
santur.499 One of his famous piano works is presented in Appendix V.
Aslāniān was a composer with modern ideas. In order to be able to create his new
harmony he added counterpoint and used the contrapuntal texture alongside national
music sources. He attempted to bring Persian music out of its isolation by using
international techniques like counterpoint that belong to no specific country or region. In
Homage à Rachmaninoff nothing is repetitive, the theme is completely personal and the
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harmony is free of conventional chord progressions. Nevertheless, in his own piano
performances, he was more interested in performing from the classical and romantic
periods in western music.500
Aslāniān was a mystic who profoundly believed that music is a means for human
transformation. German, Armenian, and Persian mystic poets inspired him, in particular
Schiller, Molavi, Narekatsi, and Goethe. He believed that a spiritual performance
happened when the artist broke down the self, as Molavi says, went “beyond one’s self.”
Aslāniān thought that once this ego wall was broken one could hear the music from the
inside and not only with the ears. The ears hear the music later than the musician’s act of
interpretation according to Aslāniān’s belief. On this account he says:

The experiment is easy, turn off the sound of your piano and then start playing a
piece. After a few measure you can’t continue because you don't hear any sound
since you are used to listening to a piece after you play it and only through your
ears. However, if you could listen to your performance virtually by your heart, the
muteness of the piano wouldn’t be an obstacle for you. Do you think that
Beethoven who created half of his masterpieces when he was deaf couldn't listen
to his works? 501

In another account of his philosophy of piano performance, he believed,

Piano for me is a medium and not the goal; this medium helps me to build my
own self… Playing pieces is not all there is; the importance is to reach the roots.
We should be able to play absolutely and through this, enter a transcendental
world… 502
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Another key element that framed Aslāniān’s style of piano performance was his
teacher Ansorge, with whom he had a deep master-disciple relationship as he says, “He
was truly a dervish.” Also of importance to Aslāniān were the educational materials from
Liszt that filtered down through Liszt’s students, and the playing style of Rachmaninoff
whom he met in person.503
To Aslāniān an accomplished pianist was a performer who first transmits the
musical notes on the piano keys and then merges those keys with his/her being and in a
way composes the piece via interpretation. He thought there were very few artists who
could really develop this ability and who were not merely “note hunters” as Aslāniān put
it.504 To him the character of the performance and the attention to the whole were
significant factors in a piano performance in addition to the technique of play. “This is
what academies can not give to students and it only comes from the creative mind of
exceptional pianists such as Rachmaninoff,” he says.505
Aslāniān paid special attention to various sets of fingering in a given piece and
ultimately played any given piece free of preset fingerings.506 He made pieces more
difficult for practice sessions so that the student learned the piece without being
dependent on fingerings. For example, a practice technique he designed (I experienced
this during my lessons with him) was to replace the left hand part with the right hand and
vise versa so that the student learns without any reliance on the conventional wisdom
provided by fingerings. Furthermore, he emphasized practicing legato parts without using
503
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the pedal so as to achieve smooth and slurred playing independent of the piano’s helpful
mechanical features.507
Aslāniān, who joined the element of ecstasy of interpretation to the bare bones of
the composition, holds a unique position in the history of piano music in Iran. I name him
pianist-e āref (mystic pianist) because he surpassed his ego to transcend barriers and
unify with his origins. He believed, for example, that repetition in the fugue is identical to
a Sufis’ whirling Samā’ dance and that both aim to reach the source of all perfection, or
kamāl.508 This aim is attained by abandoning nafs (one’s egos) and logic and by listening
to the music with your whole being, focusing on the repetition, a figurative reproduction
of the planets in the solar system orbiting the sun. For him piano playing was like praying
and had to be solitary (khalvat).
Professor Aslāniān contributed a great deal to the practice of classical piano in
Iran. He was among the few pianists who had been trained professionally and could
transfer knowledge to students. His art was not limited to technical skills, however, there
was an extensive ideology and epistemological perspective that separated him from other
teachers and situated him at the pinnacle of the art of piano. He was a thinker, who shed
light on a new approach to piano performance in Iran, a path that had not been explored
before. He questioned beyond the physical attributes and limitations of the piano and
introduced a methodology outside of the world of technique alone. He associated the art
of piano performance to the analytical philosophy of a universal abstract. He constantly
looked for the truth in a musical piece and considered the quality of the performance of a
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work as having precedence over the quantity or mere technical proficiency. He found that
the power of the performance came from inside the performer especially when they
sought unity with the absolute and tranquility. His spiritual approach to piano
performance was related to the concept of akhlāq (moralities) and he frequently
emphasized the mysticism of piano performance.509 For him, music was the manifestation
of the distinctive inclination of the human spirit towards complete harmony with
spirituality. The performance was more important than the subject of the performance
and because of this he did not distribute concert program in some of his concerts planning
to play spontaneously without any pre-conceived notion on the part of the audience. In
this way he believed the audience would establish a relationship to the performer and to
the atmosphere created in the concert hall and would not merely be dependent on the
specific piece, composer, or famous pianist. On this account Aslāniān says, “the music
hall is such a sacred place where the audience comes to be satisfied through music, and
the performer is the means to creates this ambiance.”510
In composing Persian piano music, Aslāniān was innovative and modern. He
founded a new school of composition based on free counterpoint techniques. Although he
didn't publish his compositions, except a collection of piano pieces on Persian folk music
themes named Tre pezzi di pianoforte su temi di danze populari orientali in 1990 in Italy,
nevertheless some Persian pianists have occasionally performed them. He believed in
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austerity in creating music and said, “Just a few people are selected to suffer and create
so that the others call them genius.”511
Aslāniān contributed as a jury member of the Vianna da Motta piano competition
in Lisbon, Portugal alongside Nadia Boulanger and his close friend Sequeira Costa.
Sequeira Costa was a student of da Motta, who was Liszt’s student. Aslāniān remarked,
“We are both Liszt’s grandsons.”512 Sequeira is also the ex-husband of Tania Achot, the
great Persian female classical style pianist seen in the following section.
After the Islamic Revolution in Iran (1979) musical life was brought to a halt.
Aslāniān’s musical activities became limited to teaching piano students at his private
studio located on Apadānā Street in Tehran.513 This studio became a mecca for interested
pianists in Iran and they were always received warmly. Aslāniān taught passionately and
conscientiously not only piano performance but also the philosophy of life and humanity
until his death at the age of eighty-eight in Tehran.
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4.4 Western classical style Persian female pianists

As we have seen, during the Qajar period women lived in a segregated world and
this continued into the early twentieth century. They wore the veil and their social
activity was very limited. There were a few schools for girls but their education was not
well developed.514 Ali-Naqi Vaziri made the first efforts to include women in musical
activities and since he was an ethical person and trusted by the government, they allowed
him to organize gatherings of educated women from noble families.515 In late 1920s,
Vaziri opened two classes for girls in his private music school where he personally taught
music while his brother taught painting. The students were selected from among the
families that Vaziri knew. During the women’s lessons men were not allowed to be in the
building with some exceptions, for example, Khāleqi, who was always on campus, but
even he had to be in a different room with a separate entrance. According to Khāleqi
some girls made a lot of progress so that Vaziri organized a concert where they
performed. Nonetheless, this experiment didn’t last long. They stopped the lessons after a
few years and eventually closed the girls’ classes.516 Around 1924, Vaziri founded a
Musical Club and appointed one day of the week for wives of club members to come and
attend the performance in the audience. Women were in their veils sitting in the audience
while male performers avoided eye contact and after the performance left by another door
so that women were free to drink tea and socialize without the presence of men.517 This
was the first social-musical event for women in the beginning of the twentieth century in
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Iran. Unfortunately this was soon closed due to the difficulties imposed on women by
Islamic tradition. Later, Vaziri moved the location of the music school to Lālehzār where
he also built a cinema for women. Since these were silent movies, a trio ensemble
including piano, cello, and tār played by Javād Ma’roufi, Abdolali Vaziri, and Ali
Abrishami was established to play music while the movies were being screened. Also
some operettas and theater shows were mounted in this cinema. This building
unfortunately burnt to the ground due to an accidental fire.518
With the rise of Rezā Shāh Pahlavi and his reforms in the country, more freedom
was given to women. One area of his modernization was public modern education for
men and women. Although Rezā Shāh never formulated a systematic modernization
policy, he implemented reforms first to free Iran from clerical power and foreign
influence, and second to modernize the educational system and modernize the position of
women so they could engage outside the home. According to Abrahamian he attempted
to attain these goals by means of secularism, nationalism, educational development, and
state capitalism.519 Rezā Shāh’s drive to raise the status of women turned a new page in
the history of Persian women know as the Women’s Awakening in 1934. 520 The
movement sought equality for both genders especially in education when Tehran
University was established and inaugurated for both sexes. Rezā Shāh ordered the
elimination of the hijab and the command to unveil went into immediate effect. He set
heavy fines for organizations and public places, such as cafes, cinemas, and hotels if they
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segregated by gender. 521 Social and cultural events were founded for women, but
women’s emancipation remained superficial because they were still deprived of the vote
and were kept from enjoying equal rights with Muslim men. Nevertheless, the
educational reforms were impressive. Female students could study music, attend
concerts, and perform for the public.
The piano, more than any other music-making device, the social instrument par
excellence, previously a piece of drawing-room furniture, was widely embraced by
female students who studied international techniques and methods. Pianos became a sign
of bourgeois prosperity and gradually more pianos such as Yamaha, Kawai, Schimmel,
and Bently came to Iran. The manufacturers were all middle-class firms making
instruments for middle-class families. Fine pianos such as Steinway & Sons, and
Bosendorfer were also imported in small numbers.
Female pianists made enormous progress in the art of classical piano and became
more successful than men. A few became world-renown such as Tania AchotHaroutounian (b. 1937) who was the winner of the Third Prize in the Sixth International
Fryderyk Chopin Piano Competition in Warsaw in 1960 the same year that Maurizio
Pollini won the competition.522 Currently, one can name just a few active classical-style
female Persian pianists who record, concertize, and teach as it follows:
Tania Achot, from Russian origins, began learning piano at the age of eight in her
hometown, Tehran. She continued her studies in the Conservatoire de Paris with Lazare
Levy, Jacques Fevrier, and Nadia Boulanger. She also took lessons in Poland with
521
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Henryk Sztompka and in the Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Moscow with Lev Oborine. In
1955, Tania participated in the Chopin Competition in Warsaw where she passed the first
and the second round but failed to qualify for the finals. Five years later, in 1960, she
again entered the competition and this time was awarded Third Prize. This achievement
allowed her to record her first album for the Deutche Grammophon label, with works by
Chopin. Between her appearances in the Chopin Competition, she participated in the
ARD International Music Competition in Munich, where she was awarded an honorary
diploma in 1956, the Music Performance Competition in Geneva, where she reached the
semi-finals in 1958, and the Long-Thibaud Competition in Paris in 1959 where she won
the Sixth Prize. No other pianists of Iran, neither woman nor man ever attain a greater
internationally acclaimed position.
Achot’s playing style possesses a clean and virtuosic technique. Her playing is
marked by accuracy, rhythmic drive, unforced sonority, and clarity. A recording, which
showcases her approach, is the music by Chopin, including the Etude in F major (Op. 10,
No. 8), and Nocturne in G major (Op. 37, No. 2), recorded live in 1960 when she won the
third prize in the sixth International Fryderyk Chopin Piano Competition.
She married the famous pianist Sequeira Costa and they recorded works for two
pianos by Prokofiev, Rachmaninoff, and Shostakovich for Spanish National Radio as part
of the cultural activities of “Madrid- European Capital of Culture.” Tania Achot played
under the direction of conductors such as Leon Fleisher, David Zinman, Michel Corboz,
Micael Zilm, Stanislaw Skrowaczewski and Muhai Tang. Her artistic personality led her
to take an interest also in chamber music, having already collaborated with Karine
Georgian, Alberto Lysy, Solisti Veneti, Tibor Varga, and Lilian Bizineche among others.
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Her concerts have been presented in France, Italy, Portugal, United States, Poland, and
the Middle East and have always been the subject of glowing reviews. In 1991 she
participated in the Segovia and Santander Festivals.
Her repertoire extends from Bach to Boulez, including Scriabin, Bartok, and
Hindemith, with emphasis, however, on the romantic era and especially the works of
Chopin and Liszt. Her contemporary repertoire encompasses the works of Ligeti and
Antonio Pinho Vargas among others. She is an illustrious piano educator who resides in
Portugal and is frequently invited to give master classes throughout Europe.

Figure 12.
Tania Achot
Excerpt from Chopin Competition Website

Figure 14.

Figure 13.
Tania Achot
Courtesy of Gulabkian Muisca

Figure 15.
Tania Achot, Chopin Competition, Warsaw, 1960
Courtsy of Chopin Institute
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Figure 16.

Figure 17.
Tania Achot, Chopin Competition, Warsaw, 1960
Courtsy of Chopin Institute

Another female pianist was Giti Amir-Khosravi (b. 1896) who studied piano in
Russia with Arthur Rubenstein.523 On her return to Iran she worked at the Ministry of
Culture and Art in 1947 and taught piano at Tehran Conservatory of Music where she
was principal from 1957 to 1960. Amir-Khosravi spent a sabbatical year in Austria in
1958, and later the government assigned her to select music instructors for the
conservatory necessitating another trip to Switzerland, Austria, and Belgium. She retired
in 1972. Unfortunately, there is no documentation of her musical life, neither recordings
nor films of performances even important ones such as the concert she played with Jascha
Heifetz.524
Novin Afrouz 525 studied at the Conservatory G. Verdi in Milan, Italy. She
continued her studies in Conservatory of Music in Geneva where she was awarded the
“Virtuosity Prize.” She also attended the master classes by Arturo Benedetti
Michelangeli. Her successful debut at Wigmore Hall in London paved the way for her to
523
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concertize around the world. She was invited to China to perform the second piano
concerto by Tchaikovsky with the Peking and Shanghai orchestras. This was the first ever
performance of Tchaikovsky in China and the first foreign performer after their cultural
revolution. She was re-invited to perform during the Asian Games and for the
International Music Festival.
She has composed pieces for piano, including a piano quintet that was performed
with Ms. Afrouz playing the piano part with the Golestan quintet, and a concerto for
piano and orchestra. Having been inspired by melodies and rhythms of diverse countries,
Afrouz’s compositions incorporate traditional elements of Persian, Chinese, Turkman,
and Azerbaijani music alongside western harmony without changing the piano tuning.
Her piano quintet, The Silk Road (1998) incorporating a kamāncheh, a qānoun, a tār, and
a flute along with the piano, showcases this quality of her composition. Afrouz is among
the pianists who seek a new quality of sound by combining the timber of local musical
instruments with the piano voice. Her goal is to create this new sound by taking famous
western classical pieces and transcribing them in a Persian traditional arrangement. Her
recordings of Bach, Vivaldi, Faure, Brahms, Gershwin, and Piazzolla with the Golestan
quintet, represent her style of play.
Afrouz held master classes at the International Music Festival in Lugano,
Switzerland and is a jury member of Crans-Montana and Lugano piano competitions in
Switzerland. She has performed in humanitarian concerts and received many
international awards including The Critic Prize and the Gold Lion in Rome in 1986, the
Art of Peace in San Francisco in 1986, the Lorenzo de Medici music prize from the
International Academy of Florence in 1989, the Europe Prize in Montecatini in 1990, and
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the Ambassador of Art Medal in 1997 in San Francisco. She became an honorary
doctorate in music as well as an honorary doctorate in literature from the World
University in Arizona. She is also a distinguished poet and painter.

Figure 18.
Novin Afrouz
Public Domain
www.iranian.com

Figure 19.
Concert announce
Public Domain

Another female pianist is Ariana Barkeshli, daughter of Mehdi Barkeshli.526 She
received her masters in music from l’Ecole Normale de Musique with Yvonne Loriod,
Messian’s wife. She has also received a master’s degree in piano pedagogy at the State
University of New York (SUNY) with Vladimir Feltsman.
Besides her passion for Bach and other classical composers, she has performed
pieces from contemporary Persian composers, introducing them to audiences in the
United States. Unfortunately there are no recordings available for analytical purposes.
She served as the artistic director of the International Society of Iranian Studies in
Toronto in 2008. She currently resides in New York where she is a faculty member at
Dutchess Community College.
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Pari Barkeshli, Ariana’s sister, is also a pianist. She graduated from the
Conservatoire National Superieur de Musique de Paris in 1970. Upon her return to Iran,
she became music instructor at University of Tehran from 1970 to 1982. She is currently
the director of the Conservatoire de Musique de Lucé. Pari is renowned as an interpretor
of classical avant-garde and contemporary music. She has premiered some modern works
by Persian composers, including an album entitled Gardens of Neyshabur in a modern
composition for piano and orchestra by Alireza Mashāyekhi and published by Mahoor in
2013 in Tehran.

Figure 20.

Figure 21.

Ariana Barkeshli

Pari Barkeshli

Public Domain

Public Domain

www.iranian.com

Another female pianist is Manlei Pirzadeh who is professor of piano at University
of Montreal. She studied classical piano in Glenn Gould School of Music in Toronto and
later at University of Montreal where she received her doctorate under the supervison of
Marc Durand. She is the first-prize recipient of many piano competitions incluidng Prix
d’Europe, Orford Arts Centre International Competition, and National Festival of Music
CIBC Canada. She has been the soloist with prestigous orchestras including the North
York Symphony, the Sherbrook Symphony, the Montreal I Musici, etc. Moreover, she
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has recorded Glazunov’s Piano Concerto No. 1 in F minor, Op. 92 published by Chandos
Records in 1997 that received international reviews. In this recording, her interpretation
and lyricism has an exquisite tenderness. The soloist performs an intense, beautiful
rendition of the Glazunov concerto. Manlei is considered as the world-class IranianCanadian female pianists who actively performs, appears as the jury of piano
competitions, and gives master classes in Canada, the United States, and Mexico.

Figure 22.
Manlei Pirzadeh
Excerpt from Centre d’Arts Orford

Another figure among female pianists of Iran is Golnoush Khāleqi, daughter of
Rouhollah Khāleqi. She is a graduate of the National Music Academy (Honarestān
Mousiqi Melli) where she studied with Javād Ma’roufi and as well, she is an alumnus of
the Tehran Conservatory of Music where she studied western classical music with
Emanuel Melik-Aslāniān. She studied with Kurt Prestel and Gerhard Wimberger at the
Akademie Mozarteum in Salzburg specializing in conducting. She holds a bachelor’s and
master’s degree in conducting from Oberlin College and the University of Wisconsin.
She is the founder of the Rouhollah Khāleqi Orchestra and Artistic Center in Washington
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DC and the Hamnavāzān Choir in Tehran. She has arranged, conducted, and recorded
some of her father’s music in an album entitled, Remembering my Father. This was a
collaboration with the Tehran Chamber Orchetsra and NIRT Choir, and was published by
Rouhollah Khāleqi Artistic Center in 2005. Golnoush is highly celebrated due to her
work collecting and preserving her father’s compositions, more so perhaps than because
of her own career as a performing artist. Her compositions for piano do not require piano
tuning changes. She has drawn inspiration from Persian melodies, and proceeded to write
accompaniments with some primary chords or base notes and octaves in the left hand,
reminiscent of Ma’roufi’s style. Currently, she resides in Washington DC where she
teaches, composes, and arranges the works by her father and other Persian music
masters.527

Figure 23.
Golnoush Khāleqi
Excerpted from the Rouhollah Khāleqi
Artistic Center archive

Yet another female pianist is Foziyeh Majd. She was born into a Persian family in
Berlin in 1939 just as World War II was beginning and her family moved to Tehran
shortly thereafter. She started piano in her childhood as part of her education at the
Jeanne d’Arc French School. She became familiar with Professor Aslāniān and says
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about him, “He was the greatest of all European and Persian pianists.”528 She learned
from Aslāniān the idea of piano performance based on the power of thought in leading
the fingers. She continued her studies at Moreton Hall School in England and with Nadia
Boulanger in the fields of piano and composition in France from 1953 to 1964.529 In the
1970s, she was appointed by National Radio and Television to head up a center (Markaze Hefz va Eshā’e Mousiqi-ye Melli) to find and collect the folk music of Khorāsān and
Balouchestān (north east and south east parts of Iran). Her work there proved very helpful
in forming modern compositional ideas that were neither traditional nor western, but
instead modern and Persian. 530 In 1968, one of her works inspired by the modern poem
Arousak Kouki by the great female poet of Iran, Forouq Farrokhzād, was performed in
Jashn-e Honar-e Shiraz by the chamber orchestra of the National Radio and Television
of Iran.531 Mahoor in Tehran published some of her compositions for solo piano including
Persian Suite and Three Pieces for piano in 2001 and 2000. Delbar Hakimova,532 a Tajik
female pianist who resides in Iran, recorded these works and Mahoor published them on
CD. Majd stands as the herald of modern composition among the female musicians and is
also considered the first female ethnomusicologist of Iran.
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Figure 24.
Foziyeh Majd in one of her field trips
Excerpt from Aftab

In the last decade of the Pahlavi era, traditional Persian piano practice
encountered the dilemma between tradition and novelty. The speedy process of
modernization in the country, and the ignorance of the traditional style as a creative
Persian emblem for the art of piano meant that traditional piano music of Iran remained
in the shadow of classical piano practice. In 1980s, after the Islamic Revolution, piano as
a western musical instrument ceased to be taught in the universities, and at the same time
Persian piano and classical style education were stopped for a period of time. That is the
main reason that most of the pianists that are presented in this part are not only classicaly
trained but also concertize outside of Iran.
After years of oblivion, attempts to revitalize the authentic piano practices of the
past have been made. A growing number of young people are interested in learning and
performing traditional piano style inside and outside of the country. Mrs. Fakhri
Malekpour is considered the sole heir of traditional Persian piano practice in Iran. She
has put in a major effort to record the radif of Mortezā Khān. She has also been training
students for more than twelve years free of charge. Furthermore, the younger generation
of classical pianists has become more active in attending competitions and playing in
recitals. Positive attempts to revive traditional Persian piano performance as part of the
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outstanding cultural heritage of Iran will mean that this exclusive style has a good chance
to find a place and flourish alongside the current piano styles of the country.
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Conclusion

When the piano arrived in Iran it entered a world in which it could thrive, first
embraced as an “indigenous” instrument, and later accepted as a typically western
classical instrument. The ease with which Persian piano was created and adopted gives us
some idea of the profound intellectual and social backdrop for the piano’s acceptance. A
national identity was immediately generated for the piano in Iran, and Persian people
quite readily saw it as distinct from piano music around the world.
This dissertation studies both the social history of the piano in Iran, and its
practice there, and contrasts that country’s piano culture to western classical practice. It
investigates the Persian piano phenomenon by taking an in-depth look at the sociocultural and technical underpinnings that defined the original impulse of this pianistic
trend. In this way the dissertation demonstrates the exclusive approach of Persian
musicians to the piano, and looks at how they have created the initial framework for the
practice of Persian piano. It expounds on Persian piano styles from their genesis to their
contemporary manifestations, and extensively elaborates on the specific Persian piano
tuning systems and playing techniques that are used in the traditional practice.
This work begins with a survey of the era when the piano arrived in Iran, and
strives to make a link between the first absorption of the piano into Persian culture and
the non-musical events that allowed for this warm reception. It defines the state of the
musical arts and the role of musicians, with specific emphasis on female musicians, and
shows where it fits in with the whole of keyboard music internationally in the late
nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth century. Further, the dissertation introduces a
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who’s who of the first, second, and the third generation of Persian piano practitioners and
comments on their compositions for piano, their recordings, and their contribution to the
evolution of this important piano practice. Because Persian piano practice developed over
time, mainly in the capital city of Tehran within a relatively small sub-set of musicians,
the dissertation was able to explore the idiosyncrasy of each player. It discusses the
pedagogy of Persian piano, especially as it relates to its development within an oral
transmission culture and scrutinizes the piano’s treatment as a new member of the family
of Persian musical instruments.
Under the larger tent of “Persian piano”, the dissertation studies the
commonalities and the contrasts between different stylistic, aesthetic, formal practices of
Persian piano looking at the works by the three masters of this field: Moshir Homāyoun,
Mahjoubi, and Ma’roufi. To understand the traditional Persian piano practice of
Mahjoubi, for example, one must look at not only his tuning systems and playing
techniques, but also at the spiritual and aesthetic aspects of his style. Furthermore, this
study discusses the encounter with western music and the effects of modernization on the
piano music of Iran and looks at the works of Ma’roufi, Hossein, and Aslāniān. In this
way it is able to associate the traditional character of the Persian piano to newer,
innovative styles. Notes on performances include descriptions of the instrument,
articulation, embellishments, tempo, and pedal use in order to give a more comprehensive
picture of each individual’s practice. As well, it looks at the teachings and the design of
piano lessons given by the artists in order to understand the form employed in the first
piano education in the country.
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The tradition of Persian piano defines a continuum of piano performance within
the dastgāh tradition, and is based on folk melodies originally played during the late
nineteenth century. In this way, Persian musicians didn't compromise their own music or
sacrifice to the modern instrument. Instead they firmly applied their own modal
structures. Another trend that originated during the early twentieth century associated
Persian melodies with international techniques. While musicians such as Malekpour
strictly performed within the structure of the radif, others, including Ehteshāmi, went
further in performance, quite a bit beyond the radif structure. Still Persians define both
traditions under the universal term of Persian piano. More precisely, the term Sabk-e
Mahjoubi (in style of Mahjoubi) refers to the traditional style based on quartertones. In
fact, the modern Persian view defines the entirety of Persian piano either within the
dastgāh folkloric tradition, or within the music as it was formulated in the works of
Ma’roufi. Nineteenth century Persians of the late Qajar era saw the whole Persian piano
tradition simply as piano practice (Piano Navāzi). The music was based on the Persian
modes, but people did not use the adjective Persian. They had no reason not to think that
what they were hearing was what piano was, since they were not as yet fully exposed to
western classical piano. Because piano had been so well received and embraced by
Persian music culture there was no compelling need to experiment with other practices or
to investigate how piano was played in other parts of the world. Initially, the whole of
western classical music repertoire was limited to the opera overtures and famous arias. It
was not until the Pahlavis that western classical piano repertoire, in particular Chopin’s
waltzes and nocturnes, sonatas by Mozart and Beethoven, and etudes by Czerny and
Hanon, etc. became known and regularly played by pianists in Iran. Today some
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contemporary pianists who maintain the dastgāh tradition stand to inherit Iran’s
magnificent pianistic legacy. They are bringing to light and performing the ancient
practice found only in rare manuscripts and old recordings. Mrs. Malekpour is the
national beacon of this tradition, which she originally learned from the greatest master of
the time, and which she has worked tirelessly to reintroduce to Persian audiences. After
years of obscurity, she institutionalized the Persian piano tradition in the years following
the Islamic Revolution (1979) and Iran-Iraq war (1980-88). In the modern nation state,
she has been successful in weaving this tradition into the national identity of Iran.
In chapter one, the dissertation studies the history of keyboard instruments in Iran
and the emergence of piano playing. It reports on the first pianos in Iran and their
manufacturers, using documents from the Golestān Palace in Tehran including original
photos of the first pianos. By reading texts on the history of music in Iran, reviewing the
travelogues of those who visited in the nineteenth century and documenting what they
found, and furthermore delving into the early photographs and paintings from the late
nineteenth century, this investigation was able to answer some of the initial questions
posed in the problematic section of the introduction. The original photos and illustrations
in this chapter take one back to the world of the Qajars and allows the reader to visualize
life during that era, including the clothing, architecture, painting, decorative arts,
entertainment, musical instruments, and the state of photography itself. The photographs
were taken from old texts in private collections and museum archives including Tehran
Golestān Palace, Washington DC National Gallery of Art, Saint Petersburg Hermitage
Museum, and the Palace of Versailles Museum. Hopefully these photos, along with the
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pictures taken by the author, will be of benefit to other authors doing anthropological
research in the future.
In chapter two, the dissertation systematizes the tuning and pianistic techniques
used in Persian piano practice. It first examines the theory of intervals in Persian music.
Vaziri postulated a theory of fixed quartertone intervals and Barkeshli suggested a way to
divide the whole-tone. Both theories were rejected (except Vaziri’s koron and sori
concept which is still used), considered invalid, and not put into practice. Eventually,
based on Farhat’s theory of flexible intervals as well as During/Mirabdolbaghi’s theory of
micro-intervals, the foundation of the Persian piano tuning systems came into being. In
this work, the investigation sets up a comparison to the structure and temperament of
santur because historically the Persian piano tuning system originated from the santur’s
tuning. The author conducted interviews with Persian-style pianists and piano tuners,
including Malekpour, Ansāri, Zoufonoun, Ehteshāmi, and Hovānesiāns and as well,
measured the exact intervals on the old recordings by Mahjoubi using Melodyn software.
The thesis question of piano tuning styles raised in the introduction was thus answered in
great detail. Furthermore in this chapter the use of the fluid piano in Persian piano
practice is considered, and fluid tuning mechanisms are examined.
The second chapter also introduces the specific terminology and the techniques of
play in the practice of Persian piano. It shows that the roots of these techniques come
from other Persian musical instruments – mainly santur, tār, and setār. The dissertation
looks at these techniques on piano and compares them to the way they are performed on
the indigenous musical instruments. This section of the dissertation includes notation
symbols, written formats, and actual performance plans by the artists. The chapter
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concludes by comparing these techniques of play as heard on an ancient santur recording
of Sorourolmolk to a contemporary Persian piano performance by Miller. In this way it
contextualizes the art of Persian piano and gives a concrete example of specific
techniques in a real performance. The chapter elaborates in great detail on Persian piano
tunings and techniques of play, which were among the questions of the research.
Chapter three studies the life and contributions of the three major figures of
Persian piano: Moshir Homāyoun-e Shahrdār, Mortezā Mahjoubi, and Javād Ma’roufi.
Through the works of these three pianists the dissertation studies the foundational
viewpoint and social framework of the practice of Persian piano. It presents the
intellectual world of Persian piano during the early twentieth century in the capital city of
Tehran. The investigation is filtered through the lenses of the artists, other influential
figures, historians, patrons of music, as well as through radio programs of the era. There
are some anecdotes and poems in the artists’ own words presented to better acquaint the
reader with the language and ways that artists explained their own work.
In this chapter, Persian piano’s origination and emergence as a traditional genre,
as well as its evolution and innovative impulse throughout the twentieth century are all
linked to the performances of the three pianists, Moshir Homāyoun, Mahjoubi, and
Ma’roufi. Persian piano practice spans a period of over a hundred years. This chapter
encompasses the scope of that practice from the early radif forms of Mahjoubi to the
piano music of Ma’roufi which features a less serious form of western classical piano,
coupled with sober inspiration from Persian music and folk melodies. The chapter
examines the main features of the three artists’ styles such as the use of embellishment,
improvisation, and occasional monophony. It looks at aspects of European harmony and
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at the tradition of Persian music ensembles. It also delves into the masters’ teaching
methods and reflects upon several of their students.
Although the foundation of Persian piano is rooted in the Qajar royal court and is
embodied in the oeuvres of Moshir Homāyoun, the chapter explains that Mahjoubi’s
immense contribution to the art form has positioned him as the unparalleled master
(Ostād) of Persian piano. The dissertation presents the exclusive music notation devised
by Mahjoubi based on the Persian alphabet, on numbers, and specific symbols all written
from right to left. The chapter continues to the study of Persian-classical piano fusion that
appeared in the oeuvres of Ma’roufi and was called Sabk-e Novin-e piano-ye Irani
(innovative style of Persian piano). It combines radif and folk melodies with triadic
harmony using equal temperament pianos and international music notation. His style
acquired a significant following. The chapter demonstrates how, standing in the vanguard
of innovative Persian pianists, Ma’roufi broke the mold of traditional practice. He did not
use Persian-tuned pianos and, at a turning point in the history of Persian piano, created a
new sound analogous to western classical piano music but under the sway of Persian-like
improvisation and light singing melodies. His style made him a controversial figure in his
native land. This chapter addresses one of the primary thesis questions, explaining the
significant contributions, repertoire, and techniques of play by Moshir Homāyoun,
Mahjoubi, and Ma’roufi, and showing how they were an organic part of the evolution and
practice of Persian piano and piano education in Iran.
In chapter four the dissertation highlights keyboard practices in general and the
piano in particular both in the Qajar and Pahlavi societies during the late nineteenth and
the first half of twentieth centuries in Iran to review the advance of piano practice and its
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development by Persian musicians. It studies the tradition of Persian music ensembles
and the adoption of the piano as a new member of the Persian instrument family. This
chapter analyzes one of the remaining questions of the thesis having to do with what
modes of adaptation Persian musicians used in the face of the cross-cultural influx of the
piano, and what methods they put in place to hold tightly to their traditional heritage and
identity.
Furthermore, it briefly examines the practice of contemporary piano in Turkey
and other Arab cultures, including Egypt, in order to give a bird’s eye view of piano
practice in the Middle East region. In addition, the chapter describes the contemporary
trends in piano music in Iran, drawing a comparison between what happened in Iran and
what took place in the Romantic Movement in Europe and Russia. Here Iranian
nationalism factors in as a strong inspiring vehicle. This study present the works of Andre
Hossein, and the preeminent mysticism in the life and works of Emanuel Melik-Aslāniān.
In the process of unraveling the spiritual quality of Aslāniān’s music, it demonstrates his
mystical approach to the performance of lyrical music. Moreover, this chapter studies the
modernization process in the Pahlavi period and its effect on the rise of western classical
piano and new trends in piano music in Iran. It goes into styles such as Aslāniān’s unique
harmony based on contrapuntal techniques in his piano composition, and Hanāneh’s new
harmony known as harmony Zoj. This part investigates another of the thesis questions
concerning contemporary trends in the performance of piano in twentieth-century Iran.
Here the chapter looks at a variety of musicians, principally women, and defines the
differences in techniques of play, as well as compositional and harmonic approaches for
those playing and composing primarily in the western classical style.
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By reviewing old texts on the structure of Persian society and social strata during
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the dissertation outlines the status of
music and the place of musicians in the social hierarchy. Here special emphasis has been
given to women, demonstrating the circumstances that female musicians faced if they
wanted to pursue their art. The chapter delves into the role and contribution of women in
both classical and traditional style playing, including Tania Achot and Fakhri Malekpour.
The material in this chapter demonstrates that women have been accorded less
recognition for their contributions as composers and instrumental performers. Still, even
during the Qajar period their achievements allowed them a degree of social acceptance.
The chapter presents a few of the most well known female classical pianists and
composers of the time including Pari and Ariana Barkeshli, Foziyeh Majd, Golnoush
Khāleqi, Novin Afrouz and Maneli Pirzadeh. The remaining thesis question on iconic
Iranian female pianists is answered in this part of the dissertation. In addition to
Mahjoubi’s and Ma’roufi’s female students mentioned in chapter three, every female
pianist of twentieth-century Iran is scrutinized from the viewpoint of her contributions,
recordings, and compositions.
In all of the chapters, the recordings of Persian piano from the advent of the piano
in the Qajar court, up to contemporary times, are mentioned in association with the
recording artists, thus furnishing the reader with a catalogue of Persian piano recordings.
These records encompass a wide range from Sorourolmolk’s santur performances to the
most recent recordings from Malekpour, Ehteshāmi, Ansāri, and Zoufonoun.
Despite the popularity and ubiquitous nature of western classical piano in Iran, a
resurgence of traditionalism in pianistic practice has definitely taken hold in society.
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What caused this resurgence is debatable. Recently, one can observe other manifestations
of traditionalism in the fine arts, in architectural restorations, and in the documentation of
ancient customs, for example. Piano traditions of the past had been neglected unlike
interest in the other local instruments. Perhaps bringing back traditional piano was an
idea whose time had come. Another possible point of argument might simply be the
facility that digital pianos have brought to musicians wanting to adjust the tuning of a
piano. Digital pianos offer no limitations in microtone tunings and their adjustability in a
matter of seconds gives a whole new meaning to the concept of utilizing micro intervals
in piano performance. Experimenting with different modes of Persian music and
modulating to various dastgāh-s on electronic instruments without the burden of frequent
changes in the tuning suddenly makes Persian piano practice more accessible and
approachable. Perhaps the most important reason of all for this resurgence of Persian
piano, however, is the human factor. There has been an emergence of young talent eager
to learn and to perform the less well-known practices. They have greatly impacted the
revival of traditionalism in the Persian piano community. These rising stars of Persianstyle piano put the same importance on the older traditions of piano as they do on avantgarde approaches. They seek to affirm Persian piano as a tradition of high art –
comparable to the western classical piano that is taught as an academic discipline. If there
is success in repositioning Persian piano as high art it would be a watershed moment in
the history of music education in Iran. Contemporary musicians are pushing for this, and
would embrace this evolutionary change.
In sum, this dissertation studied the journey of the piano from the Qajar dynasty
until the Islamic Revolution of 1979. After the Revolution, due to major changes in the
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political and religious views of the state, the practice of music and music education in
Iran in general was officially brought to a halt. Indeed, this does not mean that music
enthusiasts, teachers, and performers didn't pursue their activity in an unofficial
underground. What it does mean, however, is that the Revolution extensively affected the
state of the art for several years immediately following 1979 with widespread impact on
society. The practice of piano after this period lends itself as a research topic for future
studies that might include pianists such as Anoushiravān Rohani, or contemporary female
pianists. Furthermore, the practice of piano among Persian pianists in diaspora would be
an interesting research subject.
The new designs for quartertone pianos are among the subjects that are open to
further investigation as well, and the use of a twenty-four equidistant interval piano,
recently invented by pianist Elisa Jarvi and composer Sampo Haapamaki at the Sibelius
Academy in Finland,533 is an as yet untouched area of study. The virtuosity required and
the technical challenges presented on these new format pianos are not to be taken lightly.
Nonetheless, research on these types of pianos and their use in different cultures
including Iran, would be ground breaking. The division of an octave into equal intervals
popularized since the time of Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier is being given a new look.
Czech composer Alois Haba experimented in twentieth-century Europe with the use of
multiple manual quartertone pianos and one can listen to the result of his efforts.534 None
of these special keyboard instruments, however, has been introduced into Iran.

533

BOON, Maxim, 2016: “New design for the quarter-tone piano unveiled in Finland”, online Limelight
Magazine.
534
This recording can been found through this YouTube link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7vZURdhucM
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Figure 1.
Quartertone piano
Excerpt from online Limelight
Magazine

Figure 2.
A quartertone piano built by piano
manufacturing company, August
Foster
Courtesy of Leonid Khachaturov
Excerpt from Classical MPR online

The quartertone piano, for example, could become an effective solution to the use
of multiple pianos or the use of keyboards with multiple manuals for a performer
modulating to different modes, and could prove revolutionary in the practice of Persian
piano. The quartertone piano’s usage in local ensembles would affect the tuning of the
other musical instruments because this time it would be they who would have to
accommodate their tuning based on exact quartertones. Thus, in a wonderful ironic twist
we may have come full circle and will see the adaptation of indigenous instruments to the
piano, just as the piano had once adapted to them.
It is the hope of the author that through this study, the work done in collecting,
documenting, and systematizing the scattered materials will help the discipline and
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practice of Persian piano so that it continues to exist alongside western classical piano
and even more, to flourish in its own right.
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Appendix I

Dastgāh-s: Persian music modes

There is a large body of literature about the radif and a very wide range of views
among musicians. It should be pointed out that making generalizations about the radif
and the technical features is fallacious. Furthermore, in order to indicate Persian music
microtones two symbols named sori ( ) and koron ( ) are used. Sori stands for a pitch
raised by a microtone (approximately a quarter of a tone) and koron lowers a pitch by a
microtone (approximately a quarter of a tone). For example, B koron is a B ♭raised a ¼
tone, or can be a B natural lowered a ¼ tone, and F sori can be a F ♯ lowered a ¼ tone or
a F natural raised a ¼ tone. In other words, koron is defined as a half flat and sori as a
half sharp.
Dastgāh-s and āvāz-s are named and theoretically structured in the following
way:

Dastgāh-e Shour, is the most important mode in Persian music. It is studied first
in radif learning as, for example, in Javād Ma’roufi’s Persian music radif for piano.535
This dastgāh consists of a large number of gousheh-s. The scales below demonstrate
dastgāh-e Shour in G, in comparison with Phrygian church mode and natural minor scale
(Aeolian):

535

MA’ROUFI, Javād, 1993: Radif-e Mousiqi-ye Iran Baraye Piano [Radif-e Mousiqi-ye Iran For Piano],
Iran Seda, Tehran.
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Phrygian:
Shour:
Natural minor:

`66 6q6 Xw6 6 Ce6 6 r6 6 t6My6 6 u6 6i6 6 -=
`66 6q6 6 w6 6Ve6 6 r6 6 t6 My6 6u6 6i6 6 -=
`66 6q6 6 w6 Ve6 6 r6 6 t6 My6 6 u6 6i6 6 -=

This comparison is only used to associate the intervals between scale degrees. The
degrees in European scales, however, have specific and stable roles and this is not the
case in Persian scales. Degrees in Persian scales change their role during a performance
in accordance with emotions expressed, and the character of the gousheh. Shour is mostly
a descending scale because its strong affinity of the II (A ) aims to be resolved on tonic
G.536
Āvāz-e Abou-Atā is a derivative of Shour. This is not to say that Abou-Atā sounds
like Shour. The emphasis on different scale degrees changes the character of this
mode.537Āvāz-e Afshāri is also close to Shour but it possesses qualities that are not shared
with the modal characteristics of Shour. As well, Āvāz-e Bayāt-e Tork is traditionally
identified as a derivative of Shour, even though its modal scheme is distinct from Shour.
It also has similarities in character with Mahour. Āvāz-e Dashti has its roots in the folk
music of Iran, however, it shares the same scale as Shour.538

536

FAKHREDINI, Farhad, 2013: Tajziye va Tahlil va Shahrh-e Radif-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Mo’in and Music
Museum, pp. 184-5. However, many musicians say that its really definitive character is III (B♭) resolving
to I.
537
FARHAT, Hormoz, 2004: The Dastgāh Concept in Persian Music, Cambridge University Press, p. 35.
538
FAKHREDINI, Farhad, 2013: Tajziye va Tahlil va Shahrh-e Radif-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Mo’in and Music
Museum, pp. 251-60.
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Dastgāh-e Mahour is one of the first and oldest of the Persian modes.539 The
intervallic structure of Mahour parallels that of the major mode in western music.
However, there is much more to consider than the mere intervallic similarities, and in
fact, Mahour is quite different from the major mode.540 Various modulations in radif of
Mahour, makes it a less uniform dastgāh.541 Below demonstrates the scale of Mahour in
G:
Mahour in G:

`”6 6 6q6 6 w6 6 e6 6 r6 6 t6 6y6 6 u6 6 i6 6 -=

Dastgāh-e Homāyoun is a popular mode among Persians and has emotive
character.542 Like Shour, Homāyoun is a descending scale because it lacks the leading
tone character on VII scale degree. Below demonstrates the scale of Homāyoun in G:

Homāyoun in G:

`66 6q6 6 w6 6e6 6r6 6t6 My6 6u6 6i6 6 -=

Āvāz-e Esfahān is derivative of Homāyoun. Esfahān is close to a minor mode with
the only difference being on the VI scale degree543. In older tradition, the VII degree is
also altered to F. The scales below demonstrates āvāz-e Esfahān in G in comparison with
harmonic minor scale:
539

FAKHREDINI, Farhad, 2013: Tajziye va Tahlil va Shahrh-e Radif-e Mousiqi-ye Iran, Mo’in and Music
Museum, p. 118.
540
FARHAT, Hormoz, 2004: The Dastgāh Concept in Persian Music, Cambridge University Press, p. 89.
541
DURING, Jean, and MIRABDOLBAGHI, Zia, 1991: The Art of Persian Music, Waldorf, Mage
Publishers, p. 73.
542
KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2006: Nazari be Mousiqi-ye Irani, Tehran, Rahrovān-e Pouyesh, pp. 174-5.
543
In the older traditional tuning of Esfahān the VII scale degree is also altered to F .
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`66 6q6 6 w6 6 Be6 6 r6 6 t6 6 6y6 6u6 6 i6 6 -=
Harmonic minor: `66 6q6 6 w6 6 Be6 6 r6 6 t6 6 My6 6 u6 6 i6 6 -=
Esfahān in G:

Dastgāh-e Segāh is a sad mode that has very ancient origins. It has an
independent scale as below:544

Segāh:

`66 6q6 6 w6 6 e6 6 r6 6 t6 6 6y6 6 u6 6 i6 6 -=

Dastgāh-e Chahārgāh is the most comprehensive of dastgāh-s in its ability to
show a great variety of feelings.545 Below is the scale of Chahārgāh in G:

Chahārgāh:

`66 6q6 6 w6 6 e6 6 r6 6 t6 6 y6 6 u6 6 i6 6 -=

Dastgāh-e Navā is an ancient dastgāh that shares the same scale structure with
Shour, yet, it is not considered a derivative of Shour.546 However, some musicians
associate Navā with Shour. Below is Navā in G:

544

KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2006: Nazari be Mousiqi-ye Irani, Tehran, Rahrovān-e Pouyesh, p. 182.
KHĀLEQI, Rouhollah, 2006: Nazari be Mousiqi-ye Irani, Tehran, Rahrovān-e Pouyesh, pp. 209-10.
546
CARON, Nelly, and SAFVATE, Dariouche, 1966: IRAN: Les Traditions Musicales, Paris, Institut
International d’Études Comparatives de la Musique, Buchet/Chastel p. 74. Again, it should be stressed that
there is a very wide range of views among musicians on radif and technical features. For example, in this
case Talāi associates Navā with Shour.
545
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Navā:

`66 6q6 6 w6 6 Ve6 6 r6 6 t6 6 y6 6 u6 6 i6 6 -=

Dastgāh-e Rāst-Panjgāh is a mode that primarily modulates to other dastgāh-s.
For this reason it is considered a complete dastgāh, which reflects the musical
expressions of the associated dastgāh-s. Rāst-Panjgāh employs the same scale as
Mahour. Some traditional tunings have Rāst-Panjgāh with a slightly lowered third unlike
Mahour. However, most teachers of Persian music don't make this distinction.
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Appendix II

Compositional rhythmic forms in Persian music (zarbi)547

Pish-darāmad (“Before entering”) is a rhythmic stand-alone composition (zarbi)
that is played before the original performance as a short introductory piece. Although this
musical form was used in the early 20th century for ensembles and orchestras playing tutti
in order to capture the attention of the audience at the beginning of a performance, it was
also used in the past under the name pishro. 548 Even though pish-darāmad is an
instrumental work, occasionally poems are written on its melody to be sung like tasnif.549
Pish-darāmad is a measured composition that has a fixed meter (sometime the meter will
be changed as well), in a moderate tempo. The melodies of a pish-darāmad generally
expose the audience to parts of the major gousheh-s and themes that will occur in a
performance. This form can be compared to a prelude or an overture. Darvish Khān was
famous in creating pish-darāmad-s due to his facility with a vast variety of rhythms and
melodies in his compositions.550 There are numerous pish-darāmad-s in the Persian piano
repertoire by Hossein Ostovār, Moshir Homāyoun, Mahjoubi, and Ma’roufi.

547

A comprehensive study of Persian music compositional forms was provided by FARHAT, Hormoz,
2004: The Dastgāh Concept in Persian Music, Cambridge University Press, pp. 113 -120 and by WRIGHT,
Owen, 2009: Touraj Kiaras and Persian Classical Music: An Analytical Perspective, Surrey, Ashgate, pp.
30-2. Here is just a brief explanation for the readers in order to become acquainted with these terms.
548
DURING, Jean, and MIRABDOLBAGHI, Zia, 1991: The Art of Persian Music, Waldorf, Mage
Publishers, p. 83.
549
MEHRĀNI, Hossein, 2010: Ketāb-e Sorāyesh, Tehran, Mehrāni, p. 191.
550
MALLĀH, Hosein-Ali, 1990: Sharh-e Zendegani-ye Qolām-Hosein Darvish, Tehran, Farhang o Honar,
p. 41.
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Chahār-mezrāb (“Four strokes”) is an instrumental solo piece in fast tempo in
simple, compound, or irregular meter. This form is usually used in the middle of an āvāz
in different modal gousheh-s of a dastgāh in order to prevent monotony. In chahārmezrāb melodic phrases don’t play an important role and are based on reiteration and
transposition, however, the emphasis is on rhythmic patterns with specific plectrum
techniques to demonstrate the virtuosity of the musician.551

Reng, has a much older tradition than the pish-darāmad. Reng is the standard
dance form in radif, an instrumental piece in duple meter in a lively tempo that is usually
played in the end of a performance.552 Reng-s were originally part of a light repertoire to
invite people to dance, however, in recent western style concerts, they are played for
solely for listening.553 Although reng is an instrumental piece, like pish-darāmad-s, they
can be also accompanied by āvāz. One of the most important characteristics of old reng-s
is that the value of the second beat was played ¼ shorter than the first and this was
related to a specific dance form. 554

Tasnif is measured song for voice and instrument in simple, compound, or
irregular meter. In the construction of a tasnif the poet and composer collaborate or music
is composed on a text that has already been made into verses.555 In some cases, the

551

MEHRĀNI, Hossein, 2010: Ketāb-e Sorāyesh, Tehran, Mehrāni, p. 192.
Ibid.
553
DURING, Jean, and MIRABDOLBAGHI, Zia, 1991: The Art of Persian Music, Waldorf, Mage
Publishers, p. 83.
554
MEHRĀNI, Hossein, 2010: Ketāb-e Sorāyesh, Tehran, Mehrāni, p. 192.
555
Ibid.
552
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composer and the poet are one and the same person and this is called tasnif-sarā.
According to Farhat, tasnif is loosely applied to any kind of vocal ballad.556

556

FARHAT, Hormoz, 2004: The Dastgāh Concept in Persian Music, Cambridge University Press, p. 23
and 117.
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Appendix III

Sample interview questionnaires

Phase 1

1. Do you like to play? Why?
2. How do you feel when you hear a Persian piano music?
3. Is the Persian piano played the same way now as in the old days?
4. What makes you feel like playing? At what times?
5. How many different kinds of pieces are there?
6. How do the different kinds of pieces make you feel when you play them?
7. What is your style in composing or improvising?
8. Are some kinds of pieces hard to learn and the others easy? How you classify
them?
9. How old were you when you learnt to play piano?
10. How old were you when you could play well?
11. What did people say when you learnt to play piano?
12. Do you know some old pieces that people have forgotten?
13. What do you think of the new kinds of pieces?
14. Are pieces changing now?
15. What do you think of Persian classical music? (Why?)
16. Do you think the Persian piano practice has changed since Mahjoubi?
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17. Do you think the Persian piano practice has changed since Ma’roufi?
18. Do you wish you could play Mahjoubi style or Ma’roufi style?
19. Do you believe in bringing innovations in Persian piano performance? (How)
20. What do you think of these two styles?
21. Why do you think most of pianists don’t learn them?
22. When do you use these different ways?
23. Are there other styles you know?
24. Do people play piano in new ways nowadays?
25. What do you think of Persian style pianists accompany with vocalists? (How
about the other Persian musical instruments?)
26. What do you think of the way Persian piano sound?
27. How do you predict the future of this practice?
28. Do you believe if the research about the Persian piano practice would be worthy?
29. How is you method in teaching?
30. How do you evaluate it? Why you have never written anything about it?
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Phase 2

1. Have you played Persian piano for any ceremonies? (What is it?)
2. Is there a difference between ceremonial and other pieces?
3. Are there special songs for special feelings or occasions?
4. Are there songs that are especially pretty?
5. How do you define a beautiful piece in Persian piano style?
6. What is it about a piece that makes it sound pretty?
7. Are there pieces you think sound ugly? (Why?)
8. What kind of Persian piano pieces you like better?
9. What kind of melody you like better?
10. Are there pieces you like just because of lyrics?
11. Are there pieces you like just because of specific element?
12. Do you come from a musical family?
13. How old are your students when they start to play?
14. What age do you think as a good time to start playing Persian piano?
15. What do you want your students to learn from you?
16. Is there any foreigner student here who is willing to play Persian piano?
17. Do you think that the Persian piano practice is difficult to learn or to teach?
18. In what row do you teach to your students? Melody, harmony, Persian piano
techniques, etc…
19. What are the most significant elements for you to consider a piece as a Persian
piano piece?
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20. What do you categorize your piano composition?
21. Who is/are your favorite Persian pianist (s)?
22. What is illustrious in his/her work?
23. What recordings do you have in Persian piano field?
24. What musical scores have you played/studied on Persian piano pieces?
25. Do you have any special memory or anything to say about piano in Iran
during the last century?
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Appendix IV

Consentment letter from University of Montreal

Titre de la recherche :
Le jeu du piano en Iran de 1879 jusqu’à 1979.
Chercheure: Maryam Farshadfar
Directrice de recherche: Dr Nathalie Fernando et Dr Rob Simms

A)

RENSEIGNEMENTS AUX PARTICIPANTS

1. Objectifs de la recherche

Cette recherche concerne l’étude de l’introduction du piano en Iran, la pratique et
les praticiens du piano persan, du répertoire traditionnel iranien joué sur le piano
accordé selon des échelles persanes. La raison en est simple : lors de son
introduction en Iran, le piano était adopté comme un instrument de musique local.
Personne ne connaissait ni ce mode d’accordage, ni la façon de jouer de cet
instrument. Ce dernier a donc été converti, pour être adapté au répertoire persan.
L’accord a donc été modifié pour répondre au quart de tons courants dans la
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musique traditionnelle persane et le répertoire a donc ainsi pu être joué sur un
instrument qui ne lui était absolument pas dévolu. L’étude concerne donc une
documentation complète sur cette époque, sur les modalités selon lesquelles le
piano a été accordé puis le répertoire adapté (pièces improvisées et pièces du
répertoire canonique). Il s’agira aussi de présenter le système d’accordage et des
techniques de jeu du piano persan avant l’introduction du répertoire provenant de
l’occident et d’un piano joué ensuite à la façon occidental. La thèse,
particulièrement, étudie le style et les œuvres de Moshir Homayoun, Mahjoubi, et
Ma’roufi qui sont les protaginistes dans le domaine du piano persan. Cette
dernière étape est relative au fait que le piano accordé à la mode persane a
finalement perdu de son prestige auprès de pianiste qui ont peu à peu été en
contact avec le répertoire provenant d’occident et qui ont abandonné le répertoire
persan. Cela a impliqué un changement certain de technique de jeu qu’il serait
intéressant de documenter également. Il s’agit donc d’étudier les pratiques
pianistiques et le répertoire pour piano à partir de l’introduction du piano en Iran,
durant l’âge d’or de sa pratique, et ensuite durant une période de déclin. Cette
étude aussi concerne la pratique des instruments à clavier, y compris le piano,
parmi les musiciennes.

2. Partipation à la recherche

En tant que derniers maîtres dans ce domaine, la participation à cette
recherche consiste à rencontrer le/la chercheur (e) pour une entrevue individuelle
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d’une durée d’environ deux heures. Cette entrevue sera enregistrée par une
caméra ou en pregnant des notes.

3. Confidentialité

Avec votre accord, certains extraits de l’entrevue pourront être transcrits en tout
ou en partie dans la thèse de la chercheure ou de futures publications, et vous
seront attribués. Le cas échéant, vous aurez un droit de regard sur ces extraits
avant leur publication. De même, la chercheure s’engage à ne pas publier des
renseignements que vous préfèrerez garder confidentiels. Le nom et les
informations relatives au parcours professionnel des participants interrogés
ne seront publiés qu’avec leur consentement. Sinon, les renseignements que
vous nous donnerez demeureront confidentiels. Chaque participant à la
recherche se verra attribuer un nom fictif et seule la chercheure principale
et la personne déléguée par elle à cet effet auront la liste des participants et des
noms fictifs qui leur auront été attribués. Cependant, la chercheure pourra
partager certaines informations avec ses collègues du laboratoire de l'OICRM. Ils
seront soumis aux mêmes obligations et mesures de confidentialité que la
chercheure principale s’ils utilisent les données de la recherche De plus, les
renseignements seront conservés dans un classeur sous clé situé dans un bureau
fermé. Aucune information permettant de vous identifier d’une façon ou d’une
autre ne sera publiée. Ces renseignements personnels seront détruits 7 ans après la
fin du projet; seules les données ne permettant pas de vous identifier pourront être
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conservées après cette date

4. Avantages et inconvénients

En participant à cette recherche, vous ne courez aucun risque ou inconvénient
particulier et vous pourrez contribuer à l’avancement des connaissances et à
l’amélioration des services offerts aux enseignants. Votre participation à la
recherche pourra également rendre le répertoire ancien plus accessible aux jeunes
générations de rechercheurs et de pianistes.

5. Droit de retrait

Votre participation est entièrement volontaire. Vous êtes libre de vous retirer en
tout temps sur simple avis verbal, sans préjudice et sans devoir justifier votre
décision. Si vous décidez de vous retirer de la recherche, vous pouvez
communiquer avec la chercheur, au numéro de téléphone indiqué ci-dessous. Si
vous vous retirez de la recherche, les renseignements qui auront été recueillis au
moment de votre retrait seront détruits.

6. Indemnité
Les participants ne recevront aucune compensation financière pour leur
participation à la recherche.
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7. diffusion des résultats

Les articles scientifiques et une copie de la thèse en version persane vont être
envoyées aux participants par courriel.

B)

CONSENTEMENT

Je déclare avoir pris connaissance des informations ci-dessus, avoir obtenu les réponses à
mes questions sur ma participation à la recherche et comprendre le but, la nature, les
avantages, les risques et les inconvénients de cette recherche.
Après réflexion et un délai raisonnable, je consens librement à prendre part à cette
recherche. Je sais que je peux me retirer en tout temps sans aucun préjudice, sur simple
avis verbal et sans devoir justifier ma décision.

Signature :

Date :

Nom :

Prénom :

Je déclare avoir expliqué le but, la nature, les avantages, les risques et les inconvénients
de l'étude et avoir répondu au meilleur de ma connaissance aux questions posées.
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Signature de la
chercheure
(candidate de doctorat) :

Date :

Prénom :
Nom :

Farshadfar

Maryam

Pour toute question relative à la recherche ou pour vous retirer du projet, vous pouvez
communiquer avec

(indiquer la fonction), au numéro de téléphone : xxxxx ou à

l’adresse courriel : xxxxx

La recherche va se dérouler principalement à l’étranger. Toute plainte relative à votre
participation à cette recherche peut être adressée à l’ombudsman de l’Université de
Montréal au Canada, au numéro de téléphone xxxxx ou à l’adresse courriel suivante:
xxxxx (l’ombudsman accepte les appels à frais virés).
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Appendix V: Piano transcriptions

A sample composition by Melik Aslāniān
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A sample composition by Andre Hossein
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